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IT is just ten years ago since this Grammar was first

written. The first edition of it having been sold out, it

became necessary to issue a second one, which the Government of

Bengal again is kind enough to print and publish at their own
Secretariat Press. The Author has made use of this opportunity,
and now offers to the student of Kurukh a revised and enlarged

edition of its Grammar, embodying his own continued studies

and many valuable suggestions made by the Bevd. C. Mehl,
German Evangelical Lutheran Mission, Chota Nagpur. With

regard to the English text of this book 1 am indebted to

Mr. John Reid, I. C. S,, for kindly going through it making
corrections in the idiom. In sending it to the Press the Author

feels constrained to express his gratitude to Government for the

encouragement given him in preparing this volume and to such

scholars as Professor Sten Konow of Christiania and Julien

Vinson of the Paris University, who have been good enough
to comment on his Kurukh Grammar. The former says that

"it commands his greatest respect,'
7 and the latter calls it a

"
publication of incontestable utility and real merit."

Kurukh, according to the Census of 1901, is spoken by 609,721

people, who live chiefly in the Chota Nagpur Division and the

adjacent feudatory states, but are found also in the north-

eavStern districts of Bengal, in Assam and other parts of India.

In Chota Nagpur itself Kurukh is spoken by 346,617 people; of

these, there are in the Ranchi district 3 14,778 ;
in Pal imau 21,606 :

in Singhbhum 6,973 ;
in Hazaribagh 2,930 ;

in Manbhum 330.

The figures obtained from the states bordering on Chotft Nagpur
and belonging now politically to the Central Provinces ar-* no
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very reliable. The number of the Kurukh-speaking people

in Sirguja is given approximately at 23,430 ;
in Jaspur 25,000 ;

in Gangpur 53,000 ;
in Udaypur 1,598; in Korea 680

;
in the

Sakti State 509
;

in the Bilaspur district 192. In the districts

and feudatory states now belonging to the Orissa division there

are said to be 54,274 Kurukh-speaking people, viz., in the

Sambalpur District 29,000; in the Bamra state 15,704 ;
in Raigarh

4 312; in Rairakhol 1,402; in Sarangarh 885; in the Sonpur
State SO, >; in the Patna estate 666; in Bonai about 500; in

Kalahandi 51
;
in the other Orissa tributary states 2,945.

In and near Calcutta there was in 1901 a Kurukh-speaking

population of 1,923; in the ^4-Parganas 2,244; in the Husrli

district 1,630; in Nadia 82; in the centre of Bengal, the

Saiital Parganas we find 1,744 Orlos
;

in Angul, Kbondmal

and Balasur 1,138; in Bardwan, Midnapur and Birbhum taken

together 767
;

in Malda 2,157; Purnia 2,250; Bhagalpur 2,984

in Rangpur and Bogra 1,001,

Many Orlos have emigrated from Chota Nagpur to the tea

districts of Jalpaiguri and Darjiling. In the former the census

of 1901 shewed ^"3,828; in Darjiling 7,449 ;
besides there are in

Dinajpur 4,573 and in Rajshahi 5,485.

In th Shah&bad and Champaran Districts there are 969

Kurukh-speaking people.

About 10,000 have emigrated into the tea districts of Assam.

In Lakhimpur-Dibrugarh there are 4,150 : in Tejpur 2,800 ;
in

Sibsagar and Jorhat 1,850; in Kachar 1,251 ;
in Nowgang 475

and in Kamrup 265.

Kurukh is not spoken by all who belong to this tribe
;

there

are for example towards the east of Ranchi about 23,000 Kurukh

people who speak a Munda dialect called
" Horolia jh-iqar."

Phe?e people are called Kera-Oraos. The spread of
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in parts of the Ranch! District is <\<i on the inci-

so that the rising generation of the aboriginal tribes begia to

forget their mother-tongues and to speak Chota Na^puria
Hindi only. This is specially true as regards the Kurukh

of the Biru Piirganfi.

On the other hand, Kurukh is spoken by other tribes

some of whom have adopted it as their mother-ton

The Berge-Orlo and Berge-Kliarifi of Gungpur all speak
Kurukh. Ii the Orissa tributary states and in the states

now belonging to the Central Provinces, it is spoken by the

tribes called Kisan and Kora or Kodfi. In Raigarh and in

Behar the language has been returned as Dhangarl ;
in

Jaspur as Khendroi. In some parts people who speak this

language have been returned in the census as Kols; but on

the other hand, about 2,500 have given Kurukh as their

mother-tongue, though they belong to different other tribes, such

as Munda, Gond, Santal, JJhumij, Tamaria, Rajput and

Kurmi.

It has been asked, why call this language Kurukh and

the tribe which speaks it by this name ? The answer is

that these people call themselves Kurukh and their language
"Kurukh Katba." It is true they have been known formerly

chiefly by the name of Orao, but this is a term seldom

used by the people themselves
; they are also called Kols

and dhangar or dhangar, Kisan and Kora. The four

latter terms are certainly applied to *he Kurukh by fore-

igners. To begin with, the word Kol, if it is identical

with hord, man, in Mundari, as it appears to be is not

applicable to Kurukhs. Then, again, dhangar means a man

who works for wages, these wages consisting of dhiln-rice.

Kisiln is a Hindi word, meaning eultivatoij and so is Kora
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or Koda, which means digger. Thus Kurukh and Orto are

the only two terms really applicable to the people who belong to

the tribe called by these names.

There has been much difference of opinion with regard

to the meanings of these terms. To the author the conclusion

arrived at by Professor Sten Konow about the meaning of

Oraoor Urau seems to be correct. He derives it from the

words urapai, urapo and urang,
' fman" in the Dravidian dialects

of Kaikadi and Burgandi. The word Orao or Urau would

therefore mean the same as horo in Mundari, i.e., man. The

meaning of the word Kurukh cannot be so clearly traced.

It probably means a speaker, which If correct, would be

nothing unusual, because just as people like to call

themselves men, so they call themselves u
speakers "in con-

tradistinction to other foreign people, whose language

is unknown to them and who therefore to their conception are

not speakeis ;
for Kurukh may be derived from the verb

kur or kurc'ana, to shout or to stammer. In Brahui, a

sister-language of Kurukh, belonging to ttie same Dravidian

family, the suffix ok is added to the base of the verb to

form a participle ;
hence Kurukh or Kuruk or Kurok may

mean speaking or a speaker. There is another Kurukh

word, which means a fence o: a homestead fenced in
; Kurgi or

Knrlchi ; if Kurukh be connected with this word, it would

mean an inhabitant.

According to their tradition the Oraos came to India from

the west, probably via Baluchistan, where Brahui is spoken.

They were settled for some time in the Karnatic
;
where

Kanaiese prevails, which like Brahui is somewhat connected

with Kurukh. From there they are said to ha ye come up along

the banks of the Narbada river and to have finally settled in
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tlio Slialuibad district, whore they are ntill found in sonic

villages. From that country they were expelled by the

Mohamedanfl about the twelveth century, and withdrew to the

Chota Nagpur and llajmalial hills. The descendant <,f the

original race in this place call t hen) selves Miller,
%i men" and

their language Malto, apparently
u men's speech/' Acc-rdim:

to Dr. Sten Konow, however, Mai means hill and Maler hill-

people and as a matter of fact they are called in Hindi u Paha-

ria
"

hill people.

In Chota Nagpur the Kurukhs found the Mun^as^ the

ToriSj Asurs and other Munda tribes, who retired towards

the south leaving the Kurukhs in possession of the north-

western part of the Ranchi District, where the latter now Jive

in villages, which still bear Man$a names in some instances

and have a Muntfa or a Ton as village priest, see appen-
dix XII. In Chota Nagpur the Oraos were subsequently

subjugated by Hindus and Mohamedans who came from

Bihar, whose language Bhojpuil Hindi, greatly influenced

the vocabulary of the Kurukh kaiha and to some extent

even its grammar. Later on the OrSos spread over the whole

of Chota Nagpur, living along with and among Muntfa tribes

by whose dialects Kurukb again appears to have been enriched
or modified

;
and finally they reached the tracts where Bengali

and Oria is spoken. These languages also contributed to the

Kuruklj vocabulary. On the other hand it may be assumed
that some Kurukh words have found their way into the

languages of their neighbours.

The fact that Kurukh belongs to the great Dravidian

family spoken in the south of India is now so universally

recognised, that it is quite unnecessary to demonstrate it-

The term Dravidian according to Dr. Sten Konow is identical
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with Tamil. The so-called Dravidian languages are Tamil

Kanvese, Telugu, Malayalain, Gondi, Kurukh, Tulu, Km
}

Malto, k'rahui, Ko(j,agu }
Kolarin or NaiM, Rota and Toda, given

in the order of their relative importance. The total number

of people who speak these Dravidian languages is 57,497,982.

The relation of Kurukh to the other numbers of the group is

discussed in appendices i and II. Kurukh is not divided into

dialects, though there are some differences in pronunciation as

well as in grammar to be met with in different parts of India

where standard OrHo is spoken. These differences are noted in

Appendix No. Ill

FEED. HAHN.

PUBULIA,

The 7th August 1908.
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ON THE FORMS.

CHAPTER I.

PRONUNCIATION.

A.-Letters.

1. THE Kurukh language not being a written one, the system of

writing and spelling Kurukh words adopted in this volume is the same at

that authoritatively adopted for all Asiatic languages at tho Oriental

Congress at Geneva, with such plight alterations as are required for their

correct pronunciation. In printing the Gospels and other religious books the

Devanagri characters have been employed, since they are more extensively

known to those Kurukhs who have received an elementary education. The
author's collection of Kurukh folk-lore has been printed in Roman characters,

as it is intended as a text-book to this grammar, and for use by students

who are not familiar with Devanagri.

B. Vowels.

2. The Kurukh alphabet has five vowels, each of which is pronounced
either short or long, viz., a, a, e, e, i I, o o, u iL The sound of each may
be understood from the following examples in English :

**** CorrespondingDevanagri

The short a as in America ... u
long d father ... y\ final t

short e letter ... i^ J?

,, long e rate ... ,, ,, ,

* Remarks. No distinction can be made between the short &w\ long e and o in th
evanagri characters.
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Corresponding Devanagri
Examples. character,

The short i as in bit ... ^ final f

long- I tree ... | **

short o box ^ ,, "t

longo both ,..

short u full ... ^ ?) ^

long w 6/-te ... 13; ,,

Great care must be taken to pronounce these different vowels

distinctly, as an entirely different meaning will be conveyed if 1 long and

short vowels are not properly distinguished, e.g.

Kharna, to steal
; khdrnd, to despise.

Pesna, to pick up ; pesnd, to order.

Kittna, to rot
; kltnd, to fire.

Ojna, to sew
; ojna y

to spin.

Urnd, to be satiated
; urnd, to blow.

Muriel, before ; mund, three.

3. There are only two diphthongs in Knrukh, viz., ai and aw, e.g.,

khai, wife ; fauna, to beat. There are, however, compound vowels in

Kurukh, which must nofc be confounded with diphthongs, though they are

exactly pronounced as if they were diphthongs ;
e #., auld, on that day, being

a contraction of a, that and ulld, day alya, there, from a, that, and iyat

here. The diphthongs and compound V:WE> La ai and an are pronounced in the

following way : ai like the i in night ;
au like the ou in house

;
a and t

divided by an apostrophe are to be pronounced separately, also a'w, w't and 6 e

D. Consonants.

4. There are 22 consonants in the Kurukh alphabet, besides

the aspirated forms of some of them. The student who is familiar

with Hindi will find no difficulty in pronouncing them correctly, except th a
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the guttural kh requires some special attention. "We give them in the

alphabetical order, viz.

I, pronounced exactly like the English b : ll, ep

bh, as in English club-house: bhir, necessity.

c, like the ch in chief: calkur, sand.

ch, as in coach-house : oK9chM^ to pound.

d (dental), as in Hindi words : dighd, long.

dh, aspirated form of the preceding : Dharmes, God.

d, cerebral: dadkd, manger.

dh, the aspirated form of the former : dhSk, big drum.

f, ae in fowl : fekrarnd, to howl.

g, as in gift, always hard : gall, time.

gh, aspirated form : pdghd, xope.

h, as in house: hebrnd, to throw away.

j, like they in John : jok, 111 tie.

jh, the aspirated form of j : jhausnd, to rebuke.

k
t
as in king : kukk, head.

kh, the aspirated form of k : khattd, foreigner.

kh, this is a guttural sound, occurring most frequently in Kurukh words,

It ie to be pronounced like the German ch in ich, or the Greek

% in l^Bix;, or as in the Scotch loch : khedd, foot ; khekhel, earth.

L and m are like the corresponding English consonants : lakrd
y tiger,

mankhd, buffalo.

N is also the same as in English : nela, to-iuorrow.

5. The nasal n in Kurukh takes four different forms^

(1) The first resembles somewhat the n in the French ban; this

sound in Kurakh is rather a nasalizing of vowels : ifc is

represented by the sign placed over the vowel which is

to be nasalized ; example : kheso, blood, jukh, servant ;

UrSo or Orao.

(2; The second is the nasal which in Hindi is connected

with the guttural consonants. It is written thus, n ;

its pronunciation is like the ng in the English words-

sing, swing, sang, whenever it stands at the end of a

syllable or is followed by the aspirate h; however>
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if followed by a vowel, the soft g at the end of it

is pronounced as hard as the g in the English words go,

stronger; for this reason it is written in all such cases rig

throughout this book. Examples : thus in the words erig-hai,

my ; nirig-hai, thy ; tarlghai, his
; bang, father

;
the pro-

nunciation is : etig-hai) not erig>g-hai ; bang, not bang g ; etc..

but in eiigfi, to me; nirigd, to thee
; tarigd, to him

; erigan, me,

nmgan, thee
; tangan, him ; etc., the g must be pronounced

hard.

(3) The third nasal n appears in connection with palatals, and is

written n; e.g., benjnd, to marry; khafijna, to bear fruit,

cunjna, to pound ; etc. This nasal n is not so distinctly pro-

nounced as the foregoing ones.

(4) The fourth nasal n is a cerebral, and is written n
; e.g., andra

male
; ontd, one

; pendt e pipe.

6. r, is pronounced as in English: rasna to permeate.

?*,
this cerebral is pronounced something like the rr in the North-

umbrian burr
; erpa, house ; eret, bow.

rh
9
the aspirated form of r : tirhna, to walk.one after the other.

p, is sounded like the English p : pello, girl.

s, is also pronounced as in English words : sendrd, sport.

t, like the English t : tcsmd to tie.

th, the aspirated form of the preceding, : ethrna, to appear.

tf, this letter with its aspirate can be pronounced only as the corre-

sponding letter in Hindi by striking the tip of the

tongue on the palate just above the front gums, as ufnd,

to tie up ; khottnd, to smash.

ih t guthi, form of plural, tothna, earthen lamp.

y, this semivowel is pronounced like the y in yoke : ayo, mother,

iya, here, but at the end of a syllable its sound is after a

short o like i and after a long o like e, e.g., khoynd,

(khoind), to reap; kfroynd, (khdend) to measure. It is also

sometimes changed into^, e.g., khojkan, I measured.

v, semivowel, written sometimes w : leva or leica nanna, to prepare

the ground for sowing. Nevrdrna or newrdrnd, to wean

away.
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7. In printing Kurukh with Devanagari characters, the following
have been made use of to represent the above consonants :

Gutturals, k,^9? ; kh, *
; g, JT

; gh, w; fig, ^, kh, ^.

Palatals, c ^
; ch, ^ ; j, ^

; jh *&. ii, ^.

Cerebrals, t, s
; tb, 3 ; d, ^ ; dh, 5

; n, m
; r, * ; rh, r.

Dentals, t, cf ; th, ^ ; d, ^ ; db, v ; n, ?r.

Labials, p, XT; ph,(f)^ ; b, ^ ; bb, *r
; m, ?r.

Semivowels, y, ^
; r, ?; ; 1, ^ ; v, ?.

Sibilant s, ^i ; Aspirate, h, ^.

Nasal n connected with a long vowel has to be written in DevanSgari

with the sanunasika or candra-bindu, e.y., kheso, ^^t ; fikh ^fe. Tho

guttural nasal n in bang, father, is written ^F ; nitighai, etc., IV'S^

in erigay to me., "CT? ;
in ^a^, wood, "^ ; benjna to marry, is written

07$ , one, is written
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CH.APTEE II.

ON ENUNCIATION AND PERMUTATION OF VOWELS AND CONSONANTS
AND ACCENTUATION.

A. Enunciation.

8. It is a peculiar feature in the Kurukh language that in the infini-

tive form of the verb in which two short vowels of the same description
stand together, these vowels are pronounced separately, with the accent

on the first of them, as kukra'and, the ending being na as in Hindi,
the root kbkra'a; either of the two latter vowels being enunciated in

BO distinctly separate a manner as to leave a short hiatus between them

which will be marked throughout this book by an apostrophe
'

: kukra'and

to put down pillows under the head
; (ikra'and, to ask repeatedly ; likeyase

the words he'end, to bind, ne'end, to aek for
; khee'nd, to die, must be pro-

nounced: he'ena, ne'ena, khe'end, not henti, nend, khend. So it is with the

doublet; ci'ind,to give; U'ind, to boil. Likewise the double : cd'ona,

to rise ; Itfona, to take away.

The apostrophe will be employed also in words in which an elision

occurs, which takes place whenever the emphatic affix am or im is added to a

pronoun, as ekd, who and am, ek'dm, whosoever ; endr, what and im, endr'im,

whatsoever. Each of these \\ ords is to be pronounced as if it were not

one but two words, ek'dm, endr'im.

The hiatus occurs also in the adverb niaVa, not and mak'le, if not then.

Yerbs ending in[a consonant evince in the imperative mood a distinct hiatus

between the root and the imperative ending: tisigna, to open; tisig'dl open!

ondrna, to bring : ondr'a ! bring ! mucnd, to shut ;
muc'd ! shut !

In causal verbs, the pronunciation of the double aa is the same as in

simple verbs, as described above : nanta'and, to cause to be made; mentefant,

to proclaim.

The hiatus is also perceivable in the ending of verbs in the future tense,

passive voice and in verbs the stem of which ends in r : tebrnd, to be extin-
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guished, ffibro'6 ; tercgrnd, to confess, tertyro'd. However in these cases the

second o is long. Also in the past tenses of the verb, first person feminine*

a hiatus appears just before tho ending which signifies the person : e.g., urn A

to be satiated
;
we*an, I was satiated : ba* and, to speak ; bdo'an, I spoke.*

9. With regard to double consonants, great care mast be taken to

pronounce each one of them distinctly, as otherwise the meaning will become

quite different from what is intended. Thus kitll-kan, I covered, not kul-

kan, which would mean opened; essnd, to wea?e, not eand, to break; errnd,

to sweep, not erna, to see.

B.~Permutation.

10. In the past tenses of the verb the double short vowels aa, ee, oo

change into one long corresponding vowel, viz., aa becomes a, ee becomes i,

00 becomes o, e g., ba'and, to speak; bdckan, I spoke ; he'ena, to bind; heckan,

1 bound
; cd'ona, to rise; cdckun, I rose.

There are, however, exceptions to this rule ;
for example, in htfond, to

take away ;
the double oo does not change into a long, but into one short o in

the past tense : ockan, I took away.

The double short ii coalesces into a short one, e.g., ci'ind, to give, cickan

I gave; short u and i combined become short u in the past tense of the verb,

e.g., uina, to plough, usskan, I ploughed.

Likewise, short o and long e combined become short o : poend, to rain
;

JWS8&, it rained.

11. Single vowels change in the following manner : short e becomes

short i in the past tense : errnd : irrkan, I swept ; long e change into long i : ernd :

irkan, I saw
; short e changes into *; also in the present and past tense of

feminine and neuter verbs, esnd, to break, nin isd% (feminine) thou breakest
;

ad t'sl (feminine and neuter) she, it breaks
; trin iski (feminine), thou brokest

;

mm iskl (neuter), you broke, in verbs the root of which ends in the double

* The hiatus in Kurukh words when written in Deranagari letters cannot "be

properly represented by the visarg, as it is not an aspirate, but simply a break, which

in Devanagari may well be marked by using a capital letter for the initial vowel of the

syllable which follows after the hiatus; e.g., H3P>r*r, ek'am ; ^^^T ffluc'a; irift^

tengro'd.
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cc9 the latter change into double it, the first being long, the second short : \i\

however this rule applies only to feminine and neuter verbs cf the present tense,

second and third person, singular mumber: e.g. y be'end; to be; khe'end, to die
;

fie'end, to bind ; n&end, to ask
;
nin bl'tfi, thou ait

;
nin khi'idi, thou diest

;

nin Itiidl thou bindest
;
nin tn'idi, thou aske&t ;

but ad M't, she, it is; ddkhi'f,

ehe, it dies, etc. When a verb begins with the vowel e, the noun of agency

takes i; e.g., esnd, to break, &a, breaker
;
ernd. to see; irti sser. These latter

changes may be due however to the following i and u respectively.

Long i changes into short i : pltna, pitkan, I killed.

Both short and long o change into short u, and frequently the long o

changes into short o ; e.g., ottnd, to touch, uttkan, I touched; nwkhnd, to eat,

mokkan, I ate
; ognd, to swim, ugkan, I 3warn.

Long o changes also into long u : khdrnd,io spiout, khurkan I did sprout.

The long u changes into short u : kurnd, to be hot, kuttkan, I was hot.

Short and long o in combination with y change into short o : khoynd.

khosskan, I reaped ; khoynd, fehojkan, I measured.

Final long o, u, a and i always become short, when their position

is altered by the addition of a cononant
;
e$. : akku, akkun, now

; merkhd,

heaven, merkhan (accusative case). In the noun of agency the long and

short o of the verb is always changed into long and short u : huus from

hoond, to take away; unus from onnd, to eat.

In poetry whenever the first word of a line begins with a vowel, this

must be preceded by an n for the sake of euphony ; e.g ,
if the sentence

begins with the word ayo, mother, it will be pronounced noyo.

12. The changes which consonants undergo in the conjugation of the

verb in the past tenses are very numerous
;

for example, the aspirated ch

elides the final h : cechnd, ceckan, I pounded ; g changes into k : ollagnd,

ollakkan, I accosted
; ,;'

is doubled : ijnd, ijjkan, I stood. Double kk or kkh

becomes single : pokkhnd, pukkan, I blistered my band ;
kh always changes

into k after a and o : nwkhnd, mokkan, I ate
;
s is changed into double it :

khosnd, khottkan, I dug ; pesnd, pettkan, I picked up.

Many verbs, as dnud, to say, ernd, to see, form the past tense first

person by inserting k between the root of the verb and its termination,

dn-k-an (dnkan) I said, Irkan, I saw : but whenever the root of the 7 erb ends
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in a vowel or diphthong, o is put before the k
t
for the sake of euphony :

kirtcfand, kirtackan, I returned
; hPena, htekan, I hound; htfona, ockan, I

took away. The semivowel y changes into ; or double *, e.g., khdynti :

khojknn, I measured
; khdynd : kh'wkan, I reaped ;

also when two vowels

stand together, the latter vowel changes into double SB : poend, possd, it

rained; uiiid, tisskau, I ploughed. Further in all words which are borrowed

from Hindi, in whatever consonant their root may terminate, c generally

precedes the k : sewnd^ seicckan, I served ; parhnd y parhckan, I read ; likhnd,

Itkhckan, I wrote.

C. Accentuation.

13. In words which have only two syllables the accent is always on

the first : pudddj short
; bdckd, word. In words of three syllables the verbs

have generally the accent on the second syllable, tmgnd to open, kirta'and,

to return ; except in those which end in ba'and, e.g., guchdla'and, which take

the accent on the third syllable. There are rare instances of verbs of three

syllables having the accent on the first : nisigna, to dress a wound; nedegnd,

to fall off, are examples.

Adverbs, however, as a rule take the accent on the first syllable, even

though they are of three or four syllables except when they are compounds,
like nelbenjd, the day after to-morrow, mundbhdre, ahead, etc.; in these the

accent is on the first syllable of the second word, that is the second syllable of

the compound word. Most of the nouns with three syllables (dumbari, fig

tree) or with four syllables (ddrhimissi, beard) have the accent on the first

syllable ;
seldom on the second (barandd, whirlwind) ;

and very rarely on the

third (durbehdr, removed).
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CHAPTER III.

NOUNS.

A. -Number and Gender.

14, There are only two numbers in Kurukh, singular and plural ;

strictly speaking, however, number as well as gender is, to the Kurukh, a

distinction which he can only make with regard to nouns indicating rational

beings. All irrational existences have to his grammatical conception neither

gender nor number. It is true that he has forms to denote a plurality in

neuter nouns
;
but in the conjugation of verbs influenced by such nouns, he

treats them like nouns in the singular number. As to gender, I follow the

division made by the Eev. E. Droese in his grammar of the Mdlto language,

viz., masculine, feminine and neuter. The number of the two former is

very limited, since the Kurukh regards as masculine and feminine only such

words as denote rational beings ;
all other nouns are to him devoid of gender,

whether they are animate or inanimate, Thus with regard to gender it may
be said of the Kurukh as has been said of his cousin, the Pahdrid or Mat :

"he betrays a very unimaginative turn of mind." To the Kurukh only men

are masculine ; women and goddesses (evil spirits) are feminine, the one

good spirit even making no exception ;
all other nouns are neuter.

J5. Masculine nouns of the third person singular have two forms, the

indefinite and the definite. The indefinite is the simplest form of the noun,

thus dlj man. The definite form is made by adding as for the singular,

thus dtas, the man. The nominative plural third person is formed by

adding the syllable ar to the indefinite singular form, thus dlar, men and

the men, there being no separate form for the definite plural. Definite

nouns, however, always require a pronoun, demonstrative or otherwise,

and only indefinite nouns are employed as they stand; e.g., dl gahi

id, the soul of man
;

alar ge Me*end reft, men must die
;

ort alas

baroas, a (certain) man came; nik'im (alar) barcar, some (certain")
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men came

;
ibrd dlarin hod, take these men away. The two terminations at

and ar are in reality the singular and the plural of the pronoun of the

third person, which are ds, he and dr, they, respectively. Examples : Golfar

urb mannar, Landlords! -are rich ; golhts kecas, the Landlord died. Vrbar

onalagrtar, the masters are having their meals ; urbas mekhdMas, the master

calls.

In the first person no distinction is made between definite or indefinite ;

thus en urban, en gollan, may mean, I am a master, a Landlord, and also

I am the master and the Landlord. En dlan and em dldm means: lam
a man and we are men, respectively. In the second person we may say

indiscriminately nln^dl ra'adai and nln dlay, either denoting thou art a man ;

similarly nln urbay talday and nln urbay, meaning either thou art a master

or master.

16. Feminine nouns have only the indefinite form ; their plural is

formed by adding either the masculine plural ending ar or the collective

postposition guthiar to the indefinite : mukkd, woman, mukkar, women ;

alt, wife, dliguthiar wives. The latter is also used ^connection with masculine

nouns when the plural stands in a collective sense ; thus the Kurukh says :

Ad alarguthiar gusan ra
j

i, she is with the men, and ds dliguthiar gane /cddas,

he goes with the women. There is another plural form for both masculine

and feminine nouns, viz., baggar, derived from bagge, many, to which the

masculine and feminine plural ending ar is added. It is employed when

a plurality of relatives is to be denoted, via., ddddbaggar, elder brothers. A
third form of the plural we find in kharra, sprout, which is, however, used

exclusively in connection with the word children, whether these are male

or female, viz., khaddkharrd, offspring. None of the above plural endings,

viz
, ar, guthiar, laggar and kharrd should ever be employed in connection

with neuter nouns, which form their plural by adding guthi to the indefinite

singular : addd, ox, atfddguthi, oxen ; man, tree, mangutki, trees. On the other

hand, guthi must never be applied to substantives which are either masculine
or feminine, except in the sense of a double plural in the feminine, e.g.,,

mukharguthi; in connection with the masculine plural form, gutki is thus used

similarly to the Hindi log, dlargvthi, men. On the use of "guthi" in the

Benee of an adverb, see 160.
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17. Singular and plural endings :

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

as (def.),Sing.

PI. ar, guthiar,

baggar, feharrd,

ar, guthiar, guthi,

baggar, kharrd.

guthi>

The meaning of guthl is "whole "
from yotd, whole ; that of baggar

is "the many," "from bagge, many. The same distinction of these

three genders will appear further on in the pronouns and the conjuga-

tion of the verb. It must be noted, however, that though the Kurukh has

for the masculine and the feminine one and the same plural, or, in other

words, a common gender in the plural, he has no singular for the feminine

but uses the neuter singular instead of it. Thus, strictly speaking, there

are only two genders in Kurukh, viz., masculine and neuter, because

each woman taken alone is treated grammatically as a] thing or chattel
;
but

when he refers to them in the plural, the Kurukh uses the masculine form

for them as well as for men. Yet for this latter reason, and because there

are in the pronoun special feminine forms and in the verb distinctly

feminine inflections, we deem it more appropriate to divide the Kurukh

gender into masculine, feminine and neuter.

18. The number of masculine and feminine nouns being so very
email in Kurukh, the principal of them are given below :

List of masculine with correspondingfeminine nouns

Alas

Metas

Jlfibas

Kukos

RitJcokhadd

JLelekhaddas
,
or lelles

Jaunkhaddis

Dharmes

Nddas

(def,), man ;

husband
;

father ;

male child
;

male baby ;

eon-in-law
;

god ;

dli, woman, wife.

mukkd and khai, woman, wife.

ayd, mother.

kuko'e, girl.

kuko'e khadd, female child.

Idle khadd, female baby.

kheddo, daughter-in-law.

dharwe, goddess.

nad, demon, evil spirit, (fern.)7 7 -. *^".*v, ^*VJ_U.y
Dharmes and nddas are not used as masculine words except by Christian

CrSos. Non-Christianslook upon God and the devil as being feminine only.
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Bela*, (def) king ; Mrf, queen.

Jokhaa, servant, pelld servant (fern.)

Bisdhas, wizard; bitdtt, witch.

DeVras, sorcerer ; detird, sorceress.

Urbas, master ; urb.-ti, lady, mistre s ;

also mvntfri or wi'/ii.

Naigas, priest ; naigni, the wife of the priest.

REMARK. The ending n\ in wlnl and naigni, is apparently borrowed

from the Hindi Grammar, c f., gharnl, landlady.

Special masculine and feminine nouns.

19. When in speaking of irrational beings or neuter nouns, it is

desirable to denote sex, the Kurukh prefixes to neuter nouns indicating

quadrupeds and birds, the words andrd, male and lurhi, female
; e.y.> andrd

lakra male tiger, burhi lakra^ tigress ;
so andrd kiss, boar; andrd osyd, mouse,

etc. For sheep and goats the Kurukh employs the word bokrd to denote

the male: bokrd merfid, ram and bokrd erd
y
he goat. For buffalo maikhd,

karrd and bhais are used respectively; for dog alld,kuttnlid and kuttialta,

bitch. In the case of birds kokro is used for cock and katn for hen
; thus

koki o mttrkhur, cock-pigeon and katri murkhur, hen-pigeon ; gayd kher,

castrated cock. Almost all these prefixes ere, however, apparently borrowed

from the Hindi vocabulary, and the distinction therefore is not originally

a Kuiukh one.

B. Case and Declension.

A. CASE.

20. There are seven cases in Kurukh and only one declension. The

genitive case is formed by adding the post position gahi to the nominative

of the noun, definite or indefinite: dl gahi, of man, alas gahi, of the man,
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filar gahi, of the men. Another form of the genitive or rather possessive

case is ntd, with the exclusive sense of belonging to locally ;
for which

reason ntd may be considered a locative ; e.g.. paddd, village, paddantd, of the

village, or belonging to the village ; iyd, here, iyanld, of this
; iyanld amm,

the water of this place ; paddantd alar, the people of the village.

In the dative the postposition ge is added : dl ge and alas ye, to the

man.

The sign of the accusative is an when the noun ends in a consonant ;

after a vowel it is n
;
in the definite form of the noun masculine singular

and plural and in the feminine plural it is in
; example : dlan, man,

dlasin, the man, alarm, the men; mukkan, the woman, mu*Jsarin
t
the women.

Erpan, the house, erpdguthin, the houses.

The sign of the ablative is 11 and nil ; the latter form being used in

nouns ending with a vowel for the sake of euphony ; e.g., alas /f,from the

man, dttnti, from the woman. The sign of the ablative may be added to

the accusative as well as to the nominative, as in dlarinti, erpdgiithinti.

This n in the ablative therefore is used most probably only by way of euphony.

If this be so, then the real form of the possessive-locative nta spoken

of above would be id. As to the combination of the ablative with the

locative, see 85 on participles and the syntax 156.

The instrumental case signs are tr\ and tru.

In the locative the postposition nu in, on, is added to the nominative :

alas nu, in the man, merkhd nu, in heaven. In some localities where Kurukh

is spoken it is no ; also in Mdlto.

21. In the vocative 6, ay and ayo are suffixed to the nouns: e.g , urb,

master; urbay, urbayo, master! vrbard, masters ! mukkaid, women t

There is no vocative form for the plural of neuter nouns.

Besides the vocative suffix the interjection e or ana, is prefixed : e urbatd,

or ana urbayo, O master ! In the feminine nouns both suffix and prefix

undergo a change : the final a of the former becoming ai, e mukkai, O
woman ! (in the singular only) and the final a of the latter also changing
into ai, anal mufckai. There is a further change of this prefix ana when
women talk to women, viz

,
an khai, daughter! and ane khaiyutl<iard, O

daughters !
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22. B. Examples of declension.

Masculine.

Singular, Plural.

dl, alas, man, the man. dlar,

dl, alas gahi, of the man. dlar gahi,

dl, alas ge, to the man. dlar ge,

dl, dlan, dlasin, the man. dlarin,

dl it, dhs II, from the man. dlartl, dlarinti,

dl trl, tru, through, by dlar trl, tru,

the man.

dlayb, e dlayd, man ! e dlaid,

dl, alas f<#, in the man. dlar nu,

Feminine.

Singular. Plural.

mukkd, woman. mukkar,

mukkd gahi, of the woman, mukkar gahi,

mukkd ge, to the woman, mukkar ge,

mukkon, the woman. mukkarin,

mukkantl, from the

woman.

mukkd trl, tru, through, by mukkar in, fru,

the woman,

e mukkai, woman. e mukkard,

mukkd nu, in the woman, mukkar nu,

Neuter.

Singular.

N. alia, the dog.

G. alia gahi, of the dog.

D. alia ge, to the dog.

Ace. allan, the dog.

Abl. alia tl, allmtt, from the dog. alia guthi tl or nt\,

List. alia trl, tru, through, by alia guthi trl, tru,

the dog.

Voc. e alia, dog ! e alia guthi,

Loc. alia nu, in the dog. a lid guthi nu,

N.

G.

D.

Aco.

Abl.

lust.

Voc.

Loo.

O.

D.

Ace.

All.

Intt.

Voc.

men, the men.

of the men.

to the men.

the men.

from the men.

through, by
the men.

men !

in the men.

women,

of the women,

to the women
the women.

mukkarti, mukkatinti, from the

women,

through, by
the women

women !

in the women.

Plural,

guthi,

alia guthi gahi,

alld guthi ge,

alia guthin,

the dogs,

of the dogs,

to the dogs,

the dogs,

from the dogs,

through, by
the dogs.

O dogs !

in the dogs.
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23. List of nouns for declination.

Jdkh,
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24.

Aydbabd,

Pacbdlar,

Khadd kharrd

Adddmekkhd

Cdhbdli

A$di paddd,

Akkd balkd,

Arkhd cekhel,

Arkhibdfe,

Bithi bfydrl,

Uttd mdkhd,

Ciccep,

Irkd ipkd,

Jokh erpd,

Jdkhar pellor,

Kukkcapd,

Blrputd,

ghal ttkhri,

Khed cappd,

Merkhd khekhel,

Olkhnd cikhnd,

Paced pacgl,

Punji pattt,

A$do gdhld,

Eret card,

Mandi amkhi,

Qard dord,

Bel ladd,

Bel erpd,

Jiyd kdyd,

Compound subatantives.

(mother, father) parents,

(the old folks) the departed spirits*

(child and offspring) family,

(oxen and domestic animals) cattle,

the homestead,

home, citizenship.

(known and unknown) mistakes, faults,

herbs and vegetables,

country spirits,

predial services.

day and night,

(fire and rain) the deluge,

sweepings,

the clubhouse,

the young people,

noon, midday,

sunset,

cultivation,

forenoon, south,

(heaven, earth) world,

lamentation (and crying),

old people,

wealth.

(ox and yoke) requisites for agriculture,

(bow and arrow) requisites for hunting.

a good fare,

broken ground,

prince, royal child,

king's house,

soul and body, the whole man.
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CHAPTER IV.

ADJECTIVES.

A. General remarks.

5 25. The number of adjectives in Kurukh is not very large, many of

them having several different meanings ; thus for example kore means good

healthy, well-behaved, etc. Most adjectives in Kurukh are simply nouns of

quality added to substantives just as they are, without regard to gender,

number or case. Thus mechd, high, also means height ;
mechd partd, a

high mountain ; partd gahi mechd nu, on the top of the mountain ;

kbeso, red, means blood and also the red colour ; conhd is love, attachment,

but also beloved and attached
; kharkhd, bitter and bitterness ; pannd, iron,

yctnna tarn, an iron sword
; cdcd, stone, cdcd Jthal, a stony field.

B t On the formation of adjectives,

26. Adjectives in Rurukh are therefore formed by simply prefiyingone
noun to another. Such combinations of course might be looked upon as com-

pound nouns, because cdcd kfral could be translated stone-field ;
kartk erpti

wooden house and wood-house.

Verbal adjectives are formed (a), by putting the infinitive form of the verb

before the noun which is to be qualified ; e.g., kurnd, burning: kurnd amm,
hot or burning water; munjrnd, to end or to perish : munjrnd ujjnd, perish

ing or perishable life
; onnd, to eat, eating : onnd did, eatable things ; (b), by

prefixing the form of the past participle to the qualified noun : dnkd katha

a spoken word; keckd dlar, dead people; nanjkd nalakh work done;

khotrkd an, broken vessel
; tebrkA tic, extinguished fire

; (<?), by adding the

noun of agency : iru aids, the man who sees ; the boy who knows akhu kukko
Sy

the meaning is: a clever boy ; pdru petto, the girl who sings.

By adding the adverb lekhd, like (an Aryan loan word) to a noun and

putting these before the ^noun to be qualified we obtain another kind of
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adjective, which is used most extensively in the Kurukh language, thereby

replenishing their poor stock of adjectives. Examples : An (jrho distin-

guishes only between three different colours, viz.
, red, white and black : kheatt

pandrti and mokhdro. If he is pressed for a specialisation of other colours,

he has recourse to the adverb lekhd and combines it with one of these words
;

thus he will call yellow, khesd lekhd, reddish
;

dark green, mokhdrd lekhd,

blackish ; and ash grey, pandrU lekhd, whitish.

Another mode of forming adjectives is by prefixing or suffixing the

negative adverb mal
t mala and malkd, thus a barren woman is rendered

by khadd malkd all, lit., child not having woman ; inunjdinalka^ endless ;

rmlwunjrndy unperishable ; dhibdmalkd, to be without money, poor ;

l&rmalkd, unwise, stupid; mal eaungiyd, to be without strength, weak.

A corresponding positive is made up by adding the noun of agency

to another qualifying noun
; e.g., far uiyu alas, a clever man, lit., a

wisdom having man ; tdkd uiyu alas, a rich man, lit., a rupee

holding man
; sawang ui&u, mighty, lit., one who holds authority.

By adding the sign of the possessive case ntd to a noun for the purpose

of qualification, another kind of adjectives is formed, e.g., erpantd twgcdr

homely custom, lit. custom belonging to the house ; merkhantd babos, the

heavenly father, i.e., who is in heaven; ullantd nalakh, daily work; purbantd

dlar, oriental men, men belonging to the east ; khekbelantd did, earthly

things.

C. Comparison.
27. The mode of comparison in Kurukh is very simple; the noun or

pronoun to be compared is put in the nominative, and the noun cr pronoun
with which it is compared is put in the ablative, in the same way as in

Hindi: Urbas fikhas t\ koJid taldas, the master is greater than the servant.

Nln enganti sanni taldai, thou art smaller than I.

The superlative is formed in the same way, only the comparison is

made by the word "all," ormar (maso. and fern.) and urmi (neuter), instead

of or along with the noun or pronoun to be compared : As ormarti kdhd

talyas, he is the greatest of all
;
ad orma mukkarti kohd ra'f, she is greater

than all the women. / man urmi mangitfhinti tanni tall, this tree is the

smallest of all.
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There are two other and perhaps more original ways of comparison in

Kurukh : the first is by putting the substantive with which the subject is to

be compared into the locative case : e.g., among his brethren even he was

great: tarighai dadarnti, dsim kdhd ra'acas; and, secondly, by contrasting

the nominative to be compared; e.g., not this, but that one is great:

itim mala hftsim kdhd taldas.

D. List of the most common adiectives.

28. Dau, good ; maldau, bad, lit. not good ; daulekhd, fairly good.

Edre, healthy ; malkdre, ill, lit. not well ; puddd, short ; dighd, long ; mecha,

high ; punnd, new
; paced, old

; bold, soft ; carrd, bare, bald ; dondd, foolish ;

landid, lazy ; gechd, far
; e<f&a, near ; hissi, fair

;
konko bonko, crooked ;

urb, rich; klra, poor, hungry; kocro, narrow; Ma, dumb, idiotic; kollam,

penitent ; khasra, dirty, leprous ; faharfeha, bitter ; tmi, sweet ; Mi'ssf, bright ;

%hon%hd, deep ; lepd, thin
; ludu, gentle ; marl&hkd, soiled ; muno, excellent ;

nagad, nice, pretty ; nidi, empty ; ctM, heavy ; nebba, light ; patri, early ;

panjkd, ripe ; pandko, unripe ; partge, clear ; peccd, diligent ; pokkd,

swollen, puffed up ; pored, half boiled
; rijhd, fat ; sanni, small

; kohd,

great; sirsitd, slender; sithiyd, easy; thaukd, right; tind, right hand;

d$bbdt left ; tindl, firm
; thotha, naked; ujgd, straight.
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CHAPTER V.

PRONOUNS.

1. Personal Pronoun,

A. Case signs.

29. Strictly speaking, the personal pronoun of the Kurukh language
has only two persons, first and second, the personal pronoun third person

being really the demonstrative pronoun, thus as heras, dr kerar, means not

exactly, he went, they went, but rather, that one, those ones went.

The declension of the pronoun is similar to that of the noun, with the

following deviations in the first and second person.

1. The nominative singular is not the stem of the pronoun, the stem

being erig or trig in the first person, nirig in the second person, and narig in

the collective plural.

2. Consequently, it will be observed that the signs of the oblique

cases are added to the stem and not to the nominative form.

3. The suffix of the genitive is not gahi as in the noun, but hai,

the latter being affixed to the stem eng-erighai, my or mine
;
stem nirig and

hai-nirighai, thy or thine; stem tang and hai-tanghai, singular, tanghai his.

The suffix of the dative case is a and age instead of ge in the dative case

of the noun : eriga and engage, to me. The accusative sign an is fche same

as in nouns with this deviation that it is never changed, erigan, me.

The ablative case has or antt : erigti or ertgantl, from me. The

instrumental case has the corresponding tn or tru, erig tri, by or through

me. The locative also adds its case sign to the stem : erignu, in me.

30. The plural case signs of the first and second persons are the

same as those of the singular, while the plural signs of the third person

exactly correspond with the plural oaso signs of the noun, but all of them

are added to the nominative and not to the stem, except one of the two

collective plural forms, viz., narighai, our, and narigage, to us, which add

their case signs to the stem,
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The Kurukh language has a double plural in the first person, viz., em

and ndm. The former is used when the party addressed is excluded, and

the latter when the party addressed is included
;

if this peculiarity is not

strictly observed, a different sense will be conveyed from what is intended,

e.g., if one of a dinner party were to call out to the servant : mandi ondr'd ndm

dnot, bring the dinner, we will eat ! this would include the servant and con-

vey to him an invitation ; the sentence therefore should be mandi ondr'd, em

onom.

The plural forms for the third person of neutral pronouns are ibrd and

abrd, not dr, as for masculine and feminine pronouns.

31. B. Declension of the Personal Pronoun.

FIRST PERSON.

Singular. First Plural. Collective Plural.

N. en, I. em, we. ndm, we all.

G. en'ghai my, of me. emhai, of us. namhai, nanghai, of us all

J). erigd, engage, to me. emd, emd ge, to us. narigd, nangdge, Larnage,to us all

Ace. erigm, me. eman, us. naman, us all.

Abl. erig tl,erigantl, from me. em tl, eman tl, from namti namanti, narigti, from, by
us. narigantl. us all.

Instr. erigtrl, tru, through, em tri, tru through, ndm tri, tru through

by me. by us. us all.

LOG. erig nu, in me. em nu, in us. natn nu, narig nu, in us all.

SECOND PERSON.

Singular.

JV. nin,

O. nmghni,

D. nirigd, nirigdye,

Ace. ningan,

Abl. ningtl, ninganti,

Instr. ning tri, tru

Loc. ning nu,

Plural.
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THIRD PEK

Singular.

Masculine.

N. d*> he (that one).

Q. ds gahi, his, of him.

D. As ge, him, to him.

Aoc. dain, him.

AbL dsti, dsinfi, from him.

Imtr. dstri, tru, through, by him.

LOG. da nu, in him.

Feminine. Neuter.

,
^

^

dd, she, it (that one).

ddigahiy her, of her, its, of it.

ddiye, to her, to it.

ddin, her, it.

dditl, ddintl, from her, from it.

ddi M, tra, through, by it.

ddi nu, d nu, in her, in it.

REMARK. For the sake of euphony the vowel i is put between the

stem and the postposition in the oblique eases of the singular in the

feminine and neuter.

Plural.

Masculine and Feminine .

N. dr9 they, those.

6. drgahi, their, of them.

D. drge, them, to them.

Ace. drin, them.

Abl. drti, drinti from them.

Instr. dr trl t tru, through, by them.

Loc. dr nu, in them.

Neuter.

they, those.

abrdgahiy of those.

abrdge, to those.

abran, those.

abranti, from those.

abran tri, tru, through, by those

abrd nu, in those.

2. Demonstrative Pronoun.

32. As has been already stated, the third person of the personal

pronoun, masculine and feminine, is in reality the remote demonstrative

pronoun. The proximate form for the masculine singular is f (definite),

and for the feminine and neuter \d, the plural of the former being $rt

which is also used for the feminine, while the plural of the neuter is

ibrd\ the remote demonstrative being as, dd, dr and abrd
9
of which the
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declension has been given above. The declension of the proximate is given

below :

N.

G.

D.

Ace.

Singular.

Masculine. Feminine, Neuter.

ts, this (man). id, this,

ts gahi, of this. idigahi, of this

ts ge, to this. idige, to this

fsm, this. idin, this

Abl. uti, isintt, from this. *dti, idintl, from this,,

/fwfr-. Is tfri, ^rd, by, through this, idtri, tru, through,

by this

(woman) (neuter being)

Loc. Is nu, in this. Idnu, inu, in this

Plural.

Masculine, Feminine.

N. Ir, these (men), (women).

G. Irgahi, of these ,, ,,

D. irge, to these

Ace. irin, these

Abl. wtl, Srinti, from

these

Instr. ir trf, tru.

through, by

these ,,

jLoc. tr nu, in these

these (neuter beings)

ibragahij of these

ibrage, to these

iftrn, these

ibrantt, from these

ibran tri, tru

through, by
these

ibrd nu, in these

33. When the demonstrative pronoun precedes a singular noun, its

indefinite singular forms are used for all the three genders, viz., in lieu of

the near definite, Is and ttf, I is used ;
instead of the remote definite ds and

ad, the indefinite a is employed; e.g., a a lasin era, see that man; I mukkan

era, see this woman ;
a addon era, see that ox.
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On the other hand, when the demonstrative pronoun precedes a plural

noun, its neuter plural form is used, viz., ibr&
9
for near and abrd, for remote

demonstratives: ibra dlarin h da, take these men away; abra mukkarin hdd,

take those women away ;
ibra addoguthin hdd, take these oxen away. Ibra

and abrd are made up of the demonstrative f and a and bra, meaning those

ones; compare the Kanarese acaru and avara, those ones.

There is another form for the remote demonstrative pronoun, which is

used when remoteness is to be emphasized, viz., hus for dt, that man there,

hud, for ad that woman (or irrational being) there
;
hur for dr, those men

(or women) there
;
and hubra for abrd, those (things, etc.) there. Before

singular nouns the indefinite form u is used in all the three genders : u alas

tt, from that man there ;
u mukkant\

%
from that woman there ; u manantt,

from that tree there. U is probably borrowed from the Gauwdrlrl or low

Hindi. Hud, hus, hur, hubra is also an emphatic demonstrative, generally

accompanied by a nodding of the head or a sign made by the hand.

Preceding plural nouns, the indefinite of this remote demonstrative

pronoun takes hubra for each gender, e.g., hubra dlarin mekhd, call those men

there; hubra mukkarin mekha, call those women there; hubra kherguthin

ondr'd, bring those fowls there.

34. Declension of the remote demonstrative pronoun.

Singular.

Masculine*.

N. hus, that man.

O. husgahl, of that man.

D. hus ge, to that man.

Ace. husin, that man.

Abl. husti, husinfti from that man.

Instr. hus tr\, tru, by
Loc. hus nu, in that man.

Feminine. Neuter.

hud, that

hudigahi, of that

hudige, to that

hudin, that

hudtl, hudinti, from that

hud trt. trQ. through, by that

hud nu, in that

^woman, thing)
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Plural.

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

N. hur, those men (women) . hubrd, those things.
O. hurgahi, of those men hubrdgahi, of those things.
D. hur ge, to those men Jmbrdge, to those things.
Ace. hurin, those men hubran, those things.
.4R hurtt, hurinti, from those men hubranti, from those things.
Intr. hurtri, tru, by those men hubran trl, tru, by those things.
Loc. hur nu, in those men hubrd nu, in those things.

3. Possessive Pronouns.

35. The genitives of the personal and demonstrative pronouns stand

for possessives and of course are used also as adjectives

First person. Second person. Third person.

Sing, erighai, my. ninghai, thy. dsgahi, his; adigahi, her, its.

PL emhai, our. nimhai, your. argah ,
their (remote).

abragahi, their ( ,, ).

irgahi, their (near).
(namhai ) ,, . ,

ij our. ibragahi, their ( ), (neuter).
(jiarighai )

In connection with nouns z'&ra and aira are used when a collective sense

is to be implied, e g., ibra alar gahi erpa, the house of all these men
;
abr&

mukkar gahi kicri, the garments of all those women.

36. Possessive pronouns may be used as nouns. Accordingly the

genitive of the personal and demonstrative pronouns has a declension.

First person,

Singular.
N. enghai, my own (people or property).

Q, ertghai gahi, of my own ditto.

D, enghai ge, to my own ditto.

Ace. engham, my own ditto.

Abl. enghaintl, from my own ditto.

In&tr. enghain, trl, tru, by my own ditto.

Loc, enghai nu, in my OWP ditto.
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First plural.

what, our own (people or property).

emhai gahi, of our own ditto.

emhai ge, to our own ditto.

emhain, our own ditto.

emhaintt, from our own ditto.

emhain trl, frfl, by our own ditto.

emhai nu, in our own ditto.

Collective plural.

namhai, narcghai, our own (people or property).

namhai gahi, nanghai gahi, of our own ditto.

namhai ge, nanghai get to our own ditto.

namhain, nanghain, our own ditto.

namhainti, narcghainti, from our own ditto.

namhain in, tru by our own ditto.

namhai n&
9 nanghai nu in our own ditto.

5 37. Second person.

Singular.

N. nittghai, thy own (people or property).
O. ninghai gahi, of thy own ditto.

D. ninghai ge, to thy own ditto.

A. nirtghain, thy own ditto.

A. $ I. niv,'ghamtl t tru, from, by thy own ditto.

Li ninghai nu
t in thy own ditto.

Plural.

nimhat, your own (people or property).
nimhai gahi, of your own ditto.

nimhai ge, to your own ditto.

nlmhain, your own ditto.

nimhaintt, tra, from, by your own ditto.

nimhai aft, in your own ditto.
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38. Third person.
For the third person the reflexive pronoun (which see later on) is used

except in the accusative, ablative and locative case of either gender,

Examples
En nirighaintl hdon, I will take from thy own.

As gahin mend, hear him, i.e., his words ; irgahin hod, take away
their belongings; dr gahin hebr'd, throw away the belongings of those.

The genitive of the plural form guthiar and guthi of course may also be

substantized and declined, viz., drguthiar gahin hod, take away the belong-

ings of all those
;
Id abrdguthi gahin mokha, this (neuter) has eaten the thing

which belongs to those, (neuter).

Before words denoting relatives the possessive pronoun is not prefixed

in full, but only the stem, which is compounded with the noun into one

word
; e.g., embas, our father

; nimbas, your father, etc. For a full list of

these words see the Syntax 145.

4. Reflexive pronoun.
39. The reflexive proncuns are tan, self, one's own ;

and its plural

tdm. They are used quite similarly to the Hindi dp, apna self, one's self,

one's own, and stand with their different case forms as substitutes for the

possessive pronoun third person, whenever it is connected with or represents

such pronoun standing in the nominative case.

Declension.

Singular.

tf. tdn, himself, herself, itself,

one's own.

G. tanghai, of himself, of herself,

of itself, own.

D. tangdge tangd, to himself, to

herself, of itself, of own,

Ace. tarigan, himself, herself, itself,

own.

A. fy I. taiiganti, tru, from, by hinv

self,. herself, itself, own.

L, tang nu, in himself, herself,

itself own.

Plural,

tdtn, themselves, own.

tdmhai, of themselves, own.

tamdge tamd, to themselves, own.

taman, themselves, own.

tamti, tr&, from, by themselves,

own.

tdm nu, in themselves, own.
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Examples
Gen. As tarighai erpa keras, he went to his (own) house.

Dat. drtarigdge bidyar, they searched for themselves.

Ace. Ad tarigan lauca, she beat herself.

Abl. dbrd tamli keccd, they (neuter) died of themselves.

Loc. dr tdm tdm nu bdcar, they said among themselves.

40. For the sake of emphasis irn is added to the reflexive pronoun

tdn, thus, ds tdnim keras, he went himself, he himself went. Remark: On
the use of tan without the personal pronoun see 148.

As to the reflexives of the first and second person it must be observed

that the different cases of the personal pronouns are used as substitutes,

viz.:

en erighai erpd kirkan, I went to my (own) house.

em emdge bidkam, we searched for ourselves.

ndm naman erdt, we will see ourselves.

nin nin'gti ekd, walk from, i.e., of thyself.

nim nim nu beddd, seek among yourselves.

nim nim ha* erpa fold, go to your (own) home.

For the first and second persons the personal pronouns serve as reflexives :

en erigan Zaudan, I beat myself ;
n\n nirigan laudai, thou beatest thyself ;

em eman laudan, we beat ourselves
;
mm niman laudar, you beat yourselves ;

ndm naman laudat, we (collectively) beat ourselves.

The repetition of the personal pronouns has also the force of a reflexive

2m em nu, means, among ourselves ; nf// nim nu, among yourselves ; dr tdm

tdm nu kacnakrdfagyar, they were talking amoog themselves.

5. Interrogative pronouns,

41. There are five interrogative pronouns in Kurukh, viz.:

Ne and ekd, both meaning "who?" and " which?" and endr, endrd

and ekdd meaning
" what ?" and " which?"

Ne is always used indefinitely except when repeated : ne ne

means whosoever. Ne as an interrogative stands only for mas-
culine and feminine nouns; it is treated, however, as being neuter,
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even though it may stand for a masculine noun
; see example below ;

e/ed is always used definitely in connection with nouns or their substi-

tutes
;

it is applicable to all genders.

Thus ne bared, who came? but "what man came?" must be

rendered ekd alas barcas ? Ne m barcar
, whosoever came. See 51.

Ne is the nominative of the stem nek, the declension of which is

given below :

Singular and Plural.

42. N. ne, who, which : ad ne tali, also ad ne rdi ? who is she ?

O. nekhai, whose : Id nekhai erpd ra'l, whose house is this ?

D. nekdge, to whom : nekdge or nekd cickai, to whom did

you give ?

Ace. nekan, whom : nekan Zauckar, whom did you beat ?

A. Sf J. nekantl, nektl, from, by whom: nekantl khakhkai, from

whom did you get ?

Loc. nek nu, in whom : nek nu khakhor, in whom will you
find?

Ekd is not declinable, nor does it change its final vowel before different

genders : ekd alas barcas, ekd all barea, ekd addo bared, who, i.e, 9 what man,

woman, etc., came? ekd man khatrd, what tree fell? ekd alas gahi erpd,

what man's house ? ekd mukkdge cickai, to which woman hast thou given ?

eJcA man nft nerr tall, on which tree is the snake ?

Ekd being connected with ort, one (maso. and fern.) another definite

interrogative for who is formed
;
nln ekd ovtai ? who are you ? what

particular person are you ? As ekd ortas ? who is he ? Lit. what a one is he ?

Ad ekd ortl ? who is she ? i.e., who is she likely to be ?

Before words signifying relatives in the genitive case the form ekd is

not commonly prefixed as before other nouns, but a shortened form of the

genitive of the interrogative pronoun is applied, i.e., nek instead of the

genitive case
; thus, nek tarcgdai taldai

i
whose son art thou ? nek tambas

talyas, whose father is he ? nekhai tan'gdai taldai and nekhai tambas talyas,

would be considered ambiguous.
43. Endr is declined like n? ;
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Singular and Plural.

N. enclr, what.

(?. endr gahi, of what.

J9. endr g$, to what.

A endran, what.

,4. $ /. endrtl, tru
t endratttl, from, by what.

Loc. endr nu
y

in what.

Endr is indefinitely used in an abstract sense. Emir ra'i, what's

the matter ? Endr ail bared, what (kind of) woman came ? It stands for

all genders, viz., As endr alas tali/as, what (kind of) man is he ? Endr blnko

ethrd, what (kind of) star appeared ?

Endr is also used as an exclamation of surprise : endr as argd barcas,

what, has he not come yet ?

Endr in combination with kd, or, is even used as a disjunctive: endr

mitkkar ra
j

anar kd rnetar talyar drin ormarin efd, whether they be women

or men, call them all ! Endr urbar kd kirar onnar kheor, whether rich or

poor, all will die. The kd (or) may also be dispensed with and endr

repeated in order to convey the same disjunctive sense, viz., endr metar

endr mukkar ormdrin kord cid, whether men or women, let them all come in

Like ekd so endr is used also as an adverb or adverbial phrase, e.g., \d

endr lekh'amra'l, what is this like? Nin endrge barckai? Why (for what)

didst thou come ?

44. Endra, what, is used only definitely : endrd ra'i, what is it ?

Endrd bdon, what shall I say ?

N. endrd, what.

0. endrd gahi, of what.

D. endrd ge, to what.

A. endran, what.

A. & I. endrdti, tru, from, by what.

L. endrd nu y in what.

The difference between endr and endrd will be seen from the following

instances, viz., in connection with the nominative, genitive, dative, ablative

and locative cases.
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1. As endr manos, what will become of him? But as endrd manos, what

will he be like ? The former referring to condition, the latter to quality.

2. Id endr gahi ra'i ? What is the cause of this ? But id endrd gahi

ra'f, of what kind is this ?

3. Ad endrfa kamrkl rz'l by what has this been made? Beferring
to the action by which the thing has been made

; but id endra ti kamrkl

rcif, refers to the article out of which a certain thing has been made.

4. Endr ge kdon, meaning why should I go ? But endrd ge kdon,

means what for should I go ? Endr is used both for cause and purpose
endrd implies only purpose.

5. Endr nu khakhon, in what shall I find ? refers to the action or cause,

by which a certain object is to be found, but endrd nu khakhon ? refers to

the place or condition in which that thing may be found.

45. There is a special form of the dative case for the indefinite

interrogative, endr and endrd, viz., endrnd, why, wherefore or what for :

endrnd kdov, why, wherefore or what for should I go ? It is used when

prohibition, censure or hindrance is implied, e.g ,
riln endrnd kdo'e, why

should you go ? i.e., you ought not to go ;
en endrnd mal mokhon, why

should I not eat? i.e , there is no hindrance. Nim endrnd kirkar, why
did you go ? i.e., you ought not to have gone.

46. Ekdd, which, one, is a definite interrogative pronoun, used for

neuter substantives only.

The declension endings are the same as in the noun, viz. :

Singular and Plural.

N.

O.

D.

Ace.

A.& I.

Loc.

47. Ekdd is employed for endr and endrd whenever a certain irra-

tional object is distinctly understood.

ekdd,
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Its use will be seen from the following sentences : 2kJd bared, which

one came ? (A number of the same kind beiog understood) ; id 8kd4

gah\ tali9 of which is this? (Other things of the eamo kind being

understood) : ekddge cion, to which one shall I give? i.e., io which one

among other animals; ekdan cdjkar, which one did you select P i.e., which

out of certain things ;
ekdantl tdrkai, with which one (e. g. 9 axe) did you out P

Ekda nil ra'acd, in which one (vessels for example being understood),

was it ?

48. There are some other indefinite interrogative pronouns, viz.,

ebaggi (ebagge, ebaggu) ; how many, how much ? e5 and etdd, Jiow many
how much especially ? and ekdsse, ekanne, how ? Out of these ed is especially

used in connection with nouus denoting time: e% can, how many years?
co berd rd'i, what o'clock is it ? The difference between ebaggi and its other

forms and eddd seems to be that the former denotes quantity in general

and the latter in particular : e.g., if it is asked, ebagge alar barca*-, how many
men came ? the attention is drawn to the general number

;
but by saying

tddd alar barcar? we have in mind the individuals of which that number

is made up ; again : ebaggi karik, how much iuel ? ebaggi tikhil, how much

rice ? refers to the general quantity, but eddd kank and eodd tikhil refers

to the units (measures, etc.) of which that quantity is made up. In

exclamations of surprise both ed and baggi are combined et baggl, how much !

like the Hindi : kitna bahut !

Ebaggi and eddd may be turned into plural nouns by adding the case signs

of the plural to them, t.g., nlm ebaygir or eddar ra'adar, how many, i.e.,

how many persons are you ? Eldd guthi bared, how many (oxen) have come P

49, Ebaggi and coda are declined in the same manner as all other

pronouns, viz., ebaggi gahi, of how many, much? edge, to how many
much ? ebaggin (aoo.) how many, much ? edddnti from how many, much ?

ebaggi nft, in how many, much ? e.g., ebaggi gahi bare nu dndai, of how

many do you speak? edddge cickai, to how many did you give? ibaggin

ondrkai, how much did you bring ? edddnt* biddkai, from how many did you
ask? ebaggi nil khakho'e in how much will you find? Skdsse and

tkanne have the meaning of "how", the former implying condition, the

latter denoting manner. Examples: ntn ekdsse ra'adai, nln ekanne ra'adai
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both meaning "how do you do ?" but the former refers to the condition,

the latter to the manner of living or doing; ekdsse kdo'e, ekanne kdo'e,

how will you go P the former denotes the condition of, the latter the manner

of going.

In the locative case ekdsse and ekanne stand as nouns ;
en ekasse nu

ujjon or ekanne nu ujjon, how shall I live ? the former again referring to

the condition and,the latter to the manner of living.

6. Indefinite Pronouns.
*

^x^'

50. The indefinite pronouns in Kurukh are formed from the

interrogative ne, eka and endr, viz., nik'im, nicTim, ek'am and endr'am,

indrim.

These stand for both numbers, singular and plural : ek'am is used before

nouns and has different meanings: any one, ek'am ortdsin mekhd, call any one

or ek'am ortdsin (mas. )
and ek'am ortin (fern.) mekhd ; a certain : ek'am

torarig nu onto, kofid lakrd ra'acd, there was a big tiger in a forest; one : ek'am

ulld nu enne manjd, it happened one day ; some : ek'am khiri terigd, tell some

Btory. Indrim is also used before nouns only and has the meaning of "
any

one
"

(thing) ;
indr'im manan tdrd, cut any tree ; endr'im, something : endr'im

ci'd, give something.

Nlk'im and itid'im are always used as substitutes for nouns of both

numbers : their meaning is
"
any one."

N\lt'im (or nld^im) bar'o, hole engan terigd, if any one comes, let me

know.

Whosoever : mk'im (or nld'im) pattd or pattor dr bacrd'or, any one (i.e.,

whosoever) believes, will be saved. Somebody, a certain : nlk'im (or nid'im)

khlri tengalagya, somebody was telling stories, Ne ne and endr endr are

likewise employed for whosoever and whatsoever : ne ne baror, arm rnesd,

whosoever will come, admit them. Endr endr mand, nam sah'ot, whatso-

ever may happen, we shall suffer it.

Endr'im or endr'ddim, anything : endr'ddim mono hole terigd, if anything

happens, tell mej endr'ddim bard, ddin chek'd, whatsoever comes, stop it,

literally, should anything come, stop it. Also indr'im mand; indr'im bard,
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51. Declension of ntk'aw, any one.

N. nek'am, any one, etc.

0. nekhaidim, of any one.

D. nek'am ge or nek'dyem, to any one.

Ace. nek'dnim, any one.

A 8fL nek'anti, nek tru, from, by any one.

Loc. nek'im or nekhai num, in any one.

Nekhaidim tempan khakhkan, I found somebody's stick.

Nin nekd'am (nekdgem) ciekai, did you give to anybody?
Nekdnim dahere nu khdkhkai, did you find somebody on the road ?

Nekim'tl ebsrd, from, or by whom, was it lost ?

Enne conhd nekhai nu mala, such love is in no one, i.e.
t
does not exist.

Declension Of rnk'im and riidim,

N. nlk'im nid'im, any one, whosoever.

O. nik'im gahi gahi, of any one, whomsoever.

D. nik'im ge ge, to any one, whomsoever.

Ace. nik'im an otj, any one, whomsoever.

A.fyl. nik'im /, tru
ti, tru, from, by any one, whomsoever.

Loc. mtfim nu
9 nu, in any one, whomsoever.

* Remark*. Nik'im and nik'im are used promiscuously.

52. Declension ofendr'ddim, anything.

N. endr'ddim, anything.

G. endr'am gahi, indr'im gahi, of anything.

D endr'amge, indr^imge to anything.

AGO. endr'dnim, indr'iman, anything.

A.Sfl. endr'amti,endr'imti, tru from, by anything.

Loc, endr'am nu, inttr'im nu, in anything.
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Id indr'im gahi kamrki ra\ this has been made of anything.

As gahi erpd nu endr'imge addd mal khakhrd, there was not room for

anything in his house.

g
1 53. Other indefinite pronouns are :

Some one or other : nld"im, nld'imgd : nid'im nid'im gttsan gd dhibd mano,

some one or other will have money
All : ormd, ormar, urmi, the first two for masculine and feminine only,

the latter for feminine and neuter nouns.

Some or a little more : jokendr'im or endr'imjok, or jokim ; jokim jokim,

very little.

Taman, many : taman alar barcar, a multitude of men came.

Jokendr'im amm ci'd, give some more water.

Something or other, indr'im, indr'imgd. Example : d dahare nu k&rkanti

indr^im indr'imgd khakhro, if you go that way, you will find something or

other.

54. The numerals with an indefinite pronominal sense are ort, one

for masculine and feminine ; ontd, one for neuters: ort barcas, one came;

ontan ci'a, give one ;
irbar (irbarim), irbarim baror, both of them will come,

Nannd, other, nannas, the other (for masculine), nannar, plural, mascu-

line and feminine. Nannd is used adjectively. Bn nannd ulla nu ka'on.

I will go on another day. Nannd may be used of course also bstantively.

Singular. Plural.

ft. nannd, nanas, other, the nannar, nanndguthiar, nanndguthi,
other. others, the others.

O. nannd gahi, nannas gahi, nannargahi, nanndguthi gahi, of

others.

D. nanndge, nanna* ge, nannarge, nanndguthiarge, nannd

guthige, to others.

.4. nannan, nannasin, nannarin, nanndguthiarin, nannd

guthin, others, others.

A. Se T. nannan 9
nannas tl, tr&, nannarin, nanndguthiarin, nannd

guthin from, by others.

L. nanna, nannas nu, nannarnu, nanndguthiar nu, in others,
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55. By adding the emphatic postposition*^ and the negative adverb

mala we get the following indefinite pronouns : not one, not even one : ort

ho mala, for masculine and faminine ; onta ho mala for neuters; ort h'> mala

bared, not even one has come ; ertg gusan onto, hv maid, I have none, not

even one.

7. Relative pronouns.

56. There are no relative pronouns in Kurukh; whenever the

Hindi (Gattwari) relatives je and se are employed, it is done contrary to

the idiom of the Kurukh language, which forms its relative and correlative

sentences in a peculiar way, about which see the syntax 170.

57. List of personal pronouns and words derived there-

from.

A. Personal pronouns.

Singular. Plural.

1 person en, : I em, we, ndm, we and you.

2 person nln, : thou rtim, you.

8 person a, masc. : he ar maso- & fern. they.

3 person ad fern. & neut.: she and it. abrd neuter, they.

The emphasized forms : enim, even I.

mnim, even thou.

daim, even he.

ddim, even she, it.

drim, even they.

58. B. List of demonstrative pronouns and words

derived.

Singular.
Plural.

Prox. is, masc. id, fern. & nout. this, ir, masc. & fern, ibrd, neut.

these.

Rem. The same as the third person personal pronoun.

Prox. Remote. Remote emphatic.

\
t
this ; a, that ; hz, that
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Singular. PluraL
Prox. Remote. Remote emphatic.

ibrd, these ; abra, those
; hubra, those,

ts, this, maso.; as, that
; hus, that.

id, this ;
fern, and neut. dd, that ; hud, that.

Ibagge, this much
; dbagge, that much

; hubagge, that much.

IkkhA, like this ; dlekhd, like that ; hulekha, like that.

isan, here, this place ; asan, there, that place; husan, chere, that

place.

itard, hither, this direc- otard, thither, that hutard, thither,

tion ;
direction ;

I i#, this way ;
anu

y that way ; hunu, that way.

iunge, Ige, for this reason; duge, for that reason.

itt'i, from, by this; atti, from, by that.

iuttA, this day ; autld, that day.

Ibiri, this time ; dbiri, that time.

iyd, here, this place ; ayd, that place.

59. 0. Emphatic demonstrative pronouns.

Singular. Plural.

Eem. hus, maso. hud fern. & neut. that ;
hur

y
maso, & fern. Awrd, neut.

those.

D. Possessive pronouns.

Singular.
Plural

1 person, enghai, mine, my own ; emhai, ours, namhai, our & your.

2 person, nirighai, thine, thy own ; mmhai, yours, your own.

3 person, see below :

E. Reflexive pronoun.

Singular.
PluraL

tdn, ona self, one's own. t&m, themselves.
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60. P. Interrogative pronouns and words derived from.

Ne who, which?

whose ?

whose ?

who, which ?

who?

whither?

wherefiom ?

where ?

where ?

what?

why?
what like ?

what ? what sort, kind ?

what, which ?

how many, much ?

how many, much?
how many, much?
how?

how?

from what ?

how?

how, hy which ?

61. G. Indefinite pronouns and words derived.

, nik'in*, nid'tm, any one, whosoever,

anything.

some, little, more, very little,

many,
another.

not even one, (maso.)

not even one (neuter),

some one.

Ekd,

Ekdortas, ekdortl,

Ekdtard,

Ekdsti,

Ekayd,

Eksan,

Endr,

Endr ge,

Endr lekhd,

Endrd,

Ekda,

Ebagge,

Eodd,

Ekdise,

Ekdnu,

Ekattl,

Ekanne,

Ekanns nu,

G.

Endr'adim,

Jokendr'im, jok, jo kirn,

Taman,

Nannd,

Ort ho maid,

Onto, ho maid,

Bk'am,

MVam ortas, ek'am orti, some one, (masc. and fern,;
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61. G. Indefinite pronouns and words derived concld.

ISksamm, somewhere.

Sk'amtardi in some direction.

fitiamtartly from somewhere.

Ek'am nu, in some way.

Stfamtf, by some way.

Ek'amdirt, on some day.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE VERB.

A. Introductory remarks

62. In Kurukh nouns and adjectives ore often used as verbs
; e.g. t

lassd, work for which wages are earned ; en lassd ka'adan, I am going to

earn, to work for wages ; as lasyas keras, he went to earn, to work for

wages ; ar lassd kdor, they will go to earn, to work for wages. Pucldd, short ;

id puddo, this will shorten : be short ; i.e., will be too short
; ldpuddyd

y

this is too short, turned out to be short. Eohd, great ; da kohos, he

is great ; nin kohai, thou art great ;
en kohan, I am great. Urb, rich ;

en urban,

I am rich or Lord ;
dr urbar, they are rich or masters. Even the participle is

used infinitively, heckd, participle of he'ena : hecka'and, to be bound
;
heckdckan

I have been bound ; heckdor, they will be bound; Rtfand, to go; kerkd,

participle : kerka'and, to return or to have returned, kerkdckan, I have

returned. Possibly these forms heckdckan, kerkdckan, etc., are only abrevi-

ated forms of the pluperfect.

Verbal nouns are used as adjectives ; parnd petto9
a singing girl ; nalnA

jdk/ias, dancing youth ; munjnd ujjnd, perishable life; onnd did, eatable

things. The past participle of a verb is used as an adjective as well as a

noun : kundrfca, born, kundrkd khaddas, the born child ; dnkd, spokec, ankd,

the word. An adjectival participle used in connection with the word birt,

time, takes the suffix o
;
thus dno bin, eating time

;
kdlo blrl, time for going ;

khed biri, time of death. This adjectival participle is also made use of in

connection with the word paddd, village, understood. Thus, Kudarkho

means the Kudarkho village, the word paddd being understood. Kundo,

the Kundo village ; Pallan^o, the Palamo village.

63. The Kurukh verb has only one conjugation, the terminations

of which are alike in all tenses, excepting the past, which has four different

endings. There are two voices, the Active and the Passive ; and five moods,

viz., the Indicative, the Subjunctive and Conditional, the Imperative and the

Infinitive.
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The Kurukh verb has three principal tenses : the present indefinite, the

historical past and the future; and four sub-tenses, viz., the definite

present, the imperfect, the perfect and the pluperfect.

There are three genders, the masculine, feminine and the neuter
; and

two numbers, the singular and the plural.

64. It must be borne in mind that in Kurukh only men are consi-

dered to be of the masculine gender and only women to be of the feminine

gender, and that accordingly all irrational beings are neuter. It is further

to be noted that when men speak to women or about women they treat

them as equals and address them or talk about them as if they were of the

masculine gender, except in the second and third person singular, for

\vhich alone the feminine form of the verb is used. It would be considered

rather indecent if men were to speak about women or address a plurality of

women, and they did not use the masculine form of the verb. On the other

hand it would be very improper if women in addressing men were to talk

about themselves or other women as being of the feminine gender ; thus even

in this case women will figure as men and use the masculine form of the

verb only, the third person singular excluded, for which they will employ
the feminine. Consequently in the conjugation of the verb the form

for the feminine gender is entirely reserved for the conversation of women

among themselves, with the exception of the second and third person

feminine singular, which men and women alike will always treat as feminine

with regard, to women.

Examples: Nln ekdtard ka'adai? Whither are you going ? (Masculine).

Nln ekdtard ka'adi? (feminine). As ekdtard ka'adas? Where is he going

to? Ad ekdtard kdi? (feminine). Nlm ekdtard ka'adar ? Whither are you

going ? is used also when men address women. Nltn ekdtard ka'adai ?

Where are you going to? is used only among women. Ar ekatara

ka'anar ? Where are they going to? used also in addressing women

when the question is about other women ; and even women will say among
themselves when speaking of other women if they ask the question in the

presence of men: Ar ekdtard ka'anar?

65. The singular of the neuter verb is identical with the femi-

nine singular number ; yet in the plural they differ from each other in so

far as the Kurukh neuter verb has no plural at all; for even if the

Kurukh talks of a plurality of irrational beings, he treats them as if
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they were a single being only, even though he denotes this plurality

by affixing the plural sign to the noun or uses the plural form of the

pronoun. The second and third person plural neuter gender take there-

fore the form of the second and third person singular, feminine gender.

Example: Muml adtfd, three oxen; and addo one ox; mu..d affo

bored, three oxen entered ; abrd atftfo korcd, those oxen entered ; atffo

gut ft i kdrcd, the oxen entered.

66. In analysing an inflected verb of the Kuiukh language we
find that it consists of three distinct parts, viz., the root or modified

stem, the tense characteristic and the inflectional ending ; the latter

being nothing else but the pronoun or the modified form of a pronoun,
with which the verb is connected. The following examples will illustrate

this. We take the verb emd, to break. The tense characteristic for

the present indefinite, masculine gender is da, which changes into na

in the third person plural. Feminine and neuter verbs take da only
in the second person; as for the first and third person, they simply
add the pronoun or its modified form to the tense characteristic. Thus,

en, I, is the root, da, the tense characteristic, with tho pronoun
added en esdan, I break. As, he, es, the root, da, the tense cha-

racteristic and as, he, the pronoun, being added as esdas, he breaks.

Em, we, es, root, da the tense characteristic : em the pronoun being

joined with da=dam: em esdam, we break. En, I (feminine) es, the

root, and en, the pronoun preceding the root being added in repetition

as an inflectional ending produce the word e*en : en e&'en, I break;

n\n, thou, es, da, the tense characteristic, and at give nln esdai, thou

breakest. Nlm, you es-da-dr : esdar, you break ; dr, they, es n-dr, they

break; ndtn es-d-at, we and you break. It is impossible at the present

to explain the original meaning of these tense characteristics or of all

pronominal inflectional endings of the verb; however the above will be

sufficient to show that in Kurukh as well as in other Dravidian

languages the inflectional ending of the verb is a pronominal

one.

67. The tense characteristic for the past tense takes four different

forms, dividing thus the Kurukh verbs into four classes, viz., for tho
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masculine gender ka, ha, cka and jka and for feminine a, yd, c &

and fa; e.g., en eskan, I broke: es the root, kft the tense charac-

teristic, and n the pronoun (en) affixed to the latter.

For the future the tense characteristic is the vowel o in all

persons, numbers and genders ; e.g., en es'on ;
es the root, o the tense

characteristic, and en the pronoun combined with the latter, gives es'on,

I will break.

The tense characteristic of the definite present is the consonant /

which is placed between the modified stem of the verb and the tense

characteristic of the indefinite present ; e.g., en es'dldan, esa the modified

stem, I the tense characteristic of the indefinite present, da the tense

characteristic of the indefinite present, and n (en) the pronoun being

added give es'-dl-da-n = es'aldan, I am breaking.

The remaining tenses i.e., the imperfect, perfect and pluperfect^

have no special tense characteristic, but are formed with the aid of

auxiliary verbs, as will appear later on.

There is no past future in Kurukh form ; see further on.

68. List of tense characteristics with pronominal endings.

Masculine.

8. dan. PL dam,dat.

aai. dar.

as. war.

Present tense.

Feminine.

8. en PI em, dat.

di dai.

I nai.

Neuter.

8. and PI.

Matculine.

8, kan. PL kam, M.
kai. fear.

a. <tr.

Past tense.

Feminine.

an,

kl.

a.

PL am, or bat.

kai.

Neuter;

& and PI
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Masculine.

S. on. PL ow, ot.

of. or.

os. or.

Future tonse.

Feminine.

8. on. Pi. cm or ot.

oe. or.

0. or.

Neuter.

6'. and PI. 6.

B. Conjugation.

The active verb esnd, to break.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

69. Of the first class, which forms the past by the insertion of the

tense characteristic ka for masculine and d for feminine and neuter.

PRESENT INDEFINITE TENSE.

Masculine.

en esdan, I break.

nin esdai, thou breakest.

as esdas, he breaks.

em esdam, we break.

I 8f II ndm esdat, we and you break.

,, n$m esdar, you break.

*r esnar, they break.

Sing.

99

n

PI.

Feminine.

en es'en, I break.

n\n isdl, thou breakest.

dd ts't, she, (it) breaks.

em es'em, we break.

ndm esdat, we and you break.

nim etdai, you break.

dr esnai, they break.

NEUTER PLURAL III PERSON.

ibra or abrd '!, they break.

PAST TENSE.

Masculine.

Sing, en etkan, I broke.

nin esfcai, thou brokest.

as es'as, he broke.

PI. em eskam, we broke.

ndm eskaf, we and you broke.

nim eskar, you broke.

dr es'ar, they broke.

Feminine.

en es'an, I broke.

n\n isti, thou brokest.

ad es'd, she, it broke.

em es'am, we broke.

ndm eskat, we and you broke.

nim eskai, you broke.

dr w'ai, they broke.
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NEUTER PLURAL III PERSON.

ilra or abra es'd, they broke.

FUTURE TENSE.

Masculine.

Sing, en es'cw, I shall or will break.

nin es'oe, thou shalt or wilt break.

as es'ds, he shall or will break.

PL em 0s'0w, we shall or will break.

ndm es'ot, we and you shall or

will break.

riim es'or, you shall or will break.

dr es'or, they shall or will break

Feminine.

en es'on, I shall or will break.

nin es'oe, thou shalt or wilt break.

ad es'o, she, it shall or will break.

em es'om, we shall or will break.

ndm es'ot, we and you shall or will

break.

nim es'or, you shall or will break.

dr fs'or, they shall or will break.

NEUTER PLURAL III PERSON.

ibrd or abrd es'o, they will break.

PRESENT DEFINITE TENSE.

70, This tense has two different forms, the one being the original,

which is used by people who have not been influenced by Hindi

and the other being a Kurukhized Hindi form. The former takes as its

tense characteristic the consonant / added to the modified stem of the verb,

to which again the inflectional ending of the present indefinite is affixed ;

the latter is formed with the aid of the Hindi verb lagnd, to commence, to

engage.

I. Masculine.

Sing, en es'dldan, I am breaking.

nin es'didai, thou art breaking.

as es'dldas, he is breaking.

PI. em es'dldam, we are breaking.

ndm es'dldat, we and you are

breaking.

nim es'dtdar, you are breaking.

dr e* 'dinar, they are breaking.

Feminine.

I am breaking.

ts'&ldl, thou art breaking.

es'dfi, she, it is breaking.

es'al'em, we are breaking.

es'aldat, we and you are breaking,

you are breaking.

et'dlnai, they are breaking.
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NEUTER III PERSON PLURAL

ibrd or abrd es'dl'l, they are breaking.

II. The root of the Hindi verb lagnd or Bihdri lagdb is inserted

between the modified stem and the inflectional endings of the definite

present.

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing, en etfalagdan : 2n etfdlaq'&ny I am breaking.

nln etfdlagdai : nln es'dlaydi, thou art breaking.

as es'dlagdas : del es'dlag'i, he, she, it is breaking
PL em etfalagdam : em es'dlag'em, we are breaking.

ndm etfdlagdat : ndm es'dlaydat, we and you are

breaking.

mm ttfdlagdar : nim es 'dlagdai, you are breaking.
dr es'dlagnar ; dr es'dtagnai, they are breaking.

NEUTER III PERSON PLURAL.

ibrd or abrd ealag\ they are breaking.

IMPERFECT TENSE-

71. This tense apparently is not an original Furukh one.

It is formed by adding the Kurukhized inflectional past of the Hindi

verb lagna to the modified stem of the verb, viz :

Masculint. Feminine.

Sing, en es'dlakkan : fn efdlagyan, I was breaking.

nln es'dlakkai : nin eidlakkl, thou wast breaking

as e^dlag'yas : dd es'dlagya, he, she, it was breaking.

PL em eidlakkam ; em es'dlagyam, we were breaking.

ndm es'dlakkat : ndm es'dlakkat, we and you were

breaking.

nim ez'dlakkar : wlwi e&'dlakkai, you were breaking.

dr eJdlagyar : dr es'dlagyai, they were breaking.
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NEUTER II AND III PERSON PLURAL.

ibra or abrd is'alagya, you, they were breaking,

Remark : In the first and second persons ra'alagyan and ra'alagyai

ra'alagyam, ra'alagyat and raalagyar may also bo used.

PERFECT TENSE.

72. This tense is formed with the aid of the Kurukh auxiliary

be'ena, to be, which however is incomplete, having only the indefinite present

tense, viz:

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing, en be'edan : In be'en, I am.

nin be'edai : nin bi'idl, thou art.

as be'edas : ad bl'l, he, ehe, it is.

PL em be'edam : m be'tm, we are.

nam be'edat : nam be'edat, we and yoa are.

film be'edar : film be'edai, you are.

ar btfenar : ar be'enai, they are.

NEUTER III..PLURAL.

ibra or aira bl'l, they are.

In forming the perfect tense of a verb the above auxiliary is added to

the full inflected form of the past tense of that verb for all persons, genders

and numbers.

Masculine. Feminine

Sing, en eskan be'edan ; In iskin been, I have broken, or iski be'en.

nin eskai be'edai : nin iski be'idi, or biidl thou hast broken.

as esftas be'edas : ad iski bi'l, he, she, it has broken.

PL em eskam be'edam : em iskim, be'em, we have broken, or iski be'em

nam eskat be'tdat : nam eskat be'edat, we and you have broken,

film eskar be'edar : nim tskai be'edai, you have broken,.

ar eskar be'enar : ar eskai be'enai, they have broken.
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NEUTER III PLURAL.

IbrA or abrd inkl l%\ they have broken.

The auxiliary verb

8 73. Instead of be'enar the auxiliary verb ruanA 13 frequently

employed ; en eskan raadan, nin eskai ra'adal etc. It ia supposed that this

auxiliary, with the aid of which the pluperfect tense is formed, is the Hindi

verb rahnd, to remain ; however, if this be so, the Kuruk^mng of

it has been completed in an almost perfect manner, for it is conjugated

in all tenses except in the pluperfect. In Kurukh it is written ra'and

and belongs to the second class of verbs, which have as their tense

characteristic of the historical past ck for masculine and c'a for

feminine and neuter verbs. Before proceeding with the pluperfect it

will be therefore necessary to give the conjugation of his verb ra'ana

It 10 notable that in Kurukh there are no genuine independent

auxiliary verbs.

74. Present indefinite tense.

Masculine Feminine

Sing, en ra'adan : en ra'a*, I remain.

nlnra'adai: nin rcfadl, thou remainest.

as ra'adas or ra'a : &d ra'i, he, she, it remains.

PI. em ra'adam : em ra'etn, we remain.

ndm ra'adat : ndm ra'adat, we and you remain.

Him ra'adar : trim ra'adai
y you remain.

dr rcfanar : dr fa'anai^ they remain.

NEUTER AND PLURAL.

Ibrd or abrd ra'i, they remain.

Present definite.

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing, en ra'alagdan : en r&'alag'en, I am remaining.
nin ra'alagdai: nin ra'afagdi, thou art remainiug.
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Masculine. Feminine.

Sing, da ra'ctlagdas ; dd ra'alag'i, he, she, it is remaining.
Plur. dm ra'alagdam ; em ra'alag'em, we are remaining.

ndm ra'alagdat ; ndm ra'alagdat, we and you are remaining.

9, nlm ra'alagdar ; nlm ra'alagdai, you are remaining.
dr ra'alagnar; dr rcCalagnai, they are remaining.

NEUTER ill, PERSON-PLURAL.

Ibrd or alrd ra'alag'l, they 'are remaining.

75. Imperfect.

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing, ra'olakkan; rcfalag'an, I was remaining.

rcfalakkai ; ra'alakk'i, thou wast remaining.

,, ra'alakkas or ra'alagyas ; rcfalagyd, he, she, it was remaining.

Plur. rcfalakkam or ra'alagyam, ; ra'alag'em, we were remaining.

ra'alakkat or ra'atagyat ; ra'alagdat, we and you were remaining
ra'alakkar or ra'alagyar ; ra'alakhai, you were remaining.

ra'alagyar ; ra'alagnai, they were remaining.

NEUTER III, PERSON PLURAL.

Ibrd or abrd rd'alagya^ they were remaining.

Past tense.

Masculine. Feminine,

Sing, rcfckan; ra'c'an, I remained.

rcfckai ; ra'ckl, thou remainedst.

ra'cas; ratca, he, sbe, it remained.

ra'ckam; ra^c'em, we remained.

ra'ckat ; ra'ckat, we and you remained.

ra'ckar; ra'ckai, you remained.

re?car ; ra
>

c'ai
) they remained.
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NEUTER III, PERSON-PLURAL.

Ibra or abrd ra'cd, they remained.

76 Perfect.

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing, rackan be'edan ; ra^an be"en, I have remained.

ra'ckai be'edai ; ra'ckl bl'idi, thou hast remained.

ra'ckas be'edax ; ra'c'd bl'i, he, she has remained.

Plur. ra'ckam be'odam ; ra'c'em be'em, we have remained.

ra'ckat leedat ; ra'ckat be'edat, we and you have remained,

,, ra'ckar be'edat ; ra'ckai b&edai, you have remained.

ra'ckar be'enar ; rcfc'di be'enai, they have remained.

NEUTER III, PERSON-PLURAL.

Ibra or abrd ra'c'd bi'l, they have remained.

Future.

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing, en ra'on ; en ra'on, I will, shall remain.

wtfl ra'oe ; n\n ra'oe, thou wilt, shalt remain.

as ra'ds ; ad ra'd, he, she, it will, shall remain.

Plur. 3m ra'om ; em ra'om, we will, shall remain.

ndm ra'dt ; ndm ra'ot, we and you will, shall remain.

mm ra'or ; nim ra'or, you will, shall remain.

ar ra'dr ; dr ra'or, they will, shall remain.

NEUTER III, PERSON-PLURAL.

Ibra or abrd ra'0, they will remair

Pluperfect of the verb Esna.

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing, en eskan ra'ckqn ; $H islin ra'c'an, I had broken,

nln tiM ra'ckai ; nfo iskt ra'cki, thou hadst broken.
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Masculine. Feminine.

Sing. ds eskds ra'c'as ; ad iskl ra'c'a, he, she, it had broken.

Plur. em eskttm ra'ckam ; em eskam ruc'am^ we had broken.

ndm eskat ra'ckat ; ndm e*kat ra
y
ckat

9we and you had broken.

nim eskar rcfckar ; ndm esbai ra'ckai,you had broken.

ar eskar ra'c'ar ; ar eskai ra'cnoi, they had broken.

NEUTER III, PERSONPLURAL.

Ibrd or abrd iskl ra'c'd, they had broken.

Past Future.

The EurM has no special form for the past future, but with the help of

the verb khacna, to complete, the meaning of a futurum exactum is brought

out, if we add the future tense of this verb to the modified stem of the

preceding verb, viz.

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing, en es'd Ithac'on : the same, I shall or will have broken.

nln es'd khac'oe : ditto, thou shalt or wilt have broken.

as es d khacd's : dd es'd khac'o, he, she, it shall or will have broken.

Plur. em e& khac'om : the same, we shall or will have broken.

nam es'd khac'ot : ditto we and you shall or will have broken.

nim es'd khac'or : ditto you shall or will have broken.

ar es'd khao'or : ditto they shall or will have broken.

NEUTER III, PERSON-PLURAL.

Ibra or abrd etfd khac'o, they have broken.

78. Besides khxcnd, the Hindi verb cttknd, to finish, is also employed
i n the formation of the past future, cuknd being KuruMized into cukrnd, the

future tense of which is added to the root of the preceding verb, viz.

Masculine. Feminine and Neuter.

Sing. En (?s
j
cukr'on : en* es* cukr'on^ I shall or will have broken.

es* wkr'os : nin es' cukr'oe, thou shalt or wilt have broken.
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Masculina. Feminine and Neuter.

Sing. As es' cukr'ds : dd <?' cukr'd, he, she, it shull or will have brol;

,, Em ex cukr'om : em en? cukr'om, we shall or will have broken.

Nam cs' cukr'dt : ndm es' cukr'dt wo and you shall or will have broken.

Nlm es* cukr'or : nlm es' cukr'or, you shall or will have broken.

Ar es' cukr'or : dr es cukr'or, theyjshall or will have^broken.

NEUTER III, PERSON-PLURAL.

Ibrd or abrd.en' cukr'd.

C, The Subjunctive

79, This mood is also employed for the potential and optative ;
but it IB

very defective, having only one tense the present indefinite, which is formed

by the suffix nekk'd, which is added to the inflected form of the present

indefinite indicative mood, viz :

Masculine.

Sing, en esdan nekk'd :

'

mn esdai nekk'd :

as esdas nekk'd :

Plur. em esdam nekk'd:

ndmesdat nekk'd:

,,
nlm esdar neklca :

dr esnar nekk'd :

Feminine.

eJen nekk'd, I may break.

esdi nekk'd, thou mayst break.

dd es'd nekkd, he, she, it may break.

es'em nekk'a, we may break.

esdat nekk'd, we and you may break,

esdai nekk'd, you may break.

esnai nekk'd, they may break.

NEUTER III, PERSON PLURAL.

IbrA or abrd et'd nelck'd, they may break.

80. Besides the above form, the subjunctive may be expressed also by

the future indicative, viz., en es'ou, I may break, etc. There is, however,

a slight difference in the meaning of the two, which may be illustrated by

the following example : ndm esdat nekk'd, we may break or let us break, &nd
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n&m es'ot, which has the same meaning, but with this difference that whilst

the former implies that the action is to be done immediately after a given
moment or the completion of a given action, the latter denotes that it is to

be done in the immediate future.

The subjunctive is formed also by the application of the conjunctions
tkatl and ekanu, that or in order that, e. g. 9 osangi da, ekati (ekdnu) en idin

csdannekk'd (or eicn], hand me the ploughshare that I may break this.

D. The Conditional Mood.

81. The conditional is formed by inserting the conjunction hole, then,

between the conditional clause and the completive part of the sentence, and

by adding finally the conjunction pahe, however, in hypothetical sentences,

e.g., if you break thia, I will beat you, Idin es'or hole, niman lau'on. If you
broke this, I would beat you : idin eskar, hole niman lau'on pahe. It must

be noted that the past conditional always puts the verb of the completing
clause in the future indicative. In the same manner the pluperfect of the

conditional is formed : If thou hadst broken this, I would have beaten you,

Idin eskar ra'ackar^ hole niman lau'on pahe. Other examples, future : if he

break this, it will be well, Idin eg'os, hole dau mano ; past : if he broke this,

it would be well., idin es\is hole dau mano pake ; pluperfect : if he had broken

this, it would have been well, idin eskas ra'c'as, hole dau mano pahtl.

BEMARK. Pahe is elliptical, leaving something to be added, viz., that

the condition had not been fulfilled, and therefore the consequence did not

happen or
f

need not be carried out : Idin eskai ra'ackai, hole niman

lauon pahe thou didst not break it, therefore I need not beat thee.

E- The Imperative Mood.

82. This mood is formed by adding either the vowel a or the

syllable ke to the root of the verb both for the singular and plural number.

In the feminine and neuter singular as well as in the neuter plural this a is
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changed into at, and when women speak to women the A is changed into 9.

Example :

Singular. Plural.

Maso. Nin es'd, thou break.

Fern. .ZVz/i esV/i, ditto.

Neut. Nin'es'ai, ditto.

Nlm es'd, you break.

frlm es'd, ditto.

Nlm ea'at ditto.

Feminine (for use among women) : nltn es'e, you break.

The form ke is employed when a more familiar or] milder eort of

imperative is intended or when the fulfilment of thejaction commanded is

not expected to be accomplished at once. Illustration : Bar'd, come ! (.., at

once); bar'ke, come (if you please). Ke remains unaltered in all genders and

bo*h numbers. In a similar way kd and ko'e are employed as a kind of

mild imperative, e.g., bar'kd bar'ko'e, come ; kdlkd, kdfko'e, go ! Compare the

Mundari polite imperative ko ; senkome, please go. Kd and ko'e are

likewise added to the mild imperative : barke kd, barke ko'e ; the former

is used when men or boys are addressed, the latter when girls are addressed*

Compare 139.

83. In the irregular verb ka'and, to go, not only the past tense

but also the imperative mood is formed in a special manner
;
it has kala,

go, for masculine singular and plural ; kalai for the feminine and neuter

singular and neuter plural, and kdl'e for the plural among women.
The imperative may be intensified by such words as khacnd, to

complete, and capnd, to fulfil, eid khicd would mean "be sure to break ",

and es'd cap'd,
" break quickly ". The forms for the other genders are :

eiai khac'ai, es'ai cap'ai, es'e khac'e, es'e cap'e. Of course, the future also

may be employed imperatively : En dndan idin nln es'oe, I tell you, you
will (have to) break this. Likewise the subjunctive is used as an impera-
tive : dr idin es'narnekkd, may they break this. There is no honorific

imperative in Kurukh besides ke which resembles it somewhat.

P. The Infinitive Mood.
84. The infinitive ending of the Kurukh verb is sometimes considered

to be nd
;
but this ending is probably borrowed from the Hindi grammar.

The genuine form of this mood seems to be an a added to the root of the verb ;
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for if we wish to say : to break, for the purpose of breaking, we cannot say

esnd ge, but must eay esd ge or simply esd ; e.g., en esd ge ka'adan or better

en esd ka'adan, I go to break. The infinitive form of the verb has of

course the character of a verbal noun, and is therefore declinable and is used

as a matter of course also adjeotively.

76. Esnd, to break or the breaking.

Singular.

N. esnd, the breaking.

G. esnd gahi, of the breaking.

D. esna ge, to the breaking

Ac. esnan, the breaking.

Abl. eand ti, from the breaking.

Intr. esna tru> by the breaking.

Loc. esna nfl, in the breaking.

Pfural.

esndguthi, the breakings.

esndguthi gahi, of the breakings.

esnaguthi ge, to the breakings.

esnaguthin, the breakings.

esndgutttin ft, from the breakings,

emaguthi trti, by the breakings.

esnaguthi nu, in the breakings.

EXAMPLES.

Nom. JEsnd ottha nalakh ra'i, breaking is a difficult work.

Gen. Esna gahi or ondr'a, bring the tools for breaking.

Dat. Esna ye ep kbarrnd manja, to the breaking stealing of the rope was

added.

Aoo. Esnan nebba nalakh ambd org'a, do not think that breaking

is light work.

Abi. Esna ft endr tnano ? from the breaking what will happen P

Loc. Etna nu sawang car ra'l
t
in breaking force is required.

G.- Participles,

85. The Kurukh participles are

A. Adverbial participles One is formed by the addition of the sign

of the locative case fl, the emphasized form of which is num ; nu, is also

combined with the ablative case-sign tl emphasized : tim, nutim. These

tense characteristics are added to the root of the verb ; e.g., esnum and

esnu tl or esnu tim, breaking. They are the same in all numbers, persons

and genders; esnum is also repeated: as esnum esnum bardlagyat, he came
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breaking. When intensity is to be denoted, the adverb dara, aleo, even,
is affixed to the tense characteristic MW/W, d esnum dard bardlayyat, he came

breaking.

Another adverbial participle is formed by adding the adverb kbane,

emphatic khatiem, then, upon, to the modified stem of the verb, viz., es'd

khane or es'd khaiiem, on breaking, upon breaking, or in the very act of

breaking. It is used for all tenses, genders, persons and numbers.

A third adverbial participle is formed by affixing the participle tense

characteristic r to the modified root of the preceding verb and adding the

governing verb thereto; en etfar ka'adan, having broken I go ;
en eSar kd'on

having broken I will go ;
en es'ar barckan having broken I came.

A fourth adverbial participle is found in rd and Cd
; the former being

used especially with alliterative verbs; e.g., g>irgurr'd, rolling, katarkuturr'd^

gnashing. Td conveys the meaning till, up to, in connection with the verb,

which is used adverbially, e.g. y
dr bijt'd (or bijta'a or bijimt'd, bijintfa'd) becdh-

gyar, they danced till daylight, lit. daybreak-danced making the day to

break.

86. B. An adjectival participle is formed by the infinitive : as <emd

dlis ra'ada*, he is a man who breaks
;
dd pdrnd pelfo, she is a singing girl; also

by the particle & added to the root of the verb, esu, pdru ; as esti alas

ra'adns, he is a man who breaks ;
dd pdru pello, she is a singing girl.

C. The past participle is also used adjeotively.

Its form is kd, which is added to the root of the verb ; eskd, broken,

for all genders and numbers ; dnnd, to say, past participle dnkd, spoken ;
dnkd

kathd, the spoken word.

Adjectival participles can be conjugated as ordinary verbs : eskd broken.

Sing. 1. eskan, /. iskin.

2. eskai, f. Sf n. iski.

3. eskas,f. Sf n. iski.

REMARK. The past participle is u;ed substantively : dnkd, the word
;

keckd, the dead one, fern, keckas, the dead one., n>asc; kecka*\ the dead ones.

Plu. 1. esk-im, f. iskim.

2. eskir, f eskji, n. iskl.

3. eskar,f.
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87. Conjunctive participles. These are formed in different ways :

(a) By adding the governing verb to the inflected form of the preceding

yerb and by making the latter agree with the former in number, gender,

person and tense ; eg., as es'as barcas, having broken became; en esdan

ka'adan, breaking I go ;
en es'on kd'on, breaking 1 will go.

(b) By inserting the tense characteristic kl between the preceding inflect-

ed verb and the governing verb, making them agree both as to number,

gender, person and tense. Example : en esdan kl ka'adan, having broken

I go ;
en es'on kl kd'on, breaking I will go; en eskan kl barckan, having broken

I came.

(c) By inserting kl between the modified root of the governed verb, to

which the first characteristic r has already been added and the principal

verb ; en es'ar kl ha?ad in, having broken I go ;
en es'ar kl kd'on, having

broken I will go; en eiar ki barokan, having broken I came.

88. When it is intended to emphasize the action of the conjunctive

participle, the word dard is added to the same ;
as es'as dard keras

;
as es'd

dard keras, breaking or having broken he went
; as es'os dard kd'os, as es'dr

dard kaos, having broken he will go ; but dard cannot be combined with

kl because the latter denotes already intensity or completion of action.

89. When the governing noun stands in the imperative, any of the

preceding forms of the conjunctive participle may be employed : es'd kald;

es'd dard kald ; es'ar kald, es'ar dard kald, es'd kl kald, es'ar kl kald, breaking

or having broken go. The feminine forms are : es'ai kalai and es'e kale ;

es'ai dard kalai and e*'e dard kale ; es'ar kalai and es'ar kale; es'ar dard kalai

and es'ar dard kdl'e; es'ai ki kalai and es*e kl kale; es'dr kl kalai and es'ar kl

kdl'e, having broken go.

H. Noun of Agency.
90. The noun of agency is formed by adding the vowel u to the root

of the verb, whether it ends in a consonant or in a vowel
;
if the verb begins

with the vowel , the latter is changed into i, esnd, to break, es
9 the root, ts#,

indef., a person who breaks; zVs, def., the one who breaks
; isur, the persons

who break ; anna, to eat, mu, an eater ; unus, the eater, unur, the eaters.
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The declension of the noun of agency is regular.

Singular. Plural.

N. 7s'u, the breaker or the brooking one. h'ur, the breaking

ones.

G. /'MS gahi, of the breaker or the breaking one. h'ur g.thi, of the breaking

ones.

D. h'us ge, to the breaker or the breaking one. ISurge, to the breaking

ones.

Ac. h'us in, the breaker or the breaking one. h'urin, the breaking

onep.

Abl. Is'us tl ) from, by the breaker or the break- JW /?, ) from or by the

Inst. /6-'e/8 tru \ ing one. Is'ur tru ( breaking ones.

Loc. Is'us nu
t in the breaker or the breaking one. /s'wr ww, in the breaking

ones.

Fern. Sing. Is'u / Plur. is'ttr.

Neut. Is'uj ,, is'u.

I. The different classes of the verb.

91. It has been explained already how the Kurukh veibe, though

they have but one conjugation, may be divided into four different classes,

according to the various manners in which the tense characteristic of their

past tense is formed.

One class, taking ka and a respectively as tense characteristic, has been

exemplified by the conjugation of the verbena; eskan, masculine, etSen,

feminine, I broke, and es'as and es'a, he and she broke.

Another class takes ka and ya as tense characteristic: example, anna,

to Bay-

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

Sing. En dnkan ; anyan ;
I said or did say.

Nln dnkai ;
dnki ;

thou saidst or didst say.

Asdnyas; dd dnyd; dd dnyd, he, she, it said or did say.

Plur. Bm dnkam ; dnyam ;
we said or did say.
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Plur. Nam ankat ;

Nim dnkar ;

Ar dnyar ;

ankat
;

we and you said or did say.

dnkai; dnki, you said or did say.

dnyai ; dnyd, they said or did say.

The third class takes as its tense characteristic cka and c'a

respectively : example, barn a, to come

Masculine.

Sing. En barckan;

Nin barckai ;

As barcas
;

Plur. Em barckam ;

Nam barckat ;

Nim barckar;

Ar baroar;

Feminine.

bare*an ;

barckl;

bared
;

bare*am ;

barcleat
;

barckai ;

larcai ;
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RULE I. If the root of the verb ends in a double vowel, as aa, ee, n or

00, it invariably takes tka and c'a respectively as its tense characteristic

for the past; e.g., ba'and, to speak, bdckati, bdcas, bdo\in, b&cd ; hVend, to bind,

heckan, hecas, bee'an, heed ; ci'ind, to give, cickan, CUM, tie'an, tied ; Au

to take away, ockax, ocas, ocan, oca.

RULE II. All Ilinduized verbs or verbs derived from Hindi, especially

transitives, also take c'k* and c'a in the pa4 tense ;
as liktickan, I wrote ,

/iA7*'w, he wrote; dagc'kan, I marked; chute'kan, I got free.

REMARK. There are many more verbs which take e'kd, c'd in the

past, both transitives and intransitives, which cannot be brought under

any definite rule.

RUT.E III. All passive verbs and all intransitive and reciprocal verbs,

the roots of which end in r take ka and a in the past tense ; e. g , khatrnd,

khafrkan, I fell; pijrnd, pitras, he was killed; kacnakrnd, kacnakrkar;

you spoke among yourselves.

RULE IV. Transitive verbs generally take kan and y<*n as tense

characteristics of the past tense: kajnd, kajkan% I pressed down
; kajya, she

pressed down; lindnd, lindkan, I kneaded
; ttndyd, she kn-aded; natagnd,

natagkan, I drew, natagya, she drew.

K. The Passive Voice.

93. The formation of the Passive voice in the Kurukh language is

very simple, no auxiliary being needed for this purpose, nothing beyond
the insertion of the voice characteristic consonant r between the root and

the inflectional termination of the active voice, these inflections being the

same as in the indicative mood.

Active voice : esnd, to break ; passive voice, esrnd, to bo broken.

Conjugation : Present Indefinite.

Masculine. Feminine.

Sing. En esrdan, I am broken. En ear'en, I am broken.

flin esrdai, thou art broken. JVfn exrdi, thou art broken.

At esrdxs, he is broken. Ad esr\ she, it is broken.
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Masculine. Feminine.

Plur. Em esrdam, we are broken. Em esr'em, we are broken.

Nam esrdat, we and you are broken. Nam e&rdat, we and you are
broken

Nlm esrdar, you are broken. Nlm esrdai, you are broken.

Ar etrnar, they are broken. Ar esrnai, they are broken.

The neuter plural, second and third persons : esrdi and esr't.

94. Present Definite.

MASCULINE.

En esr'dldan, em esr'dldam, etc., I am and we are being broken
;

or

En esr'dlagdan, em etr'alagdam, etc., I am and we are being broken.

FEMININE.

En esr'dfem, em e^aTem, etc., I am and we are being broken
;

or

En ers'dlag'en, em esr'dlag'em, etc., I am and we are being broken.

IMPERFECT.
\

En e^aldkham em esr'dlagyan, I was being broken.

PfrST TENSE.

En esr'kan, en esr'an, I was broken.

PERFECT.

En esr'kan be'edan, en esrkin be'en, I have been broken.

PLUPERFECT.

En esr'kan ra'ackan, en etrkm ra'ac'an, I had been broken.

FUTURE.

Bnnr'on, and fern., I will, shall be broken.
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PAST FUTURE.

En etrkhacnn or esr'oukr'on, maeo. and fein., I will, shall bare been

broken.

595. ADVERBIAL AND ADJECTIVE PARTICIPLES.

Pres., isr'fium, esr'nnm esr'num, esr'ntim dord
t etr'nutl, ct'n<ttim

;

being broken, isru, being broken, being breakable.

Past., esr'kd, having been broken.

CONJUNCTIVE PARTICIPLES.

Esras, esrai dard, etc., (he) being broken.

Esratfo, (be) ditto.

Esrar dard, (be) ditto.

Etrarh, (he) ditto.

ADVERBIAL PARTICIPLE.

Etr'd kt.anem, on being broken, in the act of being broken.

INFINITIVE.

Esrnd, to be broken
; gerund, esrnd gahi, etc.

IMPERATIVE.

Eir'dy maso.; **r'at, fern, sing., esr'e, fern, pi., be broken.

NOUN OF AGENCY,
i

Jir'u, indef
, isr'wr, iVs, def. one, ones, the one, who ia (are) broken.

CONJUNCTIVE OR OPTATIVE.

Maso. As esrdasnekk'd ; ad esr'd nekk'd, he, she, it may be broken.

Maec and fern. Ar etrnarneick'd, they may be broken.

Ditto, K&m etr'datnckk'd, we and you may be broken.
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L. On the formation of Intransitive and Transitive Verbs.

96. The letter r, the voice characteristic of the passive, is used in

changing a transitive verb into an intransitive, for instance :

Assna, to play an instrument ; asrnd, to tremble, to vibrate.

Khondna, to collect
; khondrnd, to assemble.

Tebndj to extinguish, put out
; tebrnd, to be extinguished, go out.

Ejnd, to awake, to waken
; e/rnd, to be awake.

Khottna, to break, smash
; khottrnd, to break, get smashed.

Kofaa, to open ; kolrnd, to be opened, get opened.

The passive verb frequently serves as an intransitive

Esrnd, to be broken ; to break in two.

Ebsrndy to be lost ; to get lost.

97. Intransitives are changed into transitives by affixing a double

aa to the root of the intransitive verb ; e.g., markhnd, to be dirty ; markha'ana,

to soil, to make dirty ; eosrrid, to come in touch : eosra'and, to touch, to reach

at. Also by employing the causal form : Ritnd. to rot ; ItiMana (to cause

to rot), to destroy ; bitnd, to cook, boil, intr. bifta'and, to cause to boil, to

cook; trans, khwkhnd to sound, kharkhtdand, to tune; khandrnd, to

eleep; khandrtdid, to put to sleep; kundnid, to be born, kundrtaand,iQ

beget, generate ; mennd, to hear, mentd'and, to tell
; see also 89.

M Causal Verbs.

98. Causal verbs are formed by the insertion of the syllable td
j

a

between the root and the inflectional endings of the active verb: esnd,

Mta'and, to cause to break ; besides this insertion no change whatever takes

place in the conjugation of causal verbs, td'a becomes to'o in the future and

is often contracted into ta in the past tense

En esid'adan, I cause to break ; en estoon, I will, shall cause to break ;

also estd'on.

Pres. ind. Nln estd'adai, thou causest to break ;
mn estooe, thou wilt,

halt cause to break.

Pres. del. Sn et'd'alat/dan, I am causing to break.
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Past, en estd'ackan or estdckan, I cause to break.

Imperf. en e&td'alakkan, I was causing to break.

Perf. en tstd'ackan be'edan or estdckan b?ed<in, I have caused to break.

Pluf. en estd'ackan ra'ackin or estdckan rJackan, I had caused to break.

Passive, titdrnd, to be caused to be broken, i.e., to be broken.

Pres. indef. tstdrdan, I am caused to be broken or I am broken.

Pres. def. eatdr'alagdan, ditto.

Past, estdrckan, I was caused to bo broken or to break.

Imperf. estdr
j

alakkan, I was being caused to be broken or to break.

Perf. estdrckan befedan, I have been ciused to be broken, or to break.

Pluf. estdr'ckan ra'ackan, I had been caused to be broken or to break.

Fut. cstdrd'on, I will, shall be caused to be broken or break.

99. Causals are also formed by the insertion of the consonant d

between the root of the verb and the inflectional ending ; e.g.

Onnd, to eat, ondnd, to feed, i e., to cause to eat.

Mennd, to hear
; mendnd, to tell, lit. to cause to hear.

Verbs which, add baa to the modified root are likawise of a causal

nature, viz.

Guchrnd, to go out of the way; guchdba'and to cause to go out of

the way, to put aside.

Boharnd, to float (intr.) ; bohdbaand, to cause to float (trans.).

Sikhrnd (Hindi), to learn ;
&ikhdbaand t

to cause to learn, i.e., to teach.

The verbs constructed with bo?and are as a rule borrj^ed wurds and

may be considered as being transitive.

Hartdbajan4
t
to serve, dole out

;
hithdba?and, to sever, divide

; jutnaba'anfa

to collect, to unite
; jhukdba'and, to bend ; ka>ikonamba'and, to vex, irritate ;

Irrbheramba'and, to thro 47 dust or mud on somebody ; Untivamba'and, to wag
the tail ; moldba'ana, to raffla or sell by auction ; bhantba'and, to entice

;

t*failamba'adt to shino dimly ;
andhmundhamba and, to perplex, confound.

N. Irregular Verbs.

100. The number of irregular verbs in Kvrukh is very small, and their

irregularity does not consist in any deviation from the regular inflection

but rather in various modifications of <the roots and the permutation of

ounds.
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The principal are :

Re?and, to go ; kirkan or kerkan, I went
; kald, go.

jffd'ond, to take away ; ockan, I took away ; Ao'tf, take away.

VinA, to plough ; u&afcan, I ploughed ; uya, plough ; uiyon, I will

lough.

Khtfend, to measure ; khojkan, I measured
; khoya, measure.

Khoend or khoynd, to out grain, to harvest ; kfrosekan, reaped ;

shall reap.

Khottnd, to smash
; It^uttkan^ I smashed ; khotton, I will smash.

Nottn&
t nullkan, to take water into one's hand.

IChossnd, to out, dig ; kfrittkan, I dug ; kbossd, dig.

Ptiend, to rain ; possd, it rained ; pfieyo, it will rain.

Nunjnd, to pain ; nuncd, it pained ; nftfd, it will pain.

Onnd, to drink, eat; ondkan, drank, ate
; ond, drink, eat.

O. Defective Verbs,

101. Of those, be'end t to be, has been described already ; another is

taldan, I am, with the corresponding negative verb maldan, I am not. Of

taldan we have no other form
; what is left is only a double form for the

present tense
;
the first may be. called the indefinite, the other the definite,

present.

102. Conjugation of taldan.

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

Singular En taldan ; tafen, lam.

Ntntaldai; taldl ; tald\
>

thou art.

As taldas ; tal'l ; tal'l, he, she, it is.

Plural Em taldam ; tal'em ; we are.

Nam laldat ; taldat, you and we are.

Elm taldar ; taldai ; taldai, you are.

Artalnar; talnai ; tal'ly they are.

Or
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Masculine.

Singular fin tatyan ;

Nin talyai ;

A* talyas;

Em talyam ;

Nam tnlijat ;

Nlm talijar ;

At' talyar ;

Plural

Feminine. Neuter.

talytn, I am.

taly\ ; talyi, thou art.

talyd ; tlyd, he, she it is.

talyem, we re.

talyut, we and you are.

talyai ; talyl, you are.

talyar ; talyd, they are.

Examples showing the difference in meaning of these two present forms :

As gollas taldas means he is a landlord
;
as paddantd golfaa tulyas, he

is the landlord of the village.

The counterpart or negative form of taldan is maldan, which has three

different forms for the present tense, but no form for any other tenee.

5 103. Conjugation of matdan, I am not.

Masculine. Feminine.

Singular En maldan; ma I'en,

Nln maldai ; inaldl,

As maldns ; ddmnTl;

Em maldam ; mafem,

flam maldat ; maldat

Nlm maldar ; maldai;

Neuter.

Plural

maldl,

Ar malyar or malnar, malyai or malyar ;

Or

malyen.Singular En malyan ;

,, Nln malyai ;

As malyas;

Em malyam;
Ndm malyat ;

tfim malyar ;

Ar malyar ;

Plural

ddmaVl;

malyam,

nialyat,

malyai;

malyar ;

Or

niaFi,

malyai,

mal'i,

I am not.

thou art not.

he, she, it is not.

we are not.

we and you are not.

you are net.

they are not.

I am not.

thou art not.

he, she, it is not.

we are not.

we and you are not.

you are not.

they are not.
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Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

Singular En malkan ; malt/an, I am not.

i, jfln malkai
; nialkl, tliou art not.

As malhkas ; ad malki
; malkl, ho, she, it is not.

Pural jEm malkam
; milktim, we" are not.

'

Ntim mafkat malkat we and you are

not.

Nitn malkar malkai malkai you are not.

Ar malkar malkar malkai they are not.

104. Remarks on

Maldan is indefinite : En belan malJan, I am not a king.

Malyan is defiaite : As belkhinia betas malyas, he is not the king of

the state. Malkm is also definite. The difference batween malyan and

malkan is this : the former is used in a qualitative sense : en mdyan, I am

not, i.e., the one you suppose ; whilst malkan is usel in a locative sense, en

malkan* I am not here or there
;
a* erpa nu ra'as ? Is he at hom3? As malkas,

he is not (at home); As ujjndm ra'as ? Is he still alive ? As malkas, he is not

i.e., existing here or there, he is dead.

Maldan, malyan or malkan is a defective negative verb. Besides it there

are two more negative verbs in Kurukh which, however, are complete in

all tenses ; viz, the counterparts of akhna, to know and origna, to be able ;

namely, balna, to know not ; polna, to be unable. They are conjugated

regularly and take ka, an, a in the past as the characteristic of that tense

en baldan, I do not know; nln baldai, thou doest not know; as poldds, he

cannot, is unable
;
ar polor^ they will be unable ;

en polkdn, I could not ;

ad bal
j

dlagya t
she did not know.

P. The reciprocal auxiliary nakrm to be or act to-

wards one another.

105- In forming reciprocal verbs we have to add mkrnd either to

the root of the verb or to its modified stem, as the case may be. The

latter takes place whenever the verb belongs to those classes which form
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their past tense by taking ck or jk as tense characteristic. The conjugation

is quite regular, but it must be kept in mind that nakrnA applies only to the

plural number.

Examples .

8makrndt
to look upon one another ; kebnakrnd, to abuse one another ;

laucnaknid, to boat one another
; menjiiakrna, to ask ono another. Nim

endr Zniakrdar, Why do you look at each other ? N\m ambd kibnakr'd,

Don't abuse each other ! Ann erke dr laucnakrn'dr, see to them, they will

beat each other. Ar laucnakralajyar, they were beating each other.

In a few instances the addition of nakrna to the root of the verb

conveys the idea that the action represented by the latter is being done in

company or with others ;
thus bortyiwkrnd, to run away one with another.

Nakrna farther denotes habit or ability to do something : en Kunikh

kacnakrdan I am able to speak Urto or I am in the habit of speaking Ur&o.

Kacnckrnd really means to talk with or to one another, i.e., converse.

106. Along with nokrnd the postposition g-me, with, is employed,

when it is necessary to denote reciprocal action being done between two

distinct parties, e.g., metar mukkar gane laucnakrnar, the men with the

women are boating one another, 1.0., the men on the one side and the

women on the other are beating each other. Metar mukkar laucnakrnar

means : men and women are beating one another (without having formed

two different parties).

The reflexive pronoun tarn in the locative case from tarn nu is also

employed along with, nakrna for the same purpose as gane : metar mukkar

tarn tarn nu laucnakrnar^ the men and the women are beating one another,

amongst themselves, * *., being two separate parties. Metar mukkar tdm nu

launar would mean, that the men and the women are quarrelling between

themselves.

107. The passive voice characteristic r is made use of to form

reflexive verbs, e.g., mujhnd, to wash another's face ; mujhrnd, to wash one's

own face ; farkharnd, to stumble over one's own feet ; wjrnd, to blow one's

own nose ; nimrdrnd, to mend one's own ways ; nornd, to wash ; norhrnd, to

wash one's self.
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B. Compound Verbs,

108. There are many compound verbs in Kurulth, viz.

One class is formed by the combination of a verb with an uninflected

noun
;
the former being conjugated regularly. They may be called nom-

inals, though in reality they are rather idiomatic phrases.

Examples :

Khan el$hn&, to sleep, lit, to sha'le or cool the eyes.

Pdb ernd, to expect, lit. to see the way.

Khekhel ernd, to spy, lit. to look towards the earth.

Ade ernd, to envy, Ut. to be squint-eyed,

Khol khcfana, to take on the back, to lift, to stoop.

Monjrd mannd, to salute, lit. to remain in waiting,

Cokh mannd, to pass by, to go or to remain aside.

Ndrl kornd, to have fever, lit. to have a flame or fire which has entered

into one.

N&rl ambnd, the leaving of the fever.

Sendrd lecnd, to hunt.

Mtikul idrna, to bow the knee, lit. to have the knee planted.

Slbd khdrnd, to covet, to envy.

Kird sdrnd and umhe sdrnd, to be hungry and to be patient or content.

Arum pacnd, to become acclimatized, Ut. to digest the water.

Jhard ladnd, to make rice beer, lit. to lay up rice beer.

Ekh okkn& 9
to take shelter, lit. to sit in the shade.

Adda ernd, to look out for an opportunity.

Dandipdrnd, to sing, to sing a song.

Dudhi ambnd, to be weaned, lit. to leave the breast.

Dhuku bornd, to become a concubine.

Cambl ekndy to walk in another's footsteps.

Amnka'ana, to fetch water, lit. go for water.

Ndme pinjnd, to name, lit. fix a name.

OhmA codnd, to be ambitious, lit. to raise honour.

Pddd he'ena, to take root, lit. to bind the root.

Pdgdr taund, to throw up a mud wall, lit. to beat a wall of mud.

Pdhl ernd or kbqjna, to attend on guests, to be hospitable.

Tind kbdrnd, to neglect, lit. to despise the right hand.

Vmhi sdrnd, to be happy, to feel comfortable.
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Lether okknd, to squat on the ground.

Luhdrl onnd, to breakfast.

Khaddpdknd, to be confined, delivered of child.

109. Other nominals are formed with the help of the verb nanna,

to do; raana, to be, and mania, to become similar to the Hindi
auxiliaries^

karnd, hdnd and hojand :

Ubir nannd, to clear up, to shine (weather, sun).

Jokhd nannd, to compare.

Huru nannd, to stop, to make an end.

Gunda nannd, to pound.

Erpa nannd, to get married, lit. to make a house.

Dftre nannd, to make a sacrifice.

Dumll nannd, to slander.

Billi nannd, to light, enlighten.

Nalakh nannd, to work, lit. to do work.

Ochhor nannd, to shelter.

Pdhi nannd, to become engaged, betrothed, lit. to make friends or guests.

Potom nannd, to wrap up.

Sagai nannd, to take a second wife.

Sagrdi nannd, to consult the oracle.

Tthrd nannd, to shew, initiate.

Uprdr nannd, to resist.

Conha nannd, to love.

Pang* nannd, to clear away (Jungle).

Otthdekb manna or ra'ana, to become or to be pregnant.

JRra rtfana, to be poor ;
fara manna, to become poor.

Urb ra'and, to be rich ;
Urb mannd, to obtain riches.

Kore ra'and, to be in good health
;
kore mannd, to recover health.

Ukhd mannd, to become dark.

110. From among the above nominals, such as are transitive like

ju!6 ernd require the noun or pronoun, which they govern, to be
:'put into the

genitive case :

En urbas gahi pdb eralakkan, I was awaiting the master. Papge nannA

governs the accusative case.
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Ndri kornd requires the dative engdas ge ndrl kbrcd, my son had fever
;

lit. to my son the fever entered.

Nominate are also formed by combining the past participle with a noun

and the auxiliary ;
e. g., amm onkd ra'and, to be thirsty ; likewise by

adding the latter to the past participle : tarkd ra'and, to be silent
;

lit. to be

cut or struck.

111. Compound verbs are also formed by combining two verbs, the

first giving the general and tbe affixed or second the special meaning of the

compound. The latter verb is always conjugated regularly ;
the former

takes either the stem only or the past participle, transitive or intransitive.

These compounds are divided into several classes :

A. Completives, which add khacnd or cukrnd either to their root or the

modified form of the same, e. g.

Es l&hacnd or cukrnd \

to have done breaking.
Em kjiacnd or cukrnd J

Bare khacnd or cukrnd \

I to have done coming.
Bard l&acna or cukrnd )

The transitives of these compound verbs require the object to be in the

accusative case : en Idin esd khackan, I have done breaking this; en dsge asman

ci'd khackan, I have done giving him bread.

112. B. Intensities and Permissives. These are formed by adding

the verb ci'ind, to give, to the conjunctive participle of the preceding verb or

to the modified stem of the same

Htbrar c'Sind, to throw away ; 1
Tidar ci'wa, to throw down

;

PitarePina, to kill outright; f
Onar ci'ind, to eat up. J
Bard ci'ind, to allow to come, let come ;

\

Raid ci'ind, to let go ;
!
permissives.

Ond ci'ind, to let eat ;

Remark. All these compounds govern the accusative.

Capnd also has an intensifying character :
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Es'd capnd, to break quickly ;
ts'd cap'a ! Break quickly.

Bard capnd, to come quickly ;
bard cap*a ! Come quickly.

Kdld capnd, to go quickly ;
kald cap'd ! Go quickly.

C. Potential and Impotentiafa.ThQ former are made up by the

addition of the positive ongnd, to be able; the latter with the aid of the

negative pofnd, to be unable, which are added to
'

k
the modified stem of the

verb, as kdld ortgnd, to be able to go ;
kdld polnd, to be unable to go ;

ci'd-ongnd, to be able to give ; ci'd*polnd, to be unable to give.

113. D. Desiderative* are formed by adding beddnd, to seek, and

tuknd, to desire, to the modified stem of the principal verb. Tuknd is

incomplete and impersonal ;
its present or past neater third person singular

is added to the subjective noun or pronoun, which is placed in the

dative case

Era beddnd, era tuknd ; en dsin era beddan, I wish to see him; engage dsin

era tuki ;
lit. to me him to see desire is

;
dsin era tukiyd, I wished to see him ;

as ethrd beddas, he wants to be seen.

114. E. The Inceptive helrnd is added to the modified stem of the

principal verb, viz. Slrd helrnd, to begin to see
;
kdld htlrnd, to begin

to go.

F. Continuatioe : bendnd is added to the modified stam of the principal

verb ; example : as kdldbenddas, he is going continually.

Continuatives are also formed by the past participle, to which is

added the auxiliary ra'and, or the verb kdnd
; viz., Bn dhdrckd ra'adan, I

am holding fast ; emphasized en dharckd dim ra'adan, I continue to hold

fast; ntn ijjkdm ra'a, remain standing. As urb manjkas kd'adas, he is

growing rich
; emphatic, ds urb manjkdm kd'adas, he continues to become rich.

S. Appellative verb.

115. Appellative verbs may be formed by conjugating nouns, adjec-

tives and the possessive case form of nouns, e.g.

Singular. Plural.

1. Pers. Rn Kurufehan, I am an Orao. Sm Eurukham, we are Oraos.

2. Nln Kurukhai, thou art an Orao. Nitn Rurukhar, you are Orlos.

3. As Kurukhas he is an Orao. Nam RurMat, we anj you are

Orios.

Ar Kwukhar, they are Oraos.
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Singular, Plural.

1* Pers. Sn kohan, I am great. Em koham, we are great.

2. Nm kohai, thou art great. Nlm kohar, you are great.

3. As kohas, he is great. Nam kohat, we and you are

great.

Ar kohar, they are great.

1. Pers. Sn Rancintan, I am the Banci one. Sm Rancintvm "} We, you,

2. Nin Rancintai thou art the Eanci one. Nlm Rancintar I we and you,

3. As Rancintas he is tbe Band one. Nam Rancintat ( they are the

Ar Rancintar J Bane! ones.

It will he noted that appellative verhs are applicable only to

the masculine and feminine gender.

1 1 6. Other examples :

Sn befan, I am king, the king.

Sm beiam, we are kings, the kings.

bel-khaddai, thou art a prince, the prince.

bef-khaddar, you are princes, the princes.

As Sdhibas, he is a Sahib, the Sahib, a particular European being

understood.

Ar Sdhibar, they are Sahibs, the Sahibs.

Mn Gollan, I am landlord, the landlord.

Em Urbam, we are masters, the masters.

2fin Jdkhai, thou art a servant, also the servant.

Nlm Ndgpurantar, you are the people of Nagpur.

Ar Bilaitantar, they are Sdttebs or the people of Europe.

Sn kukkon, I am a boy, the boy.

Nin kukko'f, thou art a boy, the boy.

Em tang khaddam, we are his sons, children.

As sanntSj he is the little one, the youngest.

Ar khokhantar, they are the last ones, belated ones.

Sn mundbhdrentan, I am the person who goes in front, the foreman.
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Em alum, we aro men, the meu.

N\n metal, thou art a man, a master, the man.

N\m khattar, you aro Hindus, the foreign one.

As Dhtrmqt, he ia the God.

Compare also

malt/an, I am not the one, and

t
fill/an, I am the one Compare 92 94.
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CHAPTER. VII.

ADVERBS.

117. In Kurukh nouns, adjectives and adverbial participles may be

used or taken as the equivalents of adverbs ; e.g., as kohd lekham ethrdas, he

appears great ;
ad khanem khanem barckl ra'i, she has come frequently ;

dr pairl bin ka?or9 they will go early, lit., morning time
;
dr \dm akhnum

dard laucar, they beat her knowingly ;
dr khondrar kl pdralagyar, having

assembled, they were singing. The adverbs properly so called may be

divided into four general classes : adverbs of time, of place, of manner,

of affirmation and negation. They all precede the verb which they are to

qualify, and almost all may be emphasized by the suffix m or im, am and em,

respectively, e.^ nela kdom, we will go to-morrow ;
nelam Mom, we will

indeed go to-morrow.

118. A Adverbs of Time.

Pain, early, early in the morning.

Akk&, indefinite
; akkun, definite, now ;

even now, just now.

OicghQtwm, at once, immediately, instantly.

Onghon, once, one day, again.

Ururig, once,
a
moment, or urigur.

Ikfam, once, one day ; iklam iklam, sometimes.

Held, what or which day ; auld, that day, then.*

Ikld ho maid, never.

Ekd birl ; d blri, when, what time
; then, that time.

Qahdi, late.

Hole, then, consequently.!

.REMARKS.
* lkla t iklam and aula are derived from eka, what and ulla, day ;

and a, that, and vita, day.

t The meaning of hole most probably is : being thus
; compare the Hindi hone se and the

Bengali hoile ; e.g., Idin esor, hole lauon, if you break this then (that is
;

if it be so) I shall beat

you. Bengali : Taha hoile cimtj&ibd, that being so I will go. According to this assumption hole is a

borrowed-word, derived from ho, the root for to be and Je=Bengali and gauicar* le and the Hindi se

ablative sign of the gerund h6na.
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8 119.

A khanem, there and then, instantly.

Laghkm, constantly, continually.

Ulla ulld and sagarkhane, daily, always.

Khanem, khanem, frequently, repeatedly, again and again.

Bera berd, precisely, punctually.

Pdlipdli, alternately (Hindi).

Sagar din, all the day ;
these of course are borrowed-words.

Sagarkhane, always.

Innd, to-day ; innela^ now-a-days, lately ; /#., to-day and to-morrow.

Cero, yesterday.

Neld, to-morrow.

Horbore, the day before yesterday.

Nelbenjd, the day after to-morrow.

Huindlj three days hence ; hdhnindl, four days henoe.

Mund, muncFim, previously, before, early.

Khokhd, afterwards, later on.

Idnd, this year.

Itirigali, last year.

Murie, two years ago ; dmune, three years ago.

Dirt, late (Hindi) ;
more properly expressed by the past form of the

verb tirnd, to delay ;
in Mundari tin, tere, after four days ; nin tlrkai hi

barckai, you have come late, you are late.

Sadau sadau, (Hindi), ever, eternally, is better expressed by huttonti

hullo guti, from beginning to end.

A description of how the Kurukh reckons his time will be found in

Appendix No. VIII.

120. B. Adverbs of Place.

lyd, iyam, isan, isdnim, hisan, here, even here.

Ayd, aycim, asan, asdnim, httsan, there, even there.

Eksan, where ; eksdnim, wherever ; also okkho, where, like the Mundiri

equivalent.
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Itard, hither, this direction
;
afara and hutara, thither, that direction ;

these are compounded from the demonstratives
, this, a, that, hu, that,

there and tard, direction
;
tard most likely is a borrowed-word.

Bendhra'a and caugurdi, around, round about.

I pakhe, this side ;
a pakhe, that side, over, across; from the Hindi pakh,

part.

Inu
9
in this direction, this way ; dnu, in that direction, that way ; tit., in

this, in that.

Kut\ kaii, alongside.

Cokh, side.

Sagro (Hindi), everywhere.

Mund, mundbhdre, before, in front, in future.

Khokha, after, behind, in the rear.

Hedde, cdkhd, hidi, near
;

Gechd, gecham, far, very far.

Hddi, yonder.

Caugurdt, all round (borrowed-word) .

Camhe, in front.

Ajgo formed of a and ujgo, that straight, f>., thither ; also ygd y hujgo,

to this place, to that place.

These latter adverbs, commencing from mund
t may be called preposi-

tional adverbs or improper prepositions, since they are also used as preposi-

tions or rather postpositions.

S 121. C.~Adverbs of Manner.

Saint nu, accidentally, suddenly; also auhdn.

Khob, khobim (Urdu), very much.

Ajgar, dher, khara, very much ; exceedingly.

B~
era 9

ditto, ditto.

AM
Bedar J

Baggt, taggu, much.

Dher and dher lagge, much, very much,
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/r/75, moreover, kurlicm, very muoh.

/ bagge, this muoh
;
a bagge, that much.

Kund, kuni, some, a little.

Tan* kuna, tani kuni, little.

Nagad kttnd, nicely.

lodd, this much.

Aoda, that muoh.

turn, duru, this much, that muoh.

Iddto and hani, namely, viz., also, etc.

Uru, nidi, dot'o, rot'o, only, simply, mere.

Surra, easily ; also selr'am and algehem.

Otkhd otokh) alone, single.

Ontd ontd, ond ond, ort ort t separately, one by one.

Tile tile, by degrees, successively.

Rase rase, slowly, by degrees ; also rajte rqfte.

Rare kare, ditto, ditto ; lit., piece by piece.

Dau, daudim, well, very well.

Thaukam, very well, exactly, justly.

Inuhd, dnuho, nevertheless, in spite of; /#., in this, in that also.

Ennem, dnnem t thus, in this manner, in that way.

Ilekh'am, dlekh'am, like this, like that, this and that way.

Manim, ujgo, truly, verily.

Sithiyam, gratis, gratuitously.

Begar num, in vain.

Sahaje, easily ; (borrowed word).

Cade, quickly.

Chdchem, quietly.

Chdchem chdchem, very quietly, secretly.

Dhire, slowly; dhire dhire9 very slowly ; (borrowed word.)

Tile, do.; tile tile.

Hi't for hi, certainly ; compare the mundari he, yes.

Nidi, merely, only.

Nekho, nekho'e, endr akho'e, perhaps, perchance, probably ; nekM means

who knows.

Pdft pale, separately, interchangeably.
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122. D. Adverbs of Affirmation and Negation.

J2a'i, yes.

Gd, indeed, certainly.

Anti, antije, of course.

Ho, even, indeed.

Hft, certainly.

Janu, of course, no doubt, indeed. Illustration : idi janu, this of course,

there you are.

Mai, maFd, mattd % not, no.

Ambd, masc. ambai, fern, ambe (among females), do not, not !

Argd, argt, not, not yet.

The prohibitive ambd may be conjugated with the verb before which it

stands, and made to correspond with it in gender and number : as ambd or

ambdas bardasnekk'd, he shall not come
;
dr ambd or ambnar barnarnekk'd, they

shall not come
;
dd ambd or amban bar'anekk'd, she shall not come, don't

allow her to come.

123. Argd or arg%, not yet, are used with verbs when the action indi-

cated by the latter is not yet finished : as argas bard, he has not yet come;

dd argi akhd, she has not yet understood ;
or as argd barcas, or argl barcas,

he has not come yet ;
en argd or argl dnkan, I have not yet eaten.
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CHAPTER VIII.

POSTPOSITIONS

124. Kurukh' postpositions, for we cannot call them prepositions, are

in reality nouns, and therefore declinable ; when required, they may be

in the form of any of the oblique cases. Some of them, especially such as

are used as adverbs also, govern the preceding noun or pronoun and put

it into an oblique case, chiefly into the genitive, since these postpositions are

generally in the locative case ; e. g. y erpd gahi camhe nu
t in the front of the

house; nekhal bdre nu dnclai ? Of whom do you speak? As khdr gahi

A pakhe keras, he went beyond the river ;
betas gahi leke, through the king.

However, since most of the postpositions have lost their original character aa

nouns, they are agglutinated to the noun or pronoun without governing

them and without taking themselves any case-sign ; e.g. y mtrkhd m&yd on, in

heaven ; kbekhel kiya, under the earth ; erpd uld, within the house ;

cando lekha, like the moon.

List of Postpositions.

125.

Mund, mundbhdre, before, in front i

Kho&a, mkha *, behind, after
)

order> time and Plaoe'

Meyd, oi meya % above, over, on, in.

Klya, beneath, under, below.

ff/a, within, in, inside,

Bahari, (Hindi), without, out, outside.

IVw, in, among, in the midst of.

Madhe nu, majhl nu (Hindi) are also used in the above sense,

Giisan, with, at the side of, near, by.

Gane, with, in company of, along with.

Bart, with, together ;
also whilst, during.

1 pakhe ; a pakhe, on this side; on that side ; beyond.

Adda nu, instead, in lieu; also uijl na (Urdu).
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Ltkt, by, through, by means of ; perhaps derived from leke lekar, the

Hindi past participle of the verb lend, to take.

Tuft, tulem, through, by means of.

Held, without, from the Hindi bind.

Cdki, with, together.

Qusti, gustile, of, away from.

Tile, tule, by, through, by means of
;
also trft, trl.

Gati till, until, up to.

Jala, until, up to, as far as.

Tard, towards, in the direction of.

Birdo, birdo nil, opposite, against, contrary to.

Bare, bare nu, bdbat (Urdu) with regard to, concerning, about.

Khatiri (Urdu) for, on account of
;
khdtir.

Ca$4e (more idiomatical) for, on account of.

Begar and chorde'ke are both used for
"
except, without ;" borrowed

from Urdu and Hindi.

However, a more genuine Kurukh way of expressing this idea is by

using the form of the past participle of the verb dtnbnd, to leave
; e.g., idin

ambar ki urmin hod, except this take away everything.

Lekhd, like, similar.

126. Elliptical sentences. Of these, the following may be mentioned

in connection with adverbs :

Endr akho't, ne akho
t nebhd, for

" who knows ?
"

Endr nano'e, endr nation for
" what's to be done ?

"

Endr nanta'adai, for " what are you going to do ?
"

Bkd g&tl maid d gttt\, unless; ekd g&ti mandar maid onv'e, a gttti

kori maid mano'e, unless you take medicine, you will not improve

in health.

Anfttid, nevertheless : Sn petkan dnti, hd maid kirkai, in spite of my
order you did not go.
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CHAPTER IX.

CONJUNCTIONS.

A. Remarks

127.] In the list of conjunctions given below, those have been omitted

which are made use of by people who have much intercourse with Hindus,

viz., the Hindi ki
t
that

; id, iheu;Jabje, if, etc. Their application in Kurukh

is, to say the least, quite superfluous and certainly not idiomatic
; thus, for

example, the phrase
" he did not believe that his son ran away

"
should not

be rendered : as mala patdcas ki tanghai J&add'is bortga,<s, but tarcgda* bortgas

ds mala pattdcas. In the same way the Hindi aur, and, need not be employed

at all, since Kurukh has its equivalents for the same : moreover in this

language conjunctions which bind two sentences are not so freely used aa

in some other languages, the Kurukh preferring rather the use of con-

junctive participles ;
for example, the sentence " he was beaten and died

"

should not be rendered as lauras aur kecas, but should rather be As lauras

ki kecas or lauras dard keea%.

128.] B. List of Conjunctions.

Ard, anti, dara, and.

Hundd, backan, pahe, but, however.

Anti, antile^khane^ then.

Antije, of course.

Td to, gd, hole, then, hence.

Kd, or and maltd, or.

Dard> A<5, also.

Duru and dura, the same.

Ho, dnuho, even, even if, yet, nevertheless,

Mak'le
y
if not then.
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Itfdto, namely, viz., lit. this, that, then.

Aftli, on account of, because : dftti is composed of a, that and eo, much,
and ft, from: that much from; also ifinti; these denote reason, for that or

this reason.

lilge, Auge, ennege, ige, therefore, hence, denoting purpose, for this,

'that purpose.

Cadde, on account of, for the sake of.

Orighon, again, then, moreover.

A khd, org'd, both meaning : as if, as it were, virtually, suppose.

Maid kd, indeed not.

Maid td
y nialta, if not then.
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CHAPTKU X.

NUMERALS.

129. Kuruklj numerals ore partly used as adjectives and partly as

nouns. These numeral nouns are treated as ordinary nouns and are accord-

ingly sometimes neuter and sometimes accompanied by the terminations of

rational nouns.

The Kurukh language has four couples of original numbers, four for

rational and four for irrational beings ;
these are Dravidian, but the remainder

of the numerals are borrowed from Hindi.

The Cardinals are

Ort, indef . maso. or fern., one ; ortos, def, maso. only.

Irb, two
; irbar, and fern.

Nub, three
; nubar,

Naib, four; naibar,

Ond and ontd, neuter, one.

End, two.

Munc/, three.

Ndkh, four.

EXAMPLES. Ort alas barcas, one man came ; ort all bared, one woman
came ;

irb kuko khaddw barcar, two boys came
;
nub melar barcar, three

men came ; naib mukkar barcar, four women came. Ond addd nu, in

one place. Ontd lakrd, one tiger. Eka ortos barcktss ra'as ? Who, i.e., which

one has come ? Id ekd ort\ ? Who, i.e, which one is she ?

130. Declension of Masculine and Feminine numerals.

N. ort or ortos, one
; irb, two.

O. ort or ortas gahi, of ono
; irbar gahi, of two.

D. ort or ortos ge, to one ; irbar ge, to two.
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A. crt or ort'sin one; irbarin, two.

A. ort or w!os ti, from one; itbarti, from two,

L. ort or ortos nfl, in one
;

irbar nu, in two.

N, nub, three; naib, four.

O. nubar gahi of three
; naibar gahi, of four.

D. nubar ge, to three
;

naibar ge y
to four,

A. nubarin, three ; naibarin, four.

A. nubarti, from three; naibar H, from four.

L, nubar nu
t in three

; naibar wfl, in four.

131. The nominative form of these numerals always precedes the

noun, which it qualifies : nub afar gahi bare nu, with regard to three men.

Nerr ort mukkan parmiyd, a snake has bitten a woman, Naib alar ft menjas,

he heard it from four men.

The nominative numeral for "one" may be used as an indefinite

article, but it must be borne in mind that the Kurukh has no article, and that

ort, on<j, and onta always mean really one in contradistinction of two or more.

The neuter numeral ond and onta also precede the noun to which they

belong, whilst enj, m&nd and ndkh generally follow it in such a manner as to

form a compound word : erigd ond gohold atfdo ra'i, I have one yoke of oxen
?

fhahai gohold end affld ra'i, I have two yoke of oxen. Ukntf manjd, two days

have passed ;
ulmund manjd, it is three days, etc., but ond may also precede

the noun forming a compound with it : onful enne manjd, it happened one

day.

132. Distributives are formed in two different ways, viz.*

1. By repeating the numeral, as dr ort ori kdrca-r, they entered one,

one, i.*., one by one
;
as ontan ontan marikhyas, he let in one, one, i.e., one

by one ;
and

2. By putting the repeated numeral into the ablative case, viz., dr nub-

nubt* barcar t they came by threes.

Remark. The English distributive ordinals,
"
every second,"

"
every

third" are rendered in Kurukh thus: \rb n& ort, tnund nU onta
;

lit. in two

one, in three one
;
ul muntf nu on$uli every third day ;

lit. in three days one

day. The neutral onfd is used for the purpose of the specification of a
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plurality, viz., en<f ofan or cn<f otarig ondr'd, bring two things understood,

i.*., bring two pieces, copies, etc., of the things understood. Otd is apparently

an abbreviation of ontd and (jang.

183. Proportional numbers are formed by compounding the prefix

pdr with the numeral; e.g., pdrentf, twice, pdrm&nd, thrioe. The adverbial

numerals M
twofold," "threefold

"
are taken from Hindi, i>., duhard, tihard,

etc. From five upwards the word bhar\,
"
times," is added, which stands

both for " times
" and "

fold"; panct bharl, etc., five times, fivefold.

134. The Kurukh ordinals are formed only from the neuter cardinals

by adding antd, ntd or td
t meaning

" of
"

or
"

belonging to ". It must be

noted, however, that the first ordinal is formed irregularly, it being not

onjanld, or onjt&, but mund'td and mttndantd, the first
; the second is

endantd or endtA
;

the third, mUndantd, mUndfd
;

the fourth, ndkhantd, or

ndkhtd. William the Third is : William mundtas, def . William the First :

William mundtas, George the Fourth: George ti&khtas ; the second cntftaa ;

but " the first man " would be : mundtd aids. All the rest of the ordinals

are formed in the same way by adding ntd or td to the Kurukhized Hindi

numeral.

135. Complete list of Cardinal and Ordinal numerals from
one to one hundred.

Remark. The following table is not based on a sjstem of counting

in vogue among the Kurukhs, but is from the number ten upwards
rather an attempt at Kurukhizing the Hindi arithmetical table. The

list has been furnished by an Or&o gentleman ;
as regards the prevailing

practice of counting, the student is referred to the next paragraph :

Cardinals. Ordinals.

ond one. mundtS first.

entf two. endta second.

tniind three. mundta third.

ndkh four. n&Jchta fourth.

panci fire. pantA fifth.

toy9 six. lo'etd sixth.
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Cardinals. Ord



135.

Cardinals.
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Cardinals. Ordinals.

afchdoynakh



gl

137.

ayo, mother !

and bang, father!

OHAPTE& XI.

INTERJECTIONS.

Expression of grief, surprise and joy.

ando, mother!

go, dear, used amongst relatives ; compare the Bengali gd.

e, ana, anai, am, vocatives, O !

ohre \ ohre ayo ! expressive of pain and distress.

Mdi, begone ! be off !

guchr'd, guchr'ai f (fern.) ! get away !

chdchem, hush ; silence ! shut up !

gucd! come along!

un id, take !

huru, enough! It's done.

lauckan, I have done, finished, won ; lauckat, etc"

thu, thu f Fie ! fie ! expressive of disgust.

k/ied, die 1 a curse.

potd, are potd f Expression of contempt.

hhakho ! fool !

erke, take heed ! take care I beware !

bhari, let us pause ! stop !

anti, antije, of course, no doubt.

januge ! bar'ge / bard j'anu / dear, coine dear.

thankam, bravo ! well said ! well done !.

mmd hard f bear, hear !

td td td ! coiue -jn ! forward !
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PART II.

SYNTAX.

CHAPTER XII.

On the Noun-

A. Gender and Number.

138. God, spirits and men being only capable of sexual distinction,

according to the conception of the Kurukh, by far the largest number of his

nouns are neuter. Even in the case of animate objects he generally does not

make any distinction as to gender, and speaks of a tiger or tigress as if

they were neuter. The godhead, i. e., the supreme or good spirit is sup-

posed by the Kurukh to be of the female sex, and it is only the Christian

who by simply adding the definitizing as turns the feminine word Dharme

into the masculine Lharmes. It has been said that Dharme is of Hindi

origin. However, this is doubtful : the word more probably is connected

with the Magyarian word Tarmetue, creator or maker. If that be the case,

the word Dharme would mean creator, a most suitable term for God. The

question how far the Dravidian is connected with the Scythian languages,

of which Magyarian is a member, does not fall within the scope of this

grammar.
139. The fact that the Ur ao, in speaking about or addressing women*

makes use of the masculine form of the plural is very peculiar, and no doubt

points to the position of equality women hold among these otherwise back-

ward people.

Neuter objects being incapable of being divided into male and female

according to the notion of the Kurukh, he considers consequently even a

plurality of them as being a unit, a whole, a mass, and therefore speaks about

a plurality of neuter objects as if it were a single one.
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It is only whon it is desired to mark emphatically the idea of plurality

in neutor nouns that the neutral plural sign guthi is added. The original

moaning of this suffix is from <y#a, whole, a number, a multitude. The

neutral plural guthi is used also in an adverbial Bonee, meaning et cetera : dlar

guthi, men and so forth. G6td, the whole, is also used for denoting a

plurality: m end yvtd ad<lon kh>ndkan, I purchased three heads of cattle.

Similarly, a plurality of persons is specified by adding the noun jhan%

jhanar, person, persons (Hindi jan), to the numeral, viz,, If one asks another:

how many people have come? Ed dlar barckar raanar'ttiiQ reply will not be

for example, nub or nub dlar barcar but nub jhanar, three persons, barcar.

The Kurukh abstract noun may be used as an adjecti7e, verb, adverb

or postposition: Mfsfl, blood
; khesd, red; khe&o lekhd, reddish; mec/td, high ;

mechd, height ;
mechd nu, on the height.

B. Case.

140. The nominative is not provided with a
case-sign in Kurukh. It

is generally identical with the base of the oblique cases, the signs of~which
are simply added to the nominative, except in the case of some pronouns,
which add the case-sign to the modified stem and not to the nominative.

The subject of the sentence, whatever it may be, noun, pronoun, etc.,
must always stand in the nominative case. When two substantives are

placed together, the one qualifying the other, both stand in the nominative :

Somrd naigas, Somrd, the priest ;
Raslndth gottas, Kasinath, the landlord. The

same rule applies to the names of countries, towns and rivers, etc., in which
the Kurukh also, unlike the English, does not use the genitive but the

nominative, in apposition to the proper noun: Bildyat rdji, the continent
of Europe; Eurl&hl pddda t the village of Kurg\ ; Ktfel Mar, the Koel
river ;

Kurd mahto; Budhu chaukiddr
; tatkhd man, the mango tree; Ranchi

shahar
; Sir! pargand.

141. The genitive case presents some difficulty to the student, because
it and is frequently employed where we would expect another case 'and vice

versa, and is not used where we would expect it
; e. g., he is deaf in one ear

must be rendered: as gahi ond khebdd mat minri'i; lit., his one ear not is

being heard, or as ontd khebdd gahi sonde ra'as ; lit., he is deaf of one ear.
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The use of the genitive in Kurukh is rather restricted to the idea of

possession. When local connection is to be denoted, the possessive case-sign
nta is used instead of gahi ; paddantd pdb, the road of the village, t. e., to

the village. Age also is expressed by this possessive and not by the geni-
tive : as ndkh cdnantd or can ndkh manjas, he is four years of age.

142. The genitive is employed also to signify the material out of

which something is made : kank gahi erpd,& house of wood, i.e., a wooden

house
; but the word kank may also be used adjectively ; kank erpd, a wooden

house.

The price at which something is bought stands in the genitive case

mund takd gahi or takd mund tikhil^ three rupees worth of rice ; measure is

signified without the genitive or any case-sign, udduend tiJ$hil, two maunds
of rice,

In nouns signifying relationship, the genitive case-sign is dropped and

the noun compounded with the base of the pronoun : e g,, enghai

my ; but to say snghai das, my eon, would be wrong ;
it should be engdas,

my son
; en'gdd, my daughter. We may say as gahi khai, his wife, but

tariff %hai would be more appropriate and idiomatic. In the words

my father, my mother, a further exception is made with regard to the

genitive case
; for not only is the case-sign dropped but instead of the

stem of the pronoun preceding the noun, it is made to succeed : Id, father,

eng (oblique base of the pronoun I), compounded becomes bang, my father
;

ayo, mother, combined with erig, base of the genitive enghai, becomes ayang,

my mother. This exceptional rendering, however, is quite a familiar

phenomenon in the Dravidian-Scythian languages ; for, according to Dr.

CaldwelPs Grammar, the Hungarian also says : father mine, master mine,

etc.
" My master

"
in Hungarian is vram ;

from ur 'master' and em or am,

my.
143. The dative. This case is often used where we would expect

the accusative or genitive case
; e.g.,

"
let us confess our faults

"
is not

construed with the genitive, but with the dative, when it is intended to

denote severallity ;
ndm tangd tan'gd akkdbalkan tengrd'ot ; lit., we to us, to

us, i.e., our faults will confess ; tangd tangd conveying the idea that each

one should confess his own faults for himself
; however, when it is the

object to signify universality, namhai will be employed instead of tangd
^

ndm namhai akkdbalkan terigro'dt.
" I have

"
is construed not with the
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accusative as in English, but by the dative : I have no money, engd or

engd ge dhibd mail ; lit., to me no money is ; but
" I have money

"

construed with the genitive : eitghai dhibd ra'i would mean, I have got

my money.
" He returned to his village

"
would not be construed with

the sign of the dative case, but in an elliptical way by omitting the same,

viz., as tartghai paddd kirryas. Thus': they are going to the market is : dr

pet kd'alagnar. The dative in Kurukh denotes also necessity : kicrl ri<j

car ro'i, I am in need of clothing. In other respects the dative is used in

the same way as it is in English ; e.g^ I gave to him, en as ge cickan.

The dative is also used sometimes in a locative sense for guti, till, until ;

example : dr gahi onar bard ge ndm itdnim ok'vt, lie., their having eaten

to come let us sit here=o> gahi barnd gut*, until they come. The dative

also denotes purpose and intention : d$ khendd or khendd ge kafadaa, ho ig

going to buy ;
en arm me/chd or< mekhdge ka'adan, I am going to call

them.

144. TM accusative. This case is often used where we would

employ the dative.

En *sin lakran pitd ge dnkan, I told him (aocusat.) to kill the tiger.

It should be observed that verbs signifying telling (speaking, saying) re-

quire the noun to be in the accusative case, at also permissive verbs.;

e.g., let him go, dsin kdld ci'd, not as gd kdld ei'd.

145. The ablative and instrumental. The principal meaning of the

ablative case-sign tl is from, away from : dr Hancinti barcar, they came
from Ranchi. Nlm ikiyarftl barckar? Where did you come from? Ti also

means "of," viz., I erpd gahi pachrt khij ti kamchi ra'j, the walls of this

house are made of mud. It is employed also in comparisons, viz., as engan
ti koh'd taldas, he is greater than I

; lit., great from me; sometimes it

denotes the means by which something comes to pass, viz., as landid manjkd
tl klrd manjas, he has been impoverished by being lazy.

The instrumental trU and tri and ta!e are best translated by
"through," viz., as ktrd trU kecas, he died from (through) starvation.

Engage gollas tale khakhrd, I ot it through the landlord. Conhd tule,

through love ; gu&tite is another ablative case-eigB : ndm as gmtile ho'ot,
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let us take from him ; gmtile is composed of gusan, with, ti, from, and le

the borrowed ablative sign.

Origin is likewise expressed by the ablative case. A kukkos ddigahi

khekhd ti ra'as, that boy is of her hands, i.e.
9 born from her. Manpddan t\

urkhi, the tree comes forth from the root. Also the word "
since

"
may,

often be translated by ti: a beran ti baggl ulld manjd, it is a long time since

lit. that time from many days have passed.

The instrumental may be expressed by the adverb leke, through, which

governs the genitive case : kfrekhel dnkd gahi leke kamrkl r*\ the world has

been created by the word,

146. The locative is used when place, time or condition is ex-

pressed : torang nu lakrd ra\ there is a tiger in the jungle ; ekd can nu

kundrkai, in what year were you born? sasti nu gam mokhu ra'd, be

patient in distress. Direction also is expressed by this case : as donga nu

argyas, he stepped into the boat. Nu is also used in comparisons ;
mekho

nu manfebd kohd ra't, among cattle the buffalo is the biggest. Nu is

really not a case-sign, but a postposition, in lieu of which other similar

postpositions are employed to form the locative case, especially, gusan,

with, and gane, by.
"He is not with us," ds nam gusan malkas; and ad metar gane k'd,

she went with the men. Meyd, on, and kiyd, under, are also frequently

used for the locative case-sign. From the combination of the ablative

sign ti with the sign of the ablative nu and gusan, we get another form

of postposition employed as a locative, viz., nuti, nutim; lit., from in
; gustt

and gustile, from with ; example : as nutim, from out of him ;
as gustl or

gustile, from with him, corresponding to the English
<c out of." When

direction is implied the locative case-sign is often omitted, viz. En Ranchi

Madan, not Ranchi nu ka'adany I am going to Ranchi. As erpd keras,

not erpd nu keras, he went home.

147. The vocative. This case having been explained already in

the etymological part (21), an explanation is only required for the

vocative interjection e which might be supposed to have been derived from

the Hindi or Hindustani he or at. This is, however, not the case, e being a

genuine old Dravidian form of the vocative interjection. Its companion

and or ana probably means say, speak, as it is treated as a verb, being
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inflected according to the person and gender of the noun before which it

stands; e.g., anai Urbinl, mistress or rather s*y mistress ! an* V/ini yuUti-

aro, ye sisters
; speak ye sisters i find bony, father, say father; and ie

used also in connection with hard nnd kd or ko'e ;
and hard, hallo, ye there !

say ye there ! and kd, thou, masc , speak thou ! and Me, thou, fern., spcal

tfhou ! bar
9

a kd, cDrae thou, you I raaso., bar'ko'e, come <> thou, you ! fern ,

kirkai kd? Ht.,\fodBt O thou come? maso., kirki kef* ? didst thou come?

fern. A plurality of men is addressed with hard-, this is apparently derived

from dr, they, the plural ending and the vocative case-sign d : bard hard,

come ye ! the initial h being euphonic. In Kurukh the noun is capable

of conjugation : Urban, I am a master, or I master; Urbai, thou art master,

or thou master; Urbard, you are masters or you masters: the form ct

the second person of such a conjugated noun may also be used as a vocative,

without e or and or hard being necessarily prefixed : Urbai, Lord, the

same as Urbdyd or e Urbdyd. Urbard
t masters, the same as e Urbard or

and Urbard. With regard to hard, it must be noted that it is generally

used in addressing equals and inferiors, and is not used in addressing

superiors. The plural baggar is also used in an appellative sense : ndtn dddd

baggat ; em dddd baggam, w elder brothers.
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CHAPTER XIII.

THE ARTICLE AND ADJECTIVE.

A. On the Article.

$ 148. There is no word in Kurukh which corresponds to the

English articles a, an, the. The context only enables one to determine

whether the noun is definite or indefinite. It must be remembered, however,

that by affixing as or s to the indefinite noun singular it becomes always
definite ; this s or as

9 he, having therefore the force of the definite article : a/,

* man ; a/as, the man
; kuko, a boy ; kukos, the boy. The plural is made

definite by prefixing ibrd, these, and abrd, those, to the noun in a demonstra-

tive manner : ibrd dlar and abrd alar, these and those men. The place of the

indefinite article may be supplied by the use of the nurceral ort and ond or

onja, one, the former for masculine and feminine, the latter for neuter nouns,

at the beginning of sentences. In the same manner the indefinite pronoun

mftVm is used in the sense of an indefinite article for the masculine and

feminine gender and indr'im for neuter substantives ;
ek'am may be used

in the same way for all genders :~ort alas barcas, a man came
; lit, one man

came : ondul, one day, a certain time, etc., Nik'im dare kl ra'acd, a man

(some one) had come
; indr'im ra'acd, ddin nehd baldlagyd, there was a thing,

which no one knew ; ek'dm bhokob ra'acas, there was a fool
;

ek'am ulld nu

enne manja ;
it happened some day. In these sentences man and thing are

understood only, because mWim and indr'im are not used with nouns. When
it is desirable to express definiteness, the Kurukh uses the indefinite and

interrogative ekd and the demonstrative pronoun, placing them in a correlative

DOsition : Sk'am alas barcas dsin mekhd, call the man who came. Ekd pumpan
tiddkai &din ondr'a, bring the flower you have found. More idiomatically

stillibiB sentence will run,
" Win lutdkai dptimpan ondr'd"
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B, On the Adjective.

149. Adjectives, being in reality nouns, can bo declined, as has been

shown already in the etymological part of this grammar. They serve as

verbs as well : \d pu(f(jd y
this will bo too short

; akkun Myd, it has become
dark now

; and they may be turned also into appellative verbs and thus be

conjugated : en kdhan, I am great or rather the great :

N\n kdhai, thou art great or the great.

As kdhas, he is great or the great.

Rm kdham, we are great or the great ones.

Bw pdpham, we are sinners*

Nlm maldduhai') you are wicked.

As lan&as, he is an idler (idle one\

Ar malkorer, they are unhealthy or bad (people).

Compare 810).

150. When the adjective qualifies an action of the subject with

regard to some mental habit, it places the sphere of that habit in the

locative case ; as tanghai nalakh nH landid ra'as, he is lazy in his work. As

jid nu sanni ra'ds, he is humble in mind. In comparison the adjective

requires the ablative, as engan ti kohd ra'adas, he is greater than I , lit.,

from me he is great ;
d paddd lyanti eo gechd ra'i ? How far is that Tillage

from here ? See 27.

When an adjective or word used adjectively qualifies more than

one noun of different number and gender, it is made to agree with tht final

noun. Khdpur ard mekkho urmi guntfi erpd nu korcd, the cowherds ar d all

the cattle have entered tho cowshed. Note here that khdpur is a masculine

noun, which would require the adjective to agree with it in gender if it

stood alone; but as khdpur' is followed in this sentence by mekkho which

is a neuter noun, the adjective is made to agree with the latter, viz.,

mekkho instead of ormar.

Words used adjectively and expressing fulness are pat iir the

ablative case ;
an amm t\ nind k?ra'\, the pot is full of water.

It must be noted that in Kurukh the verb is often used wheid we

would use the adjective combined with an auxiliary verb ; e.g., I am lired

from much walking, bagge ek'na t\ khardkan ra'adan.
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CHAPTEK XIV.

ON THE PRONOUN.

151. Kuru^ has no honorific pronoun ;
all persons are addressed as

nin, thou ; except that the word saihd is sometimes used in a honorific sense ;

for example, in connection with the imperative, bar
9

a saihd, be pleased to

come in, Sir.

If the possessive .pronoun is repeated, severality is expressed thereby ;

dr tari'id tangd paddd kiryar^ they returned to their respective villages.

152. There is a peculiar way of connecting the possessive pronoun

with the words for parents, children and other relatives, as will appear

from the following list :
-

Singular,

my or our father,

thy or your

my and thy or our and your father,

his and their father.

trigdd,

Plural.

embd baggar.

nimbd baggar.

nambd baggar.

tambd baggar.

irigyo baggar.

erigdar& erigdd baggar.

engdd baggar.

engdddd baggar.

irigrl baggar.

erigdai baggar.

ingdl my younger sister. irigrl baggar.

erigndsgo, my elder brother's wife.

hhadro, younger brother's wife
; used only in addressing her.

bde'dlas, husband's elder brother.

bde'dli, sister.

erkhos, younger brother. .

erk/io, sister.

eWagos-t elder brother's son.

tkhlago, daughter.

engjaunl&addit, my son-in-law*

embas,

nimbas,

namfras,

tambas,

my mother.

my SOD.

my daughter.

erigdddas, my elder brother.

irigris, my younger brother.

erigdai, my elder sister.
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Sing, erigskhcddd, my daughter-in-law.

All other terms for relationship are taken from Hindi, ae

eitgbaras, my elder (paternal) uncle.

erigkdkas, my younger (paternal) uncle.

erigmdwus, my elder (and younger) uncle (maternal).

eiigtao\, my elder (and younger) tf,unt (paternal).

erigmttsi, my (maternal) aunt.

When emphasis is intended, the full form of the pronoun is prefixed to

these compounds, viz
, erighai embas, my father, ninghni nirigris, thy y.mnger

brother, dsgahi tangyd, his mother.

The reason of this curious combination of the possessive pronoun with

the names of relatives is apparently to indicate respect or familiarity.

J 153. The personal pionoun is often omitted in conversation or narration

when the drift of the sentence or the inflectional endings of the v- rb leavt-

no doubt as to the person, number and gender of the substantive
; especially

in replying to interrogative sentences the pronoun is omitted : ntn bujhrkai ?

Did you understand? Bujhrkan,
"
understood," will be the reply. Also in

questioning, 0..y., eksan kd'oe ? Where will you go to? The pronoun nin is

left out here, because the ending of the verb clearly shows what is meant .

Rdmin ti barckam ki m<ind% ondkam dard cutkam After we had come fiom

Ranchi^e took our meala and went to bed. In this sentence no pronoun

is used.

The reflexive pronoun tan, tarn, self, selves, is frequently employed

alone, without a personal pronoun ;
the person of whom something is said

being understood, for example.

Tan peih keras, instead of as fan or tdntm peth keras, he himself went

to the market (not leaving this business to someboiy else).

Tdm malkar, instead of dr tdm malkar, they themselves are not, i.e.

at home or alive (though their relatives are at home or alive) ; the

latter being understood.

Tan kicrin issyax, instead of as tdulm kUrin issyas, he himself wove

the cloth (not giving it to the weaver, for example, being understood).

Tan cunjdlaygl, instead of dd tan cunjalaggl, she is pounding herself

i.e., doing the work herself, not leaving it to others.

Tdm erpan kamor, they will build the house themselves (without the

help of anybody.)
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CHAPTEB XV.

ON THE VERB.

154. The verb always must agree in gender, number and person
with the nominative or subject, e. g., ingyd bar'cki ra'i, my mother has

come. Tambas keccas, his father died. Paddantd alar sendra becd ge

kerar, the men of the village have gone a hunting.

On Moods. In Kurukh the indicative, i.e., the mood of objective

declaration, is frequently employed where in English we would use the

conjunctive : in other words, there is no indirect but only direct speech in

Kurukh; this language making only an attempt, so to speak, to forma

subjunctive; e.g., "The king passed an order that the hunters should

return. On their arrival he inquired from them whether they had tracked

the tiger ; and when they had replied in the negative, he dismissed them

to their villages." This passage would run in Kurukh literally
" The king to the hunters : return ! saying, ordered. They arrived

; then :

tiger have you tracked ? saying, asked them. They said : we did not see .

Then the king to them : to your villages go ! saying, dismissed." Betas

sendra becurln kirrd bdcas dard pesas. Ar arsyar, kfrane lakran Irkaf bdoas

ki drln menjas. A* bdcar : maid irkam. Antile betas drin tan'gd tartgd paddd

kaid anyas.

155. With regard to the infinitive mood, it must be kept in mind

that its use is very limited, because in Kurukh it does not serve as in English

the purpose of qualification, e. g., he is able to write, would not be rendered

by the infinitive, but by compounding the verb to write and to be able,

adding the inflected form of the latter to the modified stem of the former :

as tudd origdas, he is able to write.
" I wish to work" is another example.

Here, again, the infinitive is not to be employed, but the two verbs are to be

compounded in the manner described above: Sn nalakh nan a beddan.

On the other hand, the infinitive is used in Urlo in the same manner

as in English ;
e. g., nimdge kdnd car mal ra'aca, you ought not to have gone,

*#., to you to go need not was. Whenever the infinitive is combined with
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the auxiliary ra'and, to remain, or mannd, to become, the idea of obligation

or necessity is brought out, which is expressed by putting the principal

verb in the infinitive mood, adding the inflected auxiliary and by placing
the subject of the sentence in the dative case: Engage font inanu ; iit.

to me to go will be, '. e., I will have to go. Nin.jAije burnt car ra'acd, lit.

to you to come necessity was, i. e., you ought to have come.

156. The participle frequently serves as a substitute for the relative

pronoun and conjunctions as has been explained already, the former being

entirely wanting in Kurukb* and the use of the latter being limited.

The present participle signifying duration of a secondary action whilst

the principal action is going; on, may be, therefore, rendered by the English

whilst or during ; e.g., enyhai ra'unum (or raanuiitn or ra'anum ra'anum) as

mala bards, whilst I am present he will not come, or during my presence

he will not come. There is another form o f fhe confirmative present,

which is made up by using the past of a verb and putting this in the

locative, e. y., erighai r.Sacka num as mala bards, as long as 1 am staying,

he will not come; lit. during my having been present he will not come.

Similarly
" whilst

"
is expressed by adding ban, time, to the past

conjunctive of a verb
;

as ondkd ban khatras, whilst eating he fell

To emphasize duration of a secondary action the present participle is

repeated : as cltohd c\khd bardlagyas, he came crying crying, i.e., even

whilst crying he was coming.

The past conjunctive is employed most extensively for the purpose of

combining different clauses of a sentence, since copulae are avoided in

Kurukh as much as possible ; e.g., when he had thus spoken, he died :

eiinti baca* kl keccns, thus having said he died. I have lost, the money,

which I had earned, criyhai orjdcka dhibon ebeskan, lit. my earned money I

lo?t.

The adverbial participle expresses custom or habit, if used in an

indefinite sense : at- khekhan nord Jthanem mandl dnn<i*-, they are accustomed

to eat having washed their hands.

The past participle is also used in the sense of an adjective, which is

equivalent to a noun in English ; example : Have your witnesses arrived ?

Nimhai trka menjka alar Srsyar ? as trka menjka alas ra'as ; /#., he is
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a having seen and a having heard man, i.e., a witness. Eftghai urkhka

adda
; lit., my having come out place, i.e., the pla^e which I left

;
the place

of my exit.

157. As to tenses the indefinite as in other languages denotes an

action which is continuous : addo bms'un mokhi, the ox eats straw
;

the

present definite signifies that the action is being really performed in the

present : ad$d buss'un mokhdll or moMalagi, the ox is eating straw.

The
; past tense implies that the action is completed, addo Uisiun

mokha, the ox ate the straw, i.e., has finished it, eaten up ;
the effects of the

eating are still lasting. The imperfect denotes that the action was g^ing
on in the past, in dependency oil another action : addo buss'un wokhdlayya,

the ox was eating \iu the act of eating) the straw (when, for examp e) it

was attacked by a tiger.

The perfect represents the action as independently and fully completed

or finished : addo mokkhl bCl or wokhki ra\ the ox has eaten the straw,

(and has finished eating because it is satisfied). The pluperfect indicates

that the action had been already completed, when another action was going
on : addo bussun mokkhl ra?aca, the ox had eaten the straw (when, for

example the owner came to take it to the market).

158. About the use of the future tense the DrSo is rather particular ;

he never makes use of the present definite as is done in English when the

future is meant ; example
" I am going home (this year)." To express

this sentence the Urio is obliged to employ the future, lest it be understood

that he was already in the action of going. He will say therefore : en

idna erpa kaon : I shall or will go home (this year). Consequently all

questions or affirmations, etc., regarding capability or willingness are not

expressed as is often done in English by the present, but by the future

tense : Are you able to go to Rancl f therefore must not be rendered by
nin Rancl kdld ongdai, but by kdld ortgo'e ? And the reply will never be :

ongdan or kactan, but oftgon, kdlon or kdon.

The past future again is employed in the usual manner, denoting an

action, which will have been completed when another action upon which

it depends will have been performed : addo bussun mokha jtfraco, the $x

will have eaten up the straw (when, etc..)
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159. The verb kdna is frequently aMod in tlio inhYoted verb as an

auxiliary, and its conjugation is made to agree with the principal verb.

This custom apparently has been adopted from the Hindi Grammar, in which

jdnd is an auxiliary verb employed in intransitive and passive verts ; e.g.

ad kcccd fora, she died
;
kera being the past tense of kaand ; nln bird

mano'e bdo'e, you will become poor. Ar itrb utaujkar kcfanar, they
are becoming richer ; en sauriyid manon kdon, I will grow strong ;

kdnd

conveys also a continuative and progressive meaning : you will continue

to be poor. I will continue to grow strong They will continually

become rich.

S 160. As in Hindi so in Kurukh neutr-r verbs or those having a
\.assive

souse, such as manna, to become, and baarna, to be called, require a noun in

the nominative case to complete the predicate. Ad Qollas gahi khai manjd,

she has become the wife of the landlord. Ar Dharmes gahi khaddar

bcfaro'or, they will be called children of Grd.

8 161. On cases. Active verbs generally govern the accusative case:

to beat, to eat, to speak, to feed, to clothe, etc. Verbs indicating giving

or necessity when combined with the auxiliaries to remain or to become

govern the dative: Nln asm endrge lawkai? Why did you beat him?

Nln dsman mokho'e ? Will you eat bread ? Ad fehaddan ontdcd, She fed the

child
;
Kicrin banchra. Put on your clothes.

The ablative is used with nouns signifying separation, instrumentality,

origin and words, such as coming, going, passing, by way oi : a dahere

tl or eiighai erpa tl kala, go passing that road, or by way of my bouse.

The locative is frequently used with verbs deuoting motion, direction,

company, etc, A pndda nu kula, go into that village

Kurukh causal verbs as a rule govern the accusative case, even if

construed with more than one object. Gollas tanghai jokhasin manan

tartdcas, the landlord caused his servant to cut the tree. The causal

form of the verb is sometimes used idiomatically to denote the time or

duration of au action : nam bijtafa besot or bifmta'd btcot, let us play

(dance) until dawn.

16^. There is a strange method, in Kurukh of emphasizicg an action

in the negative, i.e., by putting the modified root of the verb before lie
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inflected form : as cia mal ci'idas
; lit., giving he does not give ;

era hTt mala

ernar, seeing they do nut see. JNdrl arnbd hd mala ambl, the fever leaving

does not leave. Also en ong'am poldan ; lit., I the to can, I not can

".*., I am entirely unable.

163. There is another form for the defective verb taldan, which is

i borrowed word, taken from the Gawarl, ho~k or hek

PRESENT.

Singular. Plural.

Maw. hekdan, I am. tiekdum, we are.

hekdut, we and you are.

hekdai, thou art. liekdar, you are.

hekdas, he is. hekn<;r, they are.

Fern. hek
j

en, I am. hek'em, we are.

hekdat, we and you are.

ft hekdi, thou art. hekdai, you are.

,, )&k\ she, it is. heknai, they all,

PAST IENSE.

8inguhr t Plural.

Masc. hMan. hlkkam, nam hlkyat,

hlkkai, hlkktr.

,, hlkkya*. htkyar.

Few, h\kin. hikew, nam hlkyat.

hlkyl. hlkyai.

Mkyfi. hikyai.

FUTURE.

Singular, Plural.

Maso. hekon hikom, nam hlkot.

heko's. hekor (htkor).

ne&os. hekor.

Fern. hekoH. hikom, nam hekot.

heko'e. hekor.

heko. hekdr.
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REMARK. All other tenses are formed by adding the auxiliary verb

rauna; hekdtn ruadnn ; htkkan rafadan ; hekkun ra'ackan; hHdun >

164. Instead of tho optative and potential suflix nekk'd, the Ur5o

frequently uses, at least in some parts of the country, the suffix hintany

or ho'otarig, e.g., as bartfas/tuntang, he may come, let him come
;
dr kj'anar

ho'otany, they can go, let them go; ad okkyhuntariy, she may sit, let her

sit down, aira mbkhaho'otang, let them eat.

REMARK Huu or lio'o are inductive sounds, in this case equivalent

to let do
;
and ttwg is the base of the oblique case of the reflexive and pois

ua

ive pronoun ; ho'otaiig therefore has probably the meaning of let him (her,

it) do
1 '

;
ad okkyho'ota/.g == let her sit down.
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CH APTfiK XVI.

ON THE ADVERB.

It55. Adverbs admit of declension or of being used instead of nouns:

Myantl barckni, where did you come from? Ikdnu kdon, which way shall

I go? lyantd amm ;
the water of this place. Muitd gahi bil -, the light

on high.

From some adverbs nouns may be constructed, e.g., meyd, on, above
;

maitd, height, top ; kiijd, below, under ;
kita, depth.

Care must be taken not to use "till" "until" as they are used in

English. It would be even worse to use them aa the Hindi language does,

viz., as a kind of relative and correlative. One hears such phrases as ekd

guti mala bar'oi, a guti ayam ra'ake, remain there till I come (jab lo mat

na du, tab lo wahd rah), but this is contrary to the idiom of the Kurukh

language, in which this sentence must be expressed by argi and cjut\ ; er,ghai

aryl barnd (jutl ayatn ra'ake, lit
, until my not yet to come remain there.

E ghai barnd gui'i, would also do well. Sentences of interrogation are

followed as in other languages by kd maid or not: tndr, injon kKendo'e

kd maid? What, will you buy fish or not? Lekhd, like, is frequently

added to the stem of the pronoun and not to its full inflected form, e.g. s

do not say : enyhai or ninghai lekhd, like myself, like you; but i-riglekhd and

ninglekhd. The emphatic suffixes, im
9 am, dim, hd, pahe are not mere

emphaties, but real adverbs, and may be best translated by such words

as
" above all," "even,"

" no doubt/'
" well ;" pahe, by but, for.

166. The emphatic dim, even, also, is sometimes used with the

initial d only, e.g., instead of as gatf dim, as gahid. These emphatic s

are frequently inserted between the root or modified stem of the verb and

its inflectional ending, especially by women ; e.g., em kdld dim lag'em, em

kdidtag-em, we are going. Nam olldyam logdat, we are doing homage.
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C a A P T E K XVII.

ON THE FORMATION OF SENTENCES.

167. In Kurukh all sentences commence with the nominative or

subject and end with the verb : jokhfts cftkh'/as, the seivant sows. The

adjective precede* the substantive : kbhd jlkhd* cdkhtlayda*, the great servant

is sowing. The adverb precedes the verb: koha jokhas jiairim cdkh ilg<la*,

the great servant is sowing early (in the morning). Compare, however

such phrases as : idnd lagye khes manjd, this year we had a good harvest
;

ct-ro tiagge amm />ossd, yesterday it rained very much. It may therrfore

be laid down as a rule that the position of words in a sentence is modifle 1

by the desire or want of emphasis. Thus in the above sentences, stress is

laid on the time at which a certain event did occur, and for this reason

the sentence commences with the adverb.

168. The object trkes its place before the verb and adverb

respectively: koha jo&fras khe&san pairiu* dkhdhrgdus, the great servant is

sowing rice early in the morning.

A qualifying noun precedes the subject or also the object which

it qualifies: (jollas gahi koha jdkhas taiighai urbns gahi khcil nu khessan pnirim

ctk&ttaydas, the great servant of the landlord is sowing rice early in the

field of his master.

The reflexive pronoun follows the noun for which it stands, as seen

from the above example.

The numeral precedes the noun and adjective which it qualifies : irb

jfikhar, two servants, excepting proportional numbers which follow the noun

the two forming a compound word : par, time
; par en^ twice ; tdka mund

three rufees. This exception, however, is confined to neuter nouns.

/Postpositions follow the noun which they govern: gollas gahi irb Ad/. a

vl&ar tamhai urban gahi l&al nu khdr gahi apakhe ercer nvtim pairim ^r,f.

c%J&hdl<iynar Two great servants of the landlord are sowing rice in th

field of their master across tbf river early in the morning.
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Participles precede the verb they qualify: golla* gihi irb kohdjokhar

tamhai urbas gahi khdl nu khdr gahi dpakhe erer nutim pairim khessan

cakhdlagndr,
Two great servants of the landlord perspiring are sowing rice

early in the field of their master beyond the river.

169. Imperative sentences follow the same syntactic rules, viz
,

and hard nlm irb kohd jokharo nimhai urlas gahi khat nu feheszan pairim

cdkh'S, ye two great servants sow early rice in the field of your master.

Interrogative sentences follow the same rules : the interrogative

pronoun preceding the nominative or subject of the sentence : endr nlm irb

kohd jril&hard nimhai urbas gahi khal nu l&esmn cakhdlaydnr ? What ye two

great servants, are you sowing rice in the field of your master?

In relative sentences we find the same rules being observed, the relative

being put at the head of the first clause and the correlative in the second.

Ek'dm kohdjfikhas t'tnghai urbas gahi khal nu l&essan cfil&alagya* dain ayam
nerr parmiya, the great servant who was sowing rice in the field of his

master was bitten there by a snake.

From the above it will be seen that when a sentence contains one or

more clauses, the nominative always takes the first place and the all-

governing finite verb the last.

170. The Kurujdi language being devoid of relative pronouns, form--

its relative sentences in the following particular ways, viz,

(a) By using the demonstrative pronoun to supply the connec-

tion with that clause of the sentence which would require

the relative pronoun, e. </., en cero irkan d naigas inna kiryas,

the priest whom I saw yesterday has returned to-day ;

//#., I yesterday saw that priest to-day came again.

(6) By employing adjective particles with the subject, the relative

sense is likewise idiomatically expressed : Nirig lekhd landid

lassidrin maid uidan, I do not employ labourers who

are so idle as you are
; ///., thee like lazy labourers not I

employ.

(c) More frequently, however, the relative sentence is constructed

by subjoining the present or past participle or the infinitive

form of the adjectival verb to the subject of the sentence
j
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Hand na knndrka khadda* mm taMas, the boy who was

born at Rdnci. ia this one. Urbas bnru ra'acas endr /'faun

taldas ? What is that one the sabeb who was to come ?

lit., the Haheb a oomer was, what that one is ? Ct\) jjoend

ra'acd ad mala possa, the rain which was about to oorue did

not oome ;
IU. rain to rain was that not rained.

(d) By far the most usual manner of forming a relative sentence,

though it is not idiomatic Kurukh is by employing an in-

definite or interrogative pronoun for the relative and adding

a demonstrative as correlative, e.g., ek'dm alas barckas

ra'acas aw ir/fcar ? Did you see that man who had come P

lit.: What man had corre him you saw P Rkd ulld nlm

dttl onor a ulld nu kheor, on what day you, will eat of it,

you will die. Endran nlm tieor aclin nimd ye ci'on, what-

ever you will ask that I will give you.

Regarding the employment of the Hindl-Gauwari j'e and se, >ee 56.

171, About the subordinate clause of manner " as though," "as if" or

*' as it were."

This kind of subordinate clauses is expressed by affixing the adverbial

lehhd to the different tense forms of the verb, e. <,., the clouds look as if

ic would rain, badali cep poend lekhd ethr'ii
; lit.: The clouds to rain lite

appear. He ate as though he had not got anything for days, as lagge ulld

nd mal khakhrka lekhd ondlagyas^ lit., he many dajs in not having received

like eats. His hair has been cut as though rats had nibbled at it, osgd

gnhi pannkd lekhd as gahi cutti khandrd kerd, lit., Eats bitten like his hair

has been cut. He speaks as if he had been many years at school, as bagge
can guti &kul nu ra'ackd dl fakk'am kacnakrdas, lit. : He many years till in

school having beeu one like speaks.

Don't assume an air as though you knew nothing of the theft, lit.,

Theft with regard to non-knower like form don't take hold of (assume.)

fhalbnd gnhi bdre nu maldkhu lekhd muthd ambke dhnrd. He slept as if he

vere dead as keckd lekham khwdralagyas, lit. : He dead like slep i arrived
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here as though in a dream, Sapnd ernd lekhd iyam arskan be'edan, lit.,

dream seeing like here I arrived. They spend the money as if it had no

value at all, dr takkan mullimalkd lekhd kharc nannar, lit. They money not

value like spend. He was in a dream as it were, as sapnd nu ra'u? lekhd

-ra'alagyas, lit. He dream in being ones like was She was hslf dead

as it were, dd adhkhe'ena lekhd manjd, lit
,
she half dying like became.

*172. Restrictive clauses are formed by adding the locative case-sign

nu and the postposition bare, bare, nu, regarding, concerning, to the verb :

As far as I know, he did not come, as galii barnd gahi bare nu en baldan, lit.,

his coming regarding I do not know. As for that matter he knows nothing
about it ;

d katJid gihi bare vm as ottan ho bnldas, lit., that word concerning

he not even one knows. The restrictive meaning is also rendered by the

conjunction gd ; for example : as for getting drunk, I have no pice to

buy liquor. Unkh'origd mala unkh'on, engage arkhi fehenad ge dhibd hTj >nal-

matd lit., I shall get drunk, then not I shall get drunk, to me buying for pice

not even is. As regards Christians, they do not worship demons
;
Kt istdn

alar gd ndddn maid mdnnar ; lit., Christians then demons do not worship.

It must be borne in mind that all these sentences are more or less

elliptical.

173. Final clauses. - In forming these it is necessary to remember

that in Kurukib there is no such thing as indirect speech, but that the

words of a third person must always be quoted in the direct form
;
for

example : He said that he would go to-morrow, in order to fetch money:
as dhibd ondrdge ntlnm ka'on bdcas

; lit., He pice to bring to-morrow T shall

go said. He always frightens me because he says that he will, beat me;

cirigan lauon 1 ddas duti sagar kham erigan elktaadas, lit. Thee I will beat

says that from (therefore) always me causes fear. He gave us some rice

that we might have to eat on the way ; Daftare nu mokhor bdcas Ige emdge

jok tlkhll cicr's
; lit., Road on they will eat said this for to us some rice gave.

In order to become rich he is working day and night : Urb manon bdcat

dftge as ulla mdkhd nalakh nandlagdas, lit., Rich I will -become said, that

for he day and night works. He gave us a rope in order that we

might take water from the well ;
tumnti amm ondr'or bdca*, ige as emdge

ep cickas raVs, lit., Well from water they will take said, this for to us

rope has given.
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174. It will be evident from (In- following examples how '

are avoid* -d >>y the Kurukh, who prefers direct speech:

Ue has beaten me, though 1 have done him n

hT) mala (jitfjrd'ckan .it., hie not

iled, that in also me has beaten. All \- ran as fast as we t

we wore unable to catch the thief ; &aianij ra Had

dnu hn khffl u*in polktun 'ihara, lit., might having like run we did, tli

also the thief we not could catch. Though we possess riches, all of us

must -lip; Urb manjkd ;///>// hn nn, imattjv kk&tnA maud, lit. Rich beinjf

in also to us and you, all to die will be. You kuow Hi tie, I you have

studied many books
; bayyi pvttiin j>urh;kd >iu In, nni /<>kim jakim m

many books having read in also thou little tittle knowest. It will rain

soon, became it thunders. Cep poeyo baildll mvrrd layyi, lit. It will rain

rain, the clouds are thunderii g. I cannot bplit this wood because I have no

axe. 1 kankau palkd poldan, rrigy'isttn toriye maid, lit. This wood split I can-

not, with me ax not ia. He gave me some medicine because I h.id fever :

As engdtfi mandar cicas, engage udri korckl ra'acd, lit. : He to me medicine

gave to me fever had entered Oft account of the storm it was impossible

for us to cross the river : Tdkd tdgrkl ra'acd, khdr yaiti dpikhe polkatn kattd,

lit. Wind was blowing, rivers that side we could not cross.

In the three latter type of sentences one hears sometimes the conjuno*

tions lge 9 duge or even the Hindi kdran employed, but this does not appear

to be idiomatical.

175. Circumstantial clauses of time are formed in different wayg,

as will be seen from the following examples : When my father was still

alive, we used to cultivate these fields ;
Embas gahi ujjnd bdri em ibrd

Ifriillan usskam ra'alugkam lit., my father's living whilst, we these fields used

to plough. Since this landlord came here, we had to give it up. / gotta*

harcns fehane emdye ambnd ra'acd, lit., This landlord came then to us givt

up was. Wh(--u we had taken our supper then all of us went to bed
;

i&ttrtin ondfim ki ormam cutkam, lit., Supper having eaten we all slept.

When you have washed your hands, bring my breakfast; kfrekhan wdrj /r*

erighai luhdrin ondr'd, lit
,
Hands having washed, my breakfast bring-

When the bell rings come all to church ; ghantd h^arkho kin ormar girja
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, lit., Bell-sounding time all church come. How did you plough when

you had no oxen ? Addd mal ra'aed dkhaneni ekdsse usskai be'edai, lit.,

Oxen not were, that upon how did you plough? At the time when I was

teaching this boy, he was not lazy at all. En I kukosin stkkdbdckd ratal-

agkan, a berd nu landid maid ra'acas
; lit., I this boy teaching was, that time

in lazy not was.

176. Consecutive sentences are formed in the same way as the above-

mentioned clauses, t. e., by employing chiefly the past participle, in consec-

utive sentences the form of the past participle is treated as a verbal noun,

being put into the ablative case ;
for example : As tjusan d/ier tdkd ra'ackdl

as paddan khendd ortyos ; lit., with him much money being from he a village

purchase will be able, hence : he has much money, so that he can purchase

a village. These sentences are also formed similarly to the way in which

final clauses are formed : I have brought these that you might examine

them : Niiighai parkhdye ibran ondrkan ra* adan, lit., Your examining for,

these i have brought, The use of the final or consecutive
'

tnat," Hindi
" ki" is not in vogue in genuine Kurukh speech, for wherever in English or

Hindi " that" or "
ki" would be employed, the Urfio simply puts the clauses

together as correlative ones without employing a particle, e. y., Let us run

away that the tiger may not get hold of us: must be rendered Bonyot hard

iakrd ambd dhar' annetia lit., Let's flee, tiger not may take hold. Hasten to

get home, that darkness may not overcome you ; Er^d kald capd, nimdye
ambd ukhanek d, lit., Home go quickly, to you it may not get dark. Take

this vessel home carefully, so that it may not break, * arm erpa erk?, ho'd

*mb& kbotirdn nek'd, lit., this vessel house carefully (seeing) take, it may
not break.
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UP 1.1; xviii.

On the derivations and the formation of words.

$ 177. The Kurukh language being agglutinative, there is, strictly

speaking, no derivation of words in its grammar. The noun serves as

adjective and ncr versa, and there are only a few abstract nouns. Dau is

good and also goodness, klrd, poverty, famine, kira also is poor and poorly ;

inneld / raft HU klrd khntrd, there is a famine at present in this country ;
an

>
toklftx, he is a

j
oor man

;
as kit-am ujjdas, he lives poorly.

Pairl means daybreak or the early morning, but it is used principally

as an adverb as pair* arsyas, he arrived early i.e., early in the morning ;

kfrdkhd, after
; cdkhd, near

; /a, inside, etc., are postpositions, which we used

as nouns as well as adverbs
;
khdkhd nu, in the rear ;

cdkhd nu, in the vicinity ;

ula nu, in the interior; as khdkhd barcas, he came after; ad cdkhd ra'i, she

is near
;
dr uld ra'anar, they stay inside. From these few examples it will be

seen that there is not much room in the Kurukb language for the formation

of words.

8 178. There is, however, this peculiarity that nouns may be turned

into verbs (a) by simply adding the inflections of the verb, e.g., ekh, shade,

hence ekhdav, ekhdoi, ekhdas, I shade, thou shadest, he shades etc., Khali,

thief, theft'; hence dr khalbna* dr khalbyar, dr khalbor, they steal, they stole,

they will steal, (b) If the noun ends in a vowel, it is dropped and the

inflection is added to the preceding consonant ; e.g., ukhd, darkness, hence

eliding the final a we conjugate Ukhl it is getting dark, ukhya, it has become

dark, ukhd. it will get dark. Khondhd, gathering, assembly ; drop the d and

inflect khonjknn, khondor, kh'.ndkut, 1 have gathered, they will gather, we

and you have gathered.

It has been previously explained how the noun of agency is formed,

i.e., by simply adding the vowal u to the base of the verb, e.g., timb, beg,

tlmbu beggar; wt.A//, to get drunk, wik/.u drunkard; par, sing, j?ar, singer.

Ci, give, heice n'w, giver, ^au, to do, hetce fof.ti, the deer ; Aw, meke

hennce Jcamu, the maker, creator.
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8 179. The noun of agency may serve as an adjective, wu alas, the

seeing man ;
kharu jdkh, a thieving servant; kh\u alar, mortal man.

The infinitive of the verb stands for the abstract noun erna, to see,

hence enia, the seeing, the review, observation; onnd and mokhna, both

meaning to eat
; when taken together they mean food, support.

Nouns are formed by the employment of the past participle ka, added

to the base of a verb, viz., gachrna, to promise, ^achrkd the promise, covenant :

agreement ;
anna to say dnkd, the word

; ernd, to see, mennd, to hear : hence

Irka menjkd, witness.
'

180. By prefixing the abbreviated form of the negative adverb maid,

i.e., mal. to verbs or adjectives, we get another kind of compound .

t
Mal munjrnd, not ending, endless, eternal,

Hal saurigid, not strong, weak, feeble.

By adding maid or malkd to nouns or adjectives, we get another series

f derivatives: khadd malkd childless, barren; munjdmalkd, endless, eternal.

By adding the possessive locative affix antd, or ntd to nouns, we get

still another kind of derivatives : merl&antd, heavenly ; ullanta, daily ; also

by adding lekhd, like : pandrulekhd, whitish, etc. Maitd, height, and kitd

depth, are derived from meyd and kiyd, "high
"
and " low" and antd or,

ntd or tdj
"
belonging to." Compare 26.

181. There are no diminutives in Kurukh; but we find that one of

the Hindi diminutive forms used sometimes is
; e.g., from chota, small,

young : cutkd, the little one, the youngest. This is in Kurukh sanni, small
;

hence sankd, the little one, the least.

The abbreviation of lekna, like, '.<*.,
le is also sometimes employed as a

diminutive : kdhdie, lit ; the greatlike, pretty large.

Diminutives are further formed by adding the word kbadd to the noun
;

e.g., alia khadd, a little dog ; pitri kbad'd, a small mat
; khoppd kbadd, a

small hair tuft
;
cdcd l&add, a small stone

;
binko khadd, a small star.

The adjective sannl may be used generally in forming diminutives,

e.g. 9
ta*vi wan, small tree; sanni ef*t, a email bow; sannl ton<f(>, a small

axe.
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See also the paragraphs on tin- formation of the paanive voice, causal and

reciprocal verbs, anl <m t.n* formation of transitives and intransitives

K 86-87,

ALLITERATION.

S 182. The Kurukhs are fond of reduplicating syllables for example :

, neighbours ;

)
delirium ;

banai hmai k<', thoroughly ;
from the Hindi tana bandke.

i>i/bitnd, to clear up ;

bilbHambnand^ to shine dimly;

bhukur bhukur, violently ;

cadgad-napvdgad, a good-for-nothing fellow ;

catcatrna, to crackle ;

cehecehelam, vehemently ;

cikhcil&rnd, to sob ;

ciyam ciyam-ba^and^ to chirp ;

corokb corokbrna, to suck ;

dihir dihirnd, to stamp ;

doroporb, vice
;

dhundur-musur< negligent, naked;

jiidfadrHa, to cackle
;

ghacpm, surprised, perplexed ;

handhandrnd, to become empty ;

hudr hudrnd, to make a snapping noise ;

hurukjuruk, enchantment ;

irsl birsi, different, sundry ;

jerem ktrem, with all ones might ;

julpultietn, early in the morning ;

jhakjhakrnd, to glitter ;

jhalangjkulwig> staggering ;

jhankar jhunktir, reeling, staggering ;

kala*' katabrnu, to be in want of food; Hindi
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kalkafamba'ana, to tease
;

kankanamba'ana, to irritate;

korikrd borikro, crooked; also konko boriko, Bengali bank a, bent

kundrmundr , protest ;

lam bar luwbur, quickly ;

laram farurn, greedy;

hundrhundra, wide
;

luplupra, trembling ;

nohortohor, preserving ;

olkhna c\l&hna, lament ;

pttlniphtni, spft ;

sorad sorad, carelessly ;

tbapathupu, flat footed
;

ulukbuluk, confounded ;

ttrupvru, straightway^
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APPENDICES.
i

APPENDIX I

On the Dravidiau characteristics in the Kurukh Grammar

The principal characteristics of the Dravidian languages are, ac< -rdm-

to Dr. Oaldwell, the following. They are in the first place agglutinative.

(Characteristic is t'ouud in Kurukh, which expresses grammatical relations

by means of affixed words, which maintain throughout their original

character. The Dravidian noun has only one declension. This is just the

case with the Kurukh noun. The Kurukh also divides his nouns into rational

and irrational
;
the latter being neuter, whether they be animate or inani-

mate. The plural tor masculine and feminine nouns is identical, and the

neuter noun has, strictly speaking, no plural. As in Dravidian languages,

so in Kurukh, the personal pronoun, plural number, has a collective plural

besides, which includes the first and second persons. The endings of the

inflected noun are nothing but personal pronouns added to them. The

nominative singular has no case-sign, and those of the oblique cases are

added to it or to the modified stem without any connecting link whatever.

Adjectives in Kurukh as in all Dravidian languages are mere nouns of

relation or quality, which are prefixed to the substantive without alteration.

The comparison of adjectives is formed in the true Dravidian style by placing
the adjective to be compared in the nominative and the noun or pronoun
with which it is compared in the ablative case. The Kurukh has no relative

pronoun, and no third person personal pronoun very characteristic

Dravidian features.

The structure of the Kurukh verb is, like that of all Dravidian verbs,

agglutinative : first the root, then the voice characteristic or causation

particle, after this the tense characterise, and finally the pronominal

ending, denoting person, gender and number. The Kurukh verb has only

one conjugation, like its sisters of the Dravidian family.
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AiPJL'ISNIXCX II.

Connection of Kurukh with other Drauidian languages.

List of Dravidian words and roots in Kurukh as found in
Dr. Caldwell's Comparative Grammar.

It is not necessary to prove the connection of Kurukh with, the

Dravidian family of languages, but a list oi some of the words which are

common to all of thum, may be of interest

NOUNS.

Tint,

BilR,

San, *<ww,

father.
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PRONOUNS.

i, I ; nin, thou ;
em

t we ; tarn self.

NUMERALS.

Ort and ond, one ;
irb and enj, two.

VERBS (ROOTS).

Bar,

An,

Khar,

Bi'i

come.
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The Kurukh personal pronoun first person singular is en, plural em and

ndm ; in old Kanarese it is enu, emu and nemn respectively, in old Tamil nan,

yam and ndm. In old Kanarese the personal pronouns for the second

person, n'm, 5//j, together with the reciprocals tan tarn, are quite identical.

The personal pronouns as and dd, he, she, it, are apparently connected with the

Telugu vddu and a>.ii. The characteristic of the past tense of the verb ck or

ca may be compared witii cl in Telegu and Gondi as well as with

the sa of the Korava dialect. Jn the future tense the Kurukh verbs

end in 6, whilst corresponding suffixes in Tamil and Kanarese are u and v

respectively. The numerals ort, masc., one, and ond, ueut.
;
ond may be

compared with the Tamil or it and vnru ; also with the Telugu ckudu and indu

respectively. Korava has vrt and ond, the same as Kurukh. The irb and

irbar, two or both, are similiar to the Tamil iruvur and the Kanarese ibbarn-

The Kurukh end two, neut., is identical with the Tamil rendn and irandu

and tho Kanarese eradu. The Kurukh nubar, three, masc
, corresponds

with the Tamil w&var and the Kanarese mu&aru. The Kurukh word for

three, neut., is tnund, which is identical with the Tamil w&nru
9 munrfru

and mundu. Kurukh naibar, four, muse., corresponds with nalvar in Tamil

and with, ndlvant in Kanarese
; ndkh, four, neut., to the Kanarese nalku

and the Telugu nalugu. The ordinal muw'ta, first, is identical with

the Telugu modald.
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Similarity of Kurv& and Malta.

Apart from a difference in pronunciation the Kurukh and Malto Vooa-

bulory is almost alike. These two languages, inoreDver, jare closely related,

grammatically. They have no separate feminine singular, but u<e the neuter

instead, and their nouns have no separate oblique case. The Gasp-suffix ea

are almost identical and the per.sonnl pronouns in each of them are quite the

snme, which may be said also of the tense characterise

CASE-SIQNS :

Kurukh. Mdltd

Singular.
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DEMONSTRATIVES.

In Kurukh -is, ds^\d, ad, he (this one, that erne], she, it (this one,
that one).

In Malto ih, he
; ith, fern, and neut.

In Kurukh ir, dr, they (these ones, those ones), masc. and fern.

In Malto ir both for iwasc. and fera.

The reflexive t&n and tarn is in both languages alike.

INTERROQATIVES.
Kurukh.

Ne, ekd, endr, nek, who, which, what
; tie, ike, intlr, nek.

TENSE CHARACTERISTICS.
Past tense, Kurukh : kn ; in Malto k.

Imperfect, a
; a.



IV,

Topical differences in Kumkh.

It has been shown in the introductory remarks that Kunikh is spoken

not only in Ohota Nagpur but aUo in the Central Provinces, Oriasa, behar,

Aesnm and other pails of India, though under different names The Author

II:H
i crsnnally visits the so-called erye-0ri<.* in the Gangpur State, to

inquire into the difference of their speech from standard Korukh. This

difference is verv small, and may be summed up in the statement that

where standard OrZo has the gutteral kh, the Brrge-OrSonB pronounce

it us //, c.g Kurukh khekhcl is in Berge-OrSo l.t.hel, earth.

khek/ta ,, hekh&, hand.

khedd /Wr/, foot.

mankhd manhd, buffalo.

kbondna hondna, collect,

khdkha hfiha, after.

I he Kisaus and dhangan of the Central Provinces and Orissa pronounce

the.; of the characteristic in the past tense of the verb c, thus nanjas in

standard Kurukh is pronounced nuncas ; menja*) mencas
; the short a is

pronounced long probably to avoid the broad pronunciation of the vowel

in Oriya. There are other slight differences in the pronunciation, e.g.*

the e in endr is pronounced i' = tWr
;
the ending of the future o is pronounced

a, t.g., instead of kao, those people will say kau. This change of the vowel

o is also met with in the base of verbs commencing with rt, thus attna
y tc put

on, to dress, in standard Kurukh, is with them ottna ; dnnd becomes ondn&,

okkna, nkkiia etc. The eases-sign of the genitive in Kurukh is gahi which in

Orissa and the Central Provinces is pronounced g/ti, qht, ke, e, hi and i. It

is probable that i or e are the original forms of this case, and that gh, g,
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k and h are only euphonic additions. A more important difference is

found in. the tense characteristic of the perfect, where manjkai becomes

manckedde ; menjkai, menckedae* This kedae is borrowed apparently from

Munddri. The most important difference however, is in the auxiliary

verb to be. Thus en be'edan or ra'adan in standard Orfio is with those people

atfan, I am
; ailae, thou art, atlas, he is,, //!, she, it is*
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V
Is Munddn conned- d icit/t (he Urfto tanyua>j

Dr. JSten Kouow his taken exception to the theory propounded by tlio

Author in tli-j first edition of this giammar that Mundari is a Dravidian

language and is thus connected with Kurukh. It is now generally adm;

by scholars that the Munda tribes belong etlinologically to the Dravidians ;

this fact has been proved by anthropometricai investigations carried out on

the largest possible scale, and consequently a relationship between the

Kurukh and Mumlari languages would not appear improbable ; nr rever,

iheie is a large number of words which are used in common both in Kurukh

as .veil as iu Mundaii and connected languages, not merely borrowed \\

but words which cannot be derived from other sources
;
and last but not

least, there are feature iu the construction of the gramme of eith r

language which seem to support the theory of relationship.

The suffixes of the uouii in its declension are similar in both languages ;

the dative sign in Kurukh is ge and that of the ablative t/, whil>t in Mundari

it is kc and te respectively. The division of nouns into rational and irra-

tional in the former and into animate and inanimate in the laffer is though
different yet practically the same.

'

Either language possesses the double

plural, one iu which the speaker excludes the person spoken to and one iu

which he is included There is, however, no dual number in Kurukh as we

find in Muodari but, on the other hand, the Jfiang, the Savara and Qodaba

languages also have no dual, though they are branches of the Munda family

of languages.

Adjectives are of the same character in Kurukh and iu Munolari : in both

they are in reality nouns.

The pronouu first person singular appears to be strikingly similar in both

languages ;
it is ifig in Mundan and en in Kurukh with the oblique base

eritj.
The pronominal suffix for the third person in the vei b is ;n several

Dravidian languages a and at or ac, whilst in Mundari it is ae, meaning in

both he or she. The infix t& in Mundari and the possessive proucun tan in

Kurukh have the same meaning, e.g., sidom taing my own horse, in MundSri,

is tanyhai yhoro, his own horse in (Kurukh). Then again, the way in

which the possessive pronoun ie connected with words denoting relationship 16
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in both languages alike
;
the only difference is this, that in Mundari the pro-

noun is added to the noun, whilst in Kurukh it is prefixed ; e.g., in Kurukh

embas my father ;
in Mundaii ajamng, etc. The emphatic suffix m and ge or

yd are in both languages the same
; e.g., in Mundari we say : aiitg ge, even

I ;
in Orao enga ;

in Munda gdpdm tenodirsg, even to-morrow I sh'all jo ;
in

Kurukh netdm kdon. Relative clauses and interrogative sentences are formed

in Mundari almost in the same way as in Kurukh
;
for other similarities see

next appendix^

Yet in spite of all these similarities Professor Sten Kouow conies to the

conclusion that they can be explained otherwise and that they do not furnish

sufficient proof of the connection of the Mundari language with the

Dravidian group. In putting forward his theory the Author himself in the

first edition of this grammar did not attach much importance to the coinci-

dencies in the vocabulary, since these can be explained by the mutual

influence these two languages have exercised upon each other through their

close contact for centuries, though he laid stress on grammatical affinities.

However, even these can be explained otherwise, as shown by the learned

Professor ;
for example. Dr. Sten Konow ascribes the similarity of case-

signs in these languages to the influence of Aryan speeches on both of

thorn alike.

According to the same authority the adjective has the same character in

all agglutinative languages not only in Kurukh and Mundari, Again, the

real bate of the pronoun fir^t person singular being in Mundari w
9
it is

impossible to connect it with the base e of the Dravidian languages. In

the examination of the formation and conjugation of the verb Dr. Sten

Konow fails to see any trace of analogy between Mumja and Kurukh, the

similarity met with here and there being only apparent, not real. The

learned philologist sums up his investigation by declaring that the Mundas

and Dravidians belong to the same ethnic stock, though the physical type

is not uniform throughout, but that the languages of the Mundas end

Dravidas are not connected, and form two quite independent families
; the

former agreeing in many points with various forms of speech in Further

India, the Malay Peninsula and the Nicobar Islands, and the latter forming

quite an isolated group.
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List of words used in common by Ur&os and Muntf&rU in Chota N<i

A, Nouns.

1. Loan-words.

English. MundSri.

Elder sister.
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English.

Father,

Mothor (my mother)

Wife (youth).

Beard,

Nose.

Knee

Daughter.

Multitude,

House

Garment

Manger.
Ox.

Hunting.

Forest.

Wall.

Eiver.

Rape seed.

Sound.

Arrow.

Vegetable.

Rice.

Witch, evil spirit.

2. Original words.

Mundari

dpu, abba.

engd.

kurl (kord).

mocd.

mu.

mukuri.

mui.

gohondd.

ord.

kiari,

dadka.

hada

tendrd

tonarig. \

pachri.

gara.

maga.

sari.

sdr.

ard.

hiki.

bat.

Urao.

abba, babd^ bang.

irigijo.

kurld in Dh&mk&rid

moca.

mui.

mukul.

mat.

gohondd.

urd. Diaverpa.

kiorl.

dadkd.

sendrd

t&rarig.

pachrl.

maghd.

sard.

car.

bdi.

EEMAKK. The Orao plural, neuter ending gut hi is used likewise iu

Mundari in the following instance : daslguthi, meaning maid-servants.

B, Adjectives.

Whole.

Proud, stubborn.

Blind.

Right.

Crooked,

7. Borrowed-words.

gotd.

rfirf.

kard.

thaukd.

benako.

gotd.

difh.

kard.

fhaukd.

botiko.



English

Lazy.

Clean, white.

Shining, glittering.

Hoary, grey, old.

9. Original word*.

Mina<: Urao.

pundi.

f>irih<j fi<

pand

C. Verbs, (Roots).

1. Loan-words.

/-.

//iri-Buii, f'inid, heat.

panjkd, punjkd.

To be, remain.
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2. Original words.

English. Mundari. Urfto.

Here, hither. ne tare, itrd.

There, thither. en tare. dtard,

Not yet. aurige. argi t

Yes. he. ha't.

HEMARK. The Kurukh word ulld, day, appears in several Mundarl

ndverbs of time : Hold, yesterday ; hnlang, diy before yesterday; hola tere,

day before yesterday ;
ci ulla^ which day ;

ci ulla o ka, never, not on any

day.
E. Conjunctions, Numerals and Postpositions,

Conjunction.

English. MuiTidari. Urlo.

But. mendo munda.

,,
batkam. backam.

Then. ente.
. anti.

And. oro, aro. ard.

Very. berang, bckdr. berang, bekar.

Numerals.

First, one. miad, mod. mund.

Twenty. A-firf. kun (Hindi).

Postpositions

Towards. tare. tard.

}.{EM,,RK. These lists of words might be increased considerably, since

the number of words in common use in both, languages is about one-

tenth of the vocabulary.
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Words in Kurukh borrowed probably from

Bengali or Oriya.

Bengali

A\> adv., yonder ;

Aid, n married woman
;

Gach, to agree, deposit ;

Jnop, hush
;

Torang, a raised place ;

Thaukd, adv., altogether, whole
;

Thu, spittle, thu, interj., fie
;

Danu, ddnd, dano, an evil spirit ;

Dirgha, adj., long, extended ;

Banka, adj , crooked, bent ;

J/09/i, v., to wrench
;

Mosan, cemetery ;

Buk
9 breast, stomach

;

Jlish, v., to mix, to unite ;

Mud, mutton, the closing of a

wound, eyes, a hole, etc.

Kurukh.

ahai

at/d, mother, elderly woman.

yach, to agree, promise.

kboppt, bush

torang, barren, elevated ground.

thaukd, whole, right.

thu thu, fie, fie !

ddnu, ddnd, dand, a demon.

dighd, long, extended.

bdriko, crooked, bent.

moc, wrench, cut aaundor, -;ut in two.

masrd-gaddiy oemetery .

hukkd, breast, heart.

mesnd, unite, receive.

mad, mundna, to close, shut a door.
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AJP^EJSTDIX

TIME RECKONING OF THE KURUKHS.

A. Day-time.

Kher clk-o bin,

Bijo flirt, bijta'a,

Or cncuhia c\T&d bin,

Or julpulhem,

Cb'b flirt,

Blri argnd (berd),

Pair*, pairim,

Oohold pundna herd,

Lantfl luhdrl,

Luhdrl bin,

Kukkcapo,

Arti blrl,

Elkhrna bin,

Blrlputtnd (herd),

Blr puttd,

Ukhnd berd,

Khurtl llrl,

Khttrtl blnkb berd,

Cutb birl,

Mal&a,

Jdhi mal&a,

when the cook crows.

at dawn.

when the birds begin to chirp.

ditto ditto,

at rising time,

at sunrise,

morning, early,

time to yoke the oxen,

early breakfast,

breakfast time,

midday, noon.

afternoon, water-fetching time,

when the sun inclines,

at sunset.

the whole day, from morning to evening,

at dusk,

supper time.

the time of the evening star, late supper time*

time to go to bed.

night,

midnight.

B. The Kurukh year.

The Urffo divides the year (can) into lunar months (cnndo) : each month

as two parts, viz., blltl mdkhd, bright nights, and ukhd mdkhd, dark nights ;

unnd cando is new moon or beginning of the month; punai is full moon.
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The names of the months are taken from the Hindus, but the year is

divided into the following seasons :

s,>ti(tra caudd, spring time; lit., hunting time, from February to the

middle of March.

llirna gab, hot season
; from the middle of March to the beginning of

June.

Kkha gali, rainy season
;

till the middle of September.

Cirdi gall, harvest time ; till the end of November.

Paid ulla, cold season
;
December and January.

important events in the family life are counted from theae seasons, an-1

moro particularly from festivals or from some political event, such as the

rebellion of the KMa in 1832, (larka) or the Mutiny in 1857, (ulgulan), etc

e.g., Larka can HU benjralakktm, in the year of the Larka (Rebellion 1832)

I got married.
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IX.

Kurukh measures.

Of measures the Uraos have very few :

Ond nttrkd, one paila, about one pound (for grain).

tonki, about five pounds (for grain).

,, t.f.-ngi, about 20

uddu, one maund (man) or SO pounds (for grain)

Mull, chapter, lit., root, H.

Kan, verse, /#., part, H.

Mttka, elbow (hath: Hindi).

Sobbd, a handful.

Ond past* ,
both hands full.

Ond dhdk, one spoonful.

Ond han't, the eighth part of a paua of land.

Ond kanud, the fourth'part of one paua of land.

A<ihpa\ or ddhd paud, half a paud.

Kanua mund, three kanud or three-fourths of a paua.

Ondpan or paua, one paua of land.

REMARK. Paua or j3w>a is Hindi and has the meaning of one-fourth

part of a ser-iwo pounds : ond paua %hal, one paua land is therefore, again

one-fourth part of a larger or complete quantity, viz. the khari
;
ond khan-

khat, four paua land. One pawa of low rice land is a quantity of land on

which about four " maunds "
of paddy seed-grain can be sown. Kanl and

Ranted are also Hindi words.

Ond KdSy one Kds, about two miles in length.

)n<l goli, a distance as far as a small round stone may be

thrown.

Ond (fang or <fdn<f, dan<fd> about ten feet.
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A.1M7ENUJX X

List of Kurukh demons.

1. Barandd, the supreme spirit, supposed to reside in the mountains

maso.

Hindi. 2. Burantfo, whirlwind : fern.

3. Darhd y
the village bhitf

;
masc.

4. Dwcdli, his wife.

5. Khutd, the family b/tui.

6. Golsdli, the god of the cows.

7. Cdld oxjkakrd, or cdlo paced, the bhM of the holy Sftkhud grove.

8. Patrd, the forest demon.

9. Khate, the threshing floor demon.

10. Gfired, the protector of cattle.

11. Candi, the hunting goddess.

12. Cigrt, the house-purifying demon.

13. Sakhrl
t the demon whose worship purifies A wonaan after child-

birth.

14. Pacb'dl, pictfdlar (plural), departed spirits in the infernal

regions to whom offerings are made.

15. Curil the spirit of a woman who died in childbirth.

16. Baghaut, the spirit of a person, who has been killei by the

tiger.

17. Mfid, the spirit of a person who died froii starvation or through

accident or from an unnatural cause.

18. Uttor, the minister of the infernal world, to who'u sioritioes and

olfferings are made, to smooth fche way for the doad.

19. Pdt, the rook demon or mountain spirit.
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A3PJPE1STDIX XI-

List of Kurukh. village names with meanings

ErzerO,

Kartd,

Kanjed,

Rundo,

Candkopd,

Kanjo,

Kurgi,

Siang,

Belli,

Belkddlh,

Bekiin,

Cdchi and Chdcho,

Kttdarkd, >,

Sitio,

Noltino,

Eukro, kukhrd,

Pandrd, Pandri,

Eonkdy

9)

Kurukh way of spelling : Eretc8ro t bow, arrow.

: Nayrd, humus, clay.

: kkarta, by the river.

: Kartgia, sour.

: Kundo, fertile.

: Candktoppdi moon shrub.

. kbaHJo, fruitful.

: Eurukhi, homestead.

: SiS, boundary.

: Belli, belonging to the king.

: Belkddih, village of the

kingdom.
: /fefttf, king's boundary.

: Gael and cdco, stony.

: Kud'arkhd, a kind of vege-

table.

: Sithid, gratis.

: Noltlni, sweet yam.
: Kukrd, ukrd, principal

capital.

Pandrd or Pandru, white.

Eltorikka) deep.

: Khor&bo, sprouts.

Mdlfi, belonging to the

giant,
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Kordmc, Kurukh way of spelling : Ktirammbai, warm water

spout or spring.

Tnriamba, ,, ,, : T&riam*n' fii, forest water

spout or spring.

Kurse, : Kdrse, crooked.

Batgl, ,, ,. ,9 v0i, cleaned.

Patdmd, ,, : Pallfimm^ teeth water viL
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Muntfdri village names.
/

[These villages are found in the north-western part of the Lohardaga

which district, is at present inhabited by Urlos only.]

Strenghatu, zererighdtu, rock village.

Serengddg or da, serengda'd, rock water.

Hondayd, or dfi, honda'd, child water.

Hondplri, honplr^ child plain.

Hesaplri, hesdpir, plain of ficus religiosa.

]Tocd, kocd
y crooked corner.

Manhdtiiy manh&tu, tree village.

Maslhdtu, wdsihatu, gram village,

Stmsertrig, simsereng, fowl rock.

Patratu, patrhdtu, wood village.

Dlnd&g or dd, dirida'd, stone water.
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xin.

1.

2. Cigafo,

3.

4.

5.

6.

List of totemistic names of Kurukh septs.

tiger.

jackal.

hog and hog'e intestines.

wild dog.

the ha himan ape.

field rat.

young mouse.

hawk.

vulture,

crow.

swallow.

woodpecker bird.

quail.

swallow-failed bird.

tortoise.

eel.

carpfish.

ghadfiah

A creeper.

(ficus indica.)

(ficus religiosa.)

tank weed.

paddy.

rice-water (cot\jy).

mahua.

lit. hog bone, a thorny tree.

iron.

salt

.

8. Orgort,

9. G^jVM/,

10. Khakha,

11.

12.

13. Rerketta,

14. i)AfCMa,

15. 1*4,

16.

17.

18. Khalkhd

19. ^w>r
20. Bard

21.

2?.

23. Khe**,

24. ^mr,
25. Madgl,

26. Kmkhocol,

27.

28.
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Some Idiomatic Phrases.

As akham baldas, lit., he knowing not knows= he does not know at all.

lyantd amm engage mala pac'l, lit., of this (place) water to me not

digests= the climate of this place does not agree with me.

Ad dl ujya, lit., she man revived= she has married a second time.

Baiuld ambke beta, lit,, inside the mouth do not speak= do not speak

indistinctly.

Kohd bai amba nand, lit.,
a large mouth do not make= don't assume a

proud air.

As tanghai ohmd codas, lit., he raises his honour= he is ambitious,

As dhukku mankhyas lit., he received an entering one= he has taken a

concubine.

As cjahi ekh erigan kajyd, lit., his shade pressed on me = he has favoured

me,

HuUontl hullo guti, lit., from end to end = evermo re.

Ndrl amba ho maid amb'i, lit. the fever even leaving not leaves him=

the fever never leaves him.

As ci'n hf) maid ci'idas, lit. he giving even
N
not gives= he never gives

at all.

Bnjid khakhkan, lit., I soul have found= I have taken courage.

As erigan khan kord ti hd mala erdas, lit., he does not see me even with

a corner of his eye= he takes no notice whatever of me,

Ar landi luhdrl onnar, lit., they eat a lazy breakfast= they take breakfast

very early.

As maid cPinum ci'idas, lit., he in not giving gives= he gives unwillingly.

As ongmi ho poldas, lit., he even being able is unable=he is absolutely

unable.

Ad Khadd pdkyd, lit,, she took child into her lap= she gave birth to a

child.
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field parb la*\ w//d, lit,, to-morrow the festival's stale day= to-morrow

is a post- festival holiday.

Ujjna bijjnd okka laytlai ? lit., living shining are you seated ?= are you

hale and hearty ?

An tandidju&b to'k/tos, lit,, he came out= turned out to be a lazy fellow.

Jid nu ondr'a, lit., take to heart, pay attention ; also jian safsd, lit >

throw soul, i.e., into the matter understood ; ondrnd, to bring ; *-ijnd t
to throw

J/?/a codnd, to arrange a gathering, a fair.

As gam mokhus rfi'as, he is forbearing, patient.

Cuttati onv'e? Will you drink (have) a chiroot ?

Bawd! That's done, finished ;
from the Hindi bannd.

Lauckat ! We have finished, overcome, won the victory.

Atyejid ci'ind wand, he must be encouraged.

Lage, Inge I Go on ! Come on ! Forward !
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Kurukh Proverbs-

1. Em KuruT&batn, makhle Turkam

Lit.,
* : We are Kurukh unless we are Turks.

"

Meaning : If you will listen to us we shall treat you well
; if not

we shall treat you as the Turks would do.

2. Ar galil kuddd mala

"They have no navel"= They are not
trustworthy; they are

strangers.

3. Hudl gahi Itapre meccha ra'z

" Yonder woman bears her head high "= She is stubborn or

quarrelsome.

4. As gahi kapre ujgo ra>l

" His head is straight "=He is a lucky fellow.

5. Goll alia jhata khola

" The landlord's dog has a hairy tail "=The Landlord's actions are

high-handed.

6. Belas gahi hauda urkhd %hacia

<4 The king's elephant seat has appeared
"= His qualities are

apparent.

7. Oisso injo %bar ufl
" Small fishes impede the current

"= The combined efforts of weak

people may accomplish great things.

8. Khattas nu khettd nerr korcd

"In that wretch's (house) entered a cobra snake
" = A great cala-

mity has befallen that unfortunate fellow.

9. Khaddl dara phaggu herd

" The Sarhul and the Phagwi (two principal festivals) are gone
"

=The days of merry-making are over.
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10. KkdJ&d Samalpur nu cuti

" The crow sleeps in Sambalpur
" = lle i very unsteady*

11. As puna erpd karncas

" lie has built a new house
"=He has departed to tli

world.

12. Khd&d cndr bakld maud *

'* Will the raven ever become a paddy-bird "aeCau anybody

change his nature ?

1J3. Onto, kbolld t\ mundkar cndr nannd manor!
*' Shaved with one and the game razor, can they ever be diff-

erent ?"=Those who belong to the same stock, always stick

together.

14. Nimbas gahi benjan er'oe

" You will witness your father's wedding "=You will see the

burial ceremonies of your iather=Your father will die. (If

you remain so wicked.)

15. Hu pello gahi bindyo bilci

"That girFs earrings glitter "=That girl is anxious to get

married.

16. Clrdi gutl cilpin mdnjo'e,

Pisd ge, pel/o, ropro man'o'e.

u Clean the ear ornament till the harvest, unless afterwards you

girl, will be ugly "= Enjoy your life, giri, as long ss it lasft*.

17. Ndgpur />u en allan^

Bhotdrig nu en gollan.
** In Nagpur I am a dog, In Bhutan a landlord

" = at home

I am despised, abroad I am honoured.

18. Plstd mukkd saxtd kathd.

"The second wife has cheap words
"= The second wife has

plenty of words, but nothing else ;
she is not so amiable s

the first.

19. Kiss J&ebdan ra'a c?a
" Let the pigs' ears alone

" Don't mix with stupid people.
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20. Eftghai mukddim mukkd,

Anti J&hedd dim %kedo.

" My knee is my wife and my foot i& my daughter-in-law
"=

I have no other helper besides myself. One must not rely

on others for assistance : Help yourself.

21. Kuhft lekhd jiyan posdai-^-

"You support your life like a cuckoo
"=You depend on

others for the subsistence of your family, instead of caring for

them yourself.

22. Khdfybd khotd itii kuhu l&add
" In the nest of the crow there is a young cuckoo

"= There is

a black sheep in good company.
23. Jard nerran ambke efd

" Pon't wake the cowach snake
"= Don't provoke excitable

people.

24. Ord khdkhd add mam/cd
" The birds and the crow have selected their dwelling-place"
= Your opportunity is gone.

25. Lakrd kareya argi coa
" The tiger has not yet put cai his night dress." It is fctill

dark, not opportune. There is yet danger ahead.

^6. Hud lusu ban kodai kas'i

" That woman grinds the chaff together with the corn"=
That is an unreliable person of mixed character.

27. As gahi khedd khekhd esrd kerd

*' His feet and hands are broken
" He is helpless, There

is no help or remedy for him.

'28, Hut cic cepan trkas be'edas

" He has seen the deluge," he is very old and wise, or ironically

pretends to be so,

89. Blrputtd koddi lassd-*

"Ail the day she is working for millet." Do not always
trouble me.
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30. Landis gt man ill,

Kawiya* (jr
a //fit.

" To tho lazy rice, to tho diligent rice water "-Tli-? negligent

often fare better than the dilignit.

31. I.ipi Dharmt khadcan biati'i

"The lark delights the chiMren of God M s.A sum!! lirig
l
it Mlow

may gladden tho hearts of many peopl*-.

32. Dundupuri purl.

Peed hf) puri.

"The large owl in silly and the small owl also get* rlly
ff = A.ll

people err, great and small.

33. Parta gecchantl kbtna khor'i -
From a distance the hills all appear green an I froih

" -
If [>eople

live afar from each other, they esteem eaoh other a ore than

when they are living close together.

34. Calkl ket'er muddanttkri'i

" The broom and the duster are poking eaeh oth-r
''

ought not to quarrel with one another.
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xvi.

The Parable of the Prodigal Son.

Ort dlas-gahi irb l&haddar ra'car.

One mau-of two sons were.

Sannis tain-basm
*

anyas, 'and being, urmln

The-jounger his- father -to said, *0 father, all

khattar ercghai khittarkd ra'l adin ci'ikt

having-divided n,y share is that give-please.
Khane d-s tavcghai ujjna-gahi or-guthin irbar-ge

w
Then he his living-of goods two-to

kh'tttyas ac'as. Jokk ulla aryl inannum

divided gave. Few days not-yet being-in
sannis tang/mi urmin khondas dara gechchd

the-younger his all haviog.gathered ajso far

tard keras dura aiyam bhartfd ujjna-ti tanghai

towards went and there-even riotous living from his

ttrntin mulkhdcns. As urmin munjyas cicas khane

all drowned-finished. tie all spend-given then

d rdjl'im Urd khatrd ard as klrd-sd^d

that country -in hunger fell and he hungry -to -suffer

helr,n. Khane as attaramd or addiyaf* gus-in

began Then he region-of one land proprietor with

korcis ; as dim tanghai khall-nu kiss khdpd

entered
;
he him his field- in pigs to-tend

taiya* ; as ekd uturbandan kisz-guthi mokhd-iagiid

sent
;
he which husks swine -flock eating-were

Gt-tl tanghai kitlan urd'ti biddyas ; mundd

that-from his belly to-fill sought ; yet

neho ds-ge mal cid-lagyar.

anybody him-to not giving-wafl.
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Khane akh-ondra* dard bdca*,
"

PM-b'

Then reason-brought also said,
"
my-father-with

eodd /nssii/ftr ra'amir, dr-guwn baggi

how-many servants are, thf>m-with much

onnd, md&bnd, tt'itirlsd-tfkh'd ra\ ard

drinking, eating, remaining -like is, and

?////// k\r&4\ khed'hgdati. Rn cd'ov

I-selt hunger-from dying-am. [ will arise

dat'a em-bas gusan k&'on tiard d*in dn'on,

and my-father-near will-go and him will say,
" And baig en merkbd-ciahi birdd tira ninghai
" O father I lieaven-of against and thy

chainlie-tiu guvhd iiznjkan be* < dan ;
*><

before -in sin did am. I

mnndbhdre ninf/hai khadd Itd'/mid leklfA

henoef..rth thy son to-be-called like

Balkan. Eitgnn niiiglun fassit/ar nu <rto*

not-am. Me thy laboureis amon^ one

tekh'dm uiya" An file as cdcas dara fam

like-even put.'
1 Then he arose also his

bas gmart barcas. Pahe as geccham ra'ca*,

father-near came. But he far even was

feh nt~ tarn bas dsin \rya& dara xogge

then his- father him saw also pitied

tryas <1fird bonga* dara ashi khin ci/n

looked and ran also him emlraced

dara ci<rikht)fis Antiie taiigdat asm dnyas,

&nd kissed. Then his-son him-to said,

and ba/ty en rnetkhd tiirdd ard nifirj-

*0 fathev, I heaven against and thee-

gman gunha naitjkan be*edan ; en

with sin did am I

mundbhdrt niiighai khadd ba'arnl 1*Wa

henceforth thy son to-be-called like
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mnlkan.
9 Mundd tambas tariyhai

not-am. Bat his-father his servants-to

dnyas, urmin-ti dan kicrin ondr'd

said, all-from good cloth bring

dard asm bfincd ;
ard ds-gahi kbekkhdnu

and him put-on ;
and his hand-on

muddi dard J&bednu jutd att'd
;

ring and feet-on shoes put ;

ard ddrharkti gundi-fehaddan ondr'ar~ki

and fatted cow-young brought having-

erba, l&hane dnot dard ririyar'dt ; duge

kill, then shall-drink also shall-rejoice ;
because

engdas kfckas ra'cas, untile ujjya^

my-son dead was, then lived,

as ebserkds ra'cas, ard khakkhras. Rham
he lost was, and was-found. Then.

dr rirlydr'd belrar.

they to-rejoice began.

Mundd kdhas khall-nu rJeas As

But the-elder field- in was. He

erpd hedde arsyas dard assnan dard

house near arrived having playing and

nalnan menjas. kbane as jSttar-tl orfosin

dancing heard
; then he servants-from one

tang-gusan eddas dard menjas,
* endr mandlagyl

'

?

him-near calling asked, what is-being on ?

As d*in dnyas, ningdis barcas ard nimbas

He him-to said, thy-brother came and thy-father

ddrharkd gundi-kbaddan irbyas, dsin kore

fatted cow-young prepared, him safe

harem khakkhyas duye. Antile koha* ktmdras

sound found therefore. Then the elder got-angry

ard Hid kor'd maid biddyas. Khane tam-i/as

and inside to-enter not sought. Then hU-father
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urk/ias dard dsin fjnfi,
f\ra*. Antlfc as latnbdwi

come-out also him fntieutt-d. Ti in he bis-father-to

And kirtd'jus, t~
irdt en ~/t cdn t\ mnjhai

say-returned, 'see, 1 these-mauy years-from thy

nalakh nandan dard ikldhft mnghai ptokan

service do and ever-even thy order

matd eskan
; iftftflAS nln wjdyi. ikldh~>

not broke : that-in-even thou me-to once-

ontd bokran maid cickti, t'kdtl tnht"> enghni

one kid not gavest, Avbich-from I also my
sariyifar gam kltm-maro*. Mundd Is nimjdnt

friends witb merry-might-make. But this thy son

bharrwd tl tanghai tirmin tnttlkhas dard iarcat,

riotouoness-with his all spent and came

khane nin diye ddrhurkd gundi-khdddan

then thou him-to fatted cow-young
irbkm beelai. Tambas d&in dnyas t and

killedst art. His-father him-to Baid
* Q

o, nin-gd nagarkhane erig-gane ra'adai,

dear thou-indeed always me-with art,

nrd enghai urmi niriyhnidim tall. Pahe

and mine all thine-indoed is. But

ningdge-ho khus-mdnia ard dan jiyd-ti

thee-to-also merry-to-make and good heart-from

ra'and car ra't, ige \ nirigdis ke'kas

to-remain necessary is because this thy-brother dead

ra'cas, anttie ujjyas ;
as ebserkas ra'cas,

was, then revived ; he lost was

ard khakkhras.

and was-found.
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XVTI.

On a tea-garden.

What is your name f Nlnghai sing.) endr name ?

Did your wife come with you ? Nirig khai nmgat<e barckl nt't ?

How many children have you? Nirigd eo jen khaddar m'anar ?

I have two sons and three daughters. Ertghii irb ktiko khaddar dard

nub kukoe khaddar ra'anar.

Will they be able to do some work ? Ar ormar nalakh nand one/or ?

Two will not be able ; they are too young yet.
- Irb gd potlor ;

&r

dherim sanni rcCanar.

Go with the Sardar. Sardaras gam kald.

He will show you your house. As ravage erpan nimdge (pt.) e/o$ cws

Keep it always clean, Erpan sagarkhane irkddim (swept) uiyd.

Arise early in the morning, don't sleep too long,

Pairim cfide cSde co'd, den ambke cutuki ra'a.

Do your work properly. Ninghal nalkhan dau kkltam narfke.

If you do so, you will draw full pay. Enm nanjkd tl mriydge purd talab

Never stay at home without leave Begar chutthi nearkl iklam ho erpd

nu ambke retake.

If you feel sick, give notice to the Doctor Babil. tiiuidr muno'e kdlo'e

hole Doctor ifdbutin hdl cfike.

Take the me-iicine he will give you Endr'dm mandar ci'os ddin onke.

Have you got any money ? jNirigusan dhibd ra'i kd '!

No, 1 have only a few pice left. Maid ; crigusati thdrekan kacca bachake

ra'i.

Well, I shall advance you four rupees, Bes, hole ningdge car tdkd

tgdtar ci'on.

Sir, give me ten rupees, Sdheb das tdkd ci'd.
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We have no food and all our rice is finished. Em ywan od gf <n't I,T,

muld, tlkhil itrtiii uumjrd kerd.

Now go to the market and I my whatever you require. Akku

1,'dlur kl t-T.dii 'I'lin kh^

But don't spend your money on drink. Patie arhhl bdre dnd gt d/iibd

kharc atnbd nftnd.

Don't go fishing until your work is finished. Nimhai nahkh pfird

nanjkat) tl mund injon pttdge ambkt kdld.

Don't quarrel with other people. Nannd Alar (mukkar) $an$ amlke

kehnakr'a:

Don't wear dirty clothes. Mnrkhkd kkrin ambke attd.

Don't sleep on the floor. It is damp. Er/>atitd khiikbtl nu >*Md
9

cnikd ra'i.

What's the matter ? Endr kathd rtfi ?

Don't cause a disturbance. Odimdi ambd cdd'd.

Don't ask me for leave everj
f

day. Nitki aitkl chuftl ambke n2d.

Drink pure water. Leave the muddy. Saphd amm 6nke, yadlan ambki.

Wash and cleau your feet, hands, face, body every day. Khed khekhd

muhin werfan ulla ulla ndrhke, mujke.

Where is your hoe and basket P Ninghai kuddi dard tnkrl efaan ral :

Don't hoe too near the tea-bush, else you will cut the bark or even the

tea-bush. Cah khoppd gusan adhikd hedde. hedde num ambke khossd, inakle

bakhlan kA khoppcui ho tdro'e cio'e.

Pluck only the sprouts of the leaves ;
leave the rest. Atkhd gahi

/timid ktbarrnn nidi cokhd ; nanna nannan m'n ci'd.

Gather the leaves into your cloth. Atkhan ninghai kbosyd nu khond'd.

Weed the grass well and carry it to the roadside. Ghdsin urmin

caddd'r k\ pab cokh tard helrd ttike.

Scrape the grass off this road. Sandak nH ghdsi yuthi ra\ ddin tlolke.

Cut the lower branches of this tree. / man gahi kiyd tw\* dtfin

iAr'ar cia.

Take it all to the tea-house. Cdh erpd urmin htfarkl uike.

Come to my bungalow quickly. Enghai Bangld dje bard capd.

Go, run, take this letter to the bard Saheb. Borigfl capd, i citf/rin fahd

bas gusan ho'd.
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Assemble at the office in the morning. Pairim dplm gman khondorkd

ra'ti.

I will give you all your monthly wages. End candon id mullin nimd

orma>- ge ci'on,

Come near, be not afraid. Jfftdl bard, ambke elcd.

My dog will not bite you. Eriyhai alia niman maid parmo.

Oom'e one by one, don't push each other. Ort ort bard, dhakd dhukl

ambd nand.

Where is Sukoo to-day ? Stikhus innd eksan reacts ?

He is not well, Sir. Urbay. as korem malkas.

Yesterday was the market day ;
I suppose he got drunk and therefore

he is unable to work. Oero pet ra'acd, endr akho'e, as unkhyas, dug nalakh

poldas nand.

Call him at once and bring him to me. Asin akkunim cade mekhd

dara efty gusan ondrd.

He danced all night, did he not ? Endr as bljtd maid ndld becd lagyas ?

Sir, I have headache and I feel rather sbaky. Urbayo ! enyhai kukk

ndfi dard l&hekhd asrdlaggl.

If you had told the truth, I might have forgiven you, but now you will

be published. Ujgo kathan dnkai ra'nckai, hole nirighai gunhan anttfon ci'on

pahe, backan akkun maid band, nincjd dande c?ind mano.

Neither you nor your wife speaks the truth. You are all liars. A^J

dard ning khai hfi satte maid dndar, Ntm-wrmar jbuthd alar taldar.

Yoa are a very lazy fello.w. Nln korhe landid dl ra'adai.

If you were wise, you would" listen to my advice. Nm lur akhu raadai,

hole enghai kathan uio'c pahe.

What do you want ? Nlm endr beddar. ?

Birsa and Somra are quarrelling together. Birsas dard Somras tdm

td-m nu lauc^akhrkar be'enar.

Birsa caugh me by the throat. Birsas enghai khesr</m ped khas.

Somr provoked me by calling me bad names Somras eiigan kebas

dard yandl pa-ndi ndmen pinjyas.

S :

r, "Budhu wants to marry Budhni. Urbay y
Budhus Budhnin beiyra

beddas.



Arc- you willing lu many lum \ A</i ^ 6/</</i .

?

Has he not a wife ? -Bwrfr rf* #"/"' /<

She left him, and is living with another nmu. A
nannd mctus yusan korckl ra\

Why did you not obey my eiders? R*<jhai pcskan endr ge maid

mdnckai ?

You will not receive any reward. JNingdye ontd hi bakthi* maid

khakhrd.

You are a wicked vile n:an. Win maldau, qandd al taldai.

I cannot allow you to misbehave yourself in this way. Bn i rakam gnh\

wtilkore calan calfA ge nmgan pollon ci'd.

What are you talking about ? Nun endr endr kacnakfrrdur rcfadar ?

Why do you laugh ? Endrnd alkluli ? (fern.).

Which way did you come ? Ekdnu bnrckar he'cdar ?

When will the master be back ? Urbas ikldm kirros ?

Where is Soomi ? Where did she go to ? Soomi eksan rai ? Ekdtard

kerd ?

She was standing near the well. Ad tusd gusan ijkl ra'acd.

I saw her sitting under the mango tree Tntkbd man gu*anim okknnm

ddin irkan be'edan.

Why did she run away ? Ad endrnd bongd kerd ?

Do you know where she has gone to ? Ad ektan kirki ra'i, adin

akhdai ?

Don't hide the truth. Sat kathan ambd nuj&rd.

What have you done with my knife ? Enghai katun endr nanjkai /

You took it away from my table. Nln enghai mej meyan t\ khalbkai

ra'ada*.

Where are the men, who were accused of stealing ? Bkam alar meyd
i&arnd ga/ii ndhs manjkl ral

y
dr eksan ra'anar !

Who gave you that cloth which you are wearing ? Bkd kicrin bdchkr

ra'adi adin ningdge ne cic'd ?

Don't make such a noise. Ibagge gul ambd nana.

Sit down and keep quiet. Okkd dard chdcfom ra'd.

Come home quickly Erpd ctije cije kirrd.
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Take my horse to the river Enghai ghoron tebdr gusan hM.

Go ahead and show me the way Daharen eddge erighai mundbhare

Stretch out your hand Nirighai khekhan parda'd.

Show me your tongue Tatl&an othrar kl edd.

Stand in a line Pdnti nu ijjd.

Look this way ; that way Itard erd ; dtard era.

Carry this carefully Idin bes erke cefd.

Carry the water pot home Arm kumar kl erpd hd'ai.
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XVII'.

In Court.

What is your complaint ? Ningfoii endr ndlis ra'i ?

Sir, Budhu Mahto out my paddy Ana urbay budhu Mdhios ertyhai

khessan kfrossas.

Who has ploughed and sown r* Ne ustid dard cSkhd ?

\ ploughed, Sir ! I dug and made the embankment, and I sowed, all

with my own hands Bniw usskan, Urbay, enim khoskan dard

pagdr lauckan, enim cdkfrkan, urmi enghai dim khekhd tru manjd.

Have you witnesses who have seen it ? Nikim iryar dard nwgtard

gaicdhl cid ongor ?

Yes, Sir, Somra helped me in ploughing and was present when I

sowed Ha'l Urbay> Somras enghai j&alau pasrl niyas, dstm enyliai

cdl&kd mini h'idi ra'aiagyas.

How did Budhii cut your rice? Budlms ninghai khessan ekdse

khossas ?

He had quite a number of villagers with him when he caine to the

field, all rendering help to out my paddj As gusan paddantd

bagge alar ra'dlagyar. Erighai khal nu tarcar l^hane d% ge

kho'enum khoenum sahdrd dear.

Did not you remonstrate with him ? Nin dsin maid barj&'ckat bc'edai $

What could 1 do, I was alone and his party being so large Endr

nation I ISu otkhdnim ra'ackan, dr kQhd kdhd yohon^d ra'acar.

What did Somra do after cutting the rice ?

[hessan kbossas dard Sdmras endr nanjas ?

He and his people carried it to his threshing floor.

As tanghai dlar sarige khessan tanghai khati nu hda'r ki uiyas cicas.

Then what did you do ?

i H\H endr naujkai.
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I went to the police-station to give notice, but the Suh-Inspector told me
to go to Court and lodge a complaint.

Bn Thdnd kerkan dard Ml cickim, pahe Darogas addlat nu ndlis nand ge

dnyas.

You Budhu, do you plead guilty to having out Birsa's paddy ?

Ana BudhH mend, nln Birsas gahi kbessan l&osskai kl gunhan tengrdlag-

dai ?

Sir, I have cut the rice, but it is not Birsa's, it is my own.

Urbdyo, kbessan en endrnd maid khoyon, erighai dim gd ra't, Birsas gahi

mall.

What's the name of the paddy-field ?

Khesi 1&al gahi endr name ?

It fe called Kusum Chaura, Sir.

Kussum chaura gd bdl
>

rt
)

l
j Urbay.

Who did the ploughing and sowing ?

Uind cdl&nd ne nanjd ?

I have done it with my servants,

Bnim gd dfiangar garie urmi nalakh nonjkan ra'adan.

But Birsa's allegation is that he did that all. Who speaks the truth ?

Backat Birsas gd dndas : enim urmi natykan ra'adan, ne Bate dn'l ?

What can I know, Sir I have not seen him doing it ?

Ne al&d Urbay, en as gahi uinan cdl&nan mal irkan ra'adan.

Whose jot is Kusum Chauri P

Kusum caurd nekhat jot ra
j
l ?

It is part of my mahtodt land.

Hud gd mahtowdl khal gahi ond khand ra'l. -

Since what year have you been Mahto of the village ?

Paddantd Mahto ed cdnti manjkai ra'adai ?

Since two years.

Gdnenj, gd manjd kef a,

Who was Mahto before you ?

Ningan ti nwnd Mahto ne ra'acd ?

Birsa's father was Mahto for some time.

Jek ulla khatri Birsas gohitambas gd r
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Did Birpa ever put forward a claim with rfgar.l M thi< l\r

Birws i bbat gain brltf- nit tk/" nanjkas ra
y

a<

Yes, he claims it as his bhuinhArl, and last year tried to cut my j addy.

Ha'i, itingil? "erighni ajdiyd khal ra
1
? M00I kl Mghni khe*san kbo**d

bidyas.

Did you not complain against him in Court ?

Nin addlnt nu as ineyd ndlh mnld nanjkai ?

Yes, Sir, I sued him in the Criminal Court.

Ha'i
, Urbay, phaujdhdri ndli* nnnjkan gd.

Who got a decree ?

Digrl nekd ye kbakhrd ?

None of us got a decree, but I was ordered to lodge a suit in the Civil

Court, because Birsa had succeeded in finding false witnesses to swear

that he had ploughed and sowed.

Nekdge ho mala manjd, backdn Hdkimi* ertgd </e hukum c'cas f &

ntm dewdm nand
;
enJr ge Birsas J/iiUhd gaicdhann ondra* cicas, dr /,

mokhar dard tinyyar : Birsas ustas dard iftkhas.

Then why ijid not you go up to the Civil Court ?

A'ttile addlat nu dewdm endrnd mal nanjkai ?

Because the land in dispute belongs to me and since 1 have been Muhtd

of the village I always used to plough and sow and keep it in popsefsion

therefore my pleader advised me, not to sue in the Civil Court

Khal i,d enyliai dim /'?; cird Muhto rcfckd pariyant* enim gd ( an cdn

utskan, cfikhkan dard dahhal nu nikm ra'adan. "Hole endrge ndtis nanoe

enyftai JJokhtdras dtiyas,

What evidence is there that Kusum Chaurd is service land ?

Kusum Courd naukri khal ra'i ddigt endr sabut ra'i ?

It has been measured and demarcated as such by Rakhal Das Haldar

Special Commissioner, and my landlord, Ram Chandr Rai, will bear witness

that I have been in his service since the Inst two years
~ Rakhal bdbu i

kamvxhnar pain.ds na>itdca8, pnkhnan gartn'cas dard hatitoicdi

Enghai Golla* Rdm candr hd ><awdhi ct'os je en cdnend paddd t,u dt </a tii

mahtowdi\nanjk<m be'edan.

Well Brisa, what are your titles in the land inquestion ?

Anti Birsa't ninim lengd : d laktA khal nu nirighai endr akhtydr rdi ?
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It is my hereditary bhuihari land, measured and demarcated in'the

name of my father, Sukru Matho .

Ad purkhd gahi pdriyan tl en'ghai bhuihdrt khal tall
; ara embas gahi

ndme im paimds manjkd U pakhan gdn ho manjd kerd
; embas gahi name

tiukrii, MahtO rcfaca.

To what khut do you belong?

Nln endr khut gahi dl hekdai ?

I and my forefatherUHbelong to the Mahtd khut.

Stnim dard purukhar ormar Mahtd khut gahi hikdam ra'adam,

To what khut does Budhu belongs ?^

Budhus eka khuntanta ra'adas ?

1 do not know
; he came to our place from quite another village ;

he is 'a

Gattrd, no bhuihdr,

Adin en baldan
;

ds nannd tartim enghai paddd bwcas dard Qaurd Jrtkdas,

bhuihdr malyds.

Do you pay any rent for Kusuru Chaura P

N\m Knsum Cnurd cadde jokendr mdl cu'dai ?

My father never paid rent for that land, neither did I : it is a rent-free

bhuihari holding

Embas gd iktd ho mdl maid cicas, antt en ho maid cickan^ d khal gahi

kdrane mdl ci'ind mala marii\ llndhdrl ra'l duge.

Do you render predial services on account of your bhuihari lands ?

Xln ninghai b/mihdri khal gahi bithi ci'idai kd maid ?

We never did. Why should I give then P

Sim ikld ho maid nanjkam ra'adam, antile endrge bithi ci'on ?

Did the landlord never demand rent or services from you or your

father?

Qrdlas iklam ho nirigustl ka nimbas yustile mala biddyas ?

He did, but we did not give him, why should we ?

Ned yd necas, pdhe em hdl hiikum maid uikam, endr ge bithi nanom ?

Have you any more lands in the village ?

Paddd nil ninghai jokendr nannd l&al ra'i ka ?

Yes, sir, bhuihari as well as rajkas and korkdr.

Ha'iy Urbayo, bhuihari dard korkar M) ad ra'i.
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lliivo you got receipts for the r-nt paid?
J/d/ cickai, ddtyahi rasit l&tikhkai i,c\'dai <

For the ctmtitd I pay He <

(
,er pawa and for kdrkdr half that rate. 1

piii<l tlu- rent into the treasury ;
the receipts of Government aie with me.

Ui'hntkd yalti ond pau<i </t r/fin td/fd cddan, are. kdrkdr ye a>thkdr ri'idan.

En 8/Mfl nu sujkan be'edan dard Sa> itari raul ,n<jK.;nnun ra'l

Why did you not pay to the Zamindar directly '?

(iot/08 ye endntd inal maid <:i< ku't ':

Became he would not give me any receipt and wants tu oust me of mv
bhuihan land and drive me away irom the village altogetli

A* fdsU ctam wal ci'idav dard ertghui bhuilid>l Muilan hnccd bectdat daro

paddan tl tftgan khedd gl or layabddu*.

Who are you r
1

Nin ekd ortai?

I am Sukru, the village priest.

En Sukrun paddantd naiy ra'adan.

What do you know ab'jut the dispute between Budhu and Birea?

Niu Budhus dard Birsas gahl tnukadmd gahl bare nu en<.!i c

Birsa is a great liar, Sir, that 1 know for certain.

tiirsas kohd phasyd alas (aldas, ddin en wdnim

In whose possession is Kusum Chaui-a "f

Kutum Caurd nekhai dakhal nu ra?l ?

Kusum Chaura is Mahtowal service land, and whoevei is Mahto, he culti-

rates it.

Kusum Caurd Maktotcdi kbal ra\ nik'imje Mahto ni'r drim gd ttinar.

This we know, but tell us whether it is in Birsa'i possession or in

Budhu's?

Adin gd al&dam, backan ieftgdr ce'a, akkun i\ekhai fakhcl nu rrt'i,

ftirsdsga/it nu rtfi kd Budhus yahi
'

Sir, what can I say, both plough and sow and reap.

TJrbay y
endr bd

y

on t irbarim gd uinar cdkbnar, khoynar.

Then what do you think, who has a right to do s?
Khan* endr orgdai, nekhcti hak rv?i ?
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Birsfc's father put lorward a claim of Bbuihari with regard to that

land, but Kakhal Babu dismissed that claim. Being village Mahto and of

the Mahtb khunt he remained in possession of it until his death, whereupon
Budhu was appointed Mahto by the landlord . Therefore according to our,

custom the land belongs to Budhil.

Birxas gahi tambas ''

ettghaibhuihdrira'i" bdcaa kt ddbi navjkas ra'tcas

pake Rakhal Bdbus dismiss naiija*. Paddantd Mailtos ra'ackd num ara Mahto

khui gahi manjkdn tl as MSena gutl a khalan dakhal nanjkd num rcfa agyas

Khokhd got'las Budhusin Mahtd uiyae. tge emhui neycdr lekhd d j&hnl Bud/ins

gahi dim ru'l.

You may be right ;
now go borne.

findr akho^e nln thdu\am dnkai ; akkun erpd kald.

B. S, Prtss 23-] 1.11 14618J 360- W M D'C. & others.
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